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1. Preface  

This thesis has been submitted to the PhD School of The Faculty of Science, University of 

Copenhagen (Denmark) to obtain the PhD degree. The main part of this work has been carried 

out at the Marine biological section, Department of Biology, Faculty of Science, University of 

Copenhagen, Denmark with Professor John Fleng Steffensen as main supervisor. Several co-

supervisors have also been involved: Senior Scientist Rasmus Berg Hedeholm from the 

Greenland Institute of Natural Resources (Greenland), Professor Peter Bushnell from the Indiana 

University South Bend (USA), Associate Professor Kim Præbel and Professor Jørgen Schou 

Christiansen from UiT The Arctic University of Norway (Norway). 

  

The thesis consists of a general introduction to the Greenland shark and to marine radiocarbon 

dating - the age determination technique applied. Two unpublished manuscripts and one 

published article are included, as well as a discussion meticulously elaborating the theoretical 

rationale associated with applying radiocarbon dating on an animal living in the North Atlantic 

deep ocean. The manuscript on feeding ecology is to be submitted to Polar Biology and the 

manuscript on tracking is in preparation as tags are still deployed on sharks. The finding of great 

longevity of the Greenland shark was published as a report in Science, August 2016. In addition 

to the work presented here, I have been involved in and carried out several spin-off studies from 

the 310 sharks of which various data has been sampled during my PhD project. A full list of 

these studies (published and in preparation) is presented in Appendix I.  

 

During my undergraduate and graduate years, I have become extremely fascinated by Greenland 

and the surrounding ocean. Each summer since 2009, I have worked as a student assistant and 

cruise leader onboard the RV Pâmiut for the Greenland Institute of Natural Resources. Here I 

encountered whales, birds, fish, crustaceans and squids that fascinated me deeply, and I realized 

that I wanted to specialize within something that could be studied from this unique platform. 

Greenland sharks became the topic of my research as a young researcher, but to be honest it 

could have been any of the intriguing creatures we pulled up from the deep. My future aim as a 

scientist is to keep doing research that makes it difficult for me to distinguish between work and 

hobby.  

 

 

Julius Nielsen, 30 November 2017 
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3. English summary  

This PhD project has aimed at investigating longevity of the Greenland shark. The largest 

Greenland sharks measure at least 550 cm, and ever since Poul Marinus Hansen in 1963 

presented that a recaptured medium-sized Greenland shark had grown 8 cm in 16 year, longevity 

of the species has been subject for speculation. Conventional age determination techniques for 

teleost or elasmobranchs are not applicable on the Greenland shark and its longevity has thus 

remained a mystery for decades. 

 

Inspired by alternative age estimation techniques applied on other sharks and whales, I have used 

bomb radiocarbon dating and a Bayesian calibration model to estimate longevity of the 

Greenland shark. The analyzed tissue stems from the eye lens nucleus – unique material which 

presumably reflects age 0 of the shark, as it has not undergone metabolic changes during the 

animal’s life. By studying 28 Greenland shark females between 81 cm and 502 cm, I estimate the 

oldest shark to be between 272 years and 512 years. With an estimated lifespan of at least 272 

years, the Greenland shark is the longest living vertebrate animal in the world. 

 

In order to produce these age estimates, it has been necessary to study the carbon source of the 

eye lens nucleus in more detail. The center of the nucleus consists of proteins and the analyzed 

tissue stems from the diet of the shark’s mother. From feeding ecology and satellite tracking, I 

have therefore investigated adult females. Sharks of this life stage mainly occupied continental 

shelf waters in southern Greenland at depths between 200 and 550 m and fed primarily on cod, 

redfish and seals. From previous investigations of predatory sharks and whales in the north 

Atlantic, bomb radiocarbon has been widely applied, and I argue that a similar calibration 

approach is valid to use on the Greenland shark. 

 

The main aim of this thesis is to clarify the biological assumptions behind the radiocarbon dating 

leading to the age estimates of the Greenland shark. These age estimates rest on classical 

biological feeding ecology studies, chemical isotope analysis and advanced mathematical 

modelling. This interdisciplinary approach has been crucial for the success of the project. The 

thesis also illustrates how a novel cross-combination of techniques can be applied on other 

marine species difficult to age determine, and how the Greenland shark is unique to the arctic 

ecosystem. Many aspects of the basic biology of the Greenland shark remain mysterious.  
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4. Dansk sammendrag  

Formålet med dette Ph.d. projekt har været at undersøge, hvor gammel grønlandshajen kan blive. 

Grønlandshajen kan blive mindst 550 cm lang, og siden Paul Marinus Hansen i 1963 

præsenterede genfangstdata fra en mellemstor haj, der over en tidsperiode på 16 år var vokset 8 

cm, er der blevet spekuleret over den potentielle alder på de allerstørste grønlandshajer. Eftersom 

konventionelle aldersbestemmelsesmetoder til benfisk eller bruskfisk ikke er anvendelige på 

grønlandshajer, er grønlandshajens livslængde forblevet et ubesvaret spørgsmål.  

 

Inspireret af alternative aldersbestemmelsesmetoder, anvendt på andre hajer og hvaler, har jeg i 

dette projekt brugt bombe kulstof 14-datering og Bayesisk kulstof 14-datering til at estimere 

grønlandshajens alder. Vævet, der analyseres, stammer fra centrum af hajens øjelinsekerne – et 

unikt materiale, der ikke har gennemgået stofskifteforandringer gennem dyrets levetid. Jeg har i 

alt undersøgt 28 grønlandshaj-hunner mellem 81 cm og 502 cm, og estimerer den ældste til at 

være mellem 272 år og 512 år gammel. Med en alder på mindst 272 år er grønlandshajen verdens 

længstlevende hvirveldyr. 

 

For at kunne producere disse aldersestimater har det været nødvendigt at undersøge kulstofkilden 

til det analyserede væv fra øjelinsekernen. Øjelinsekernen består af proteiner, og det analyserede 

kulstof stammer fra den pågældende hajs moders diæt. Gennem fødeundersøgelser og 

satellitmærkning har jeg undersøgt netop de voksne grønlandshaj-hunner. Hunnerne opholdte sig 

hovedsageligt på kontinentalsoklen i Sydgrønland på dybder mellem 200 m og 550 m hvor de 

primært spiste torsk, sæler og rødfisk. For andre rovdyr i Nordatlanten med lignende diæt og 

rummelig udbredelse, har man klarlagt hvorledes kulstof 14 målinger kan kalibreres for at kunne 

omsættes til aldersestimater. Jeg argumenterer for, at en lignende kalibrering kan bruges på 

grønlandshajer.  

 

Hovedformålet med denne syntese er at klarlægge de biologiske antagelser, som ligger til grund 

for kulstof 14-dateringen. Aldersestimaterne baserer sig på klassiske biologiske fødestudier 

kemisk isotopanalyse samt avanceret matematisk modellering. Denne tværfaglige tilgang har 

været afgørende for projektets succes. Afhandlingen illustrerer også hvordan en ny 

krydskombination af teknikker kan anvendes på andre marine arter samt at grønlandshajen er et 

unikt dyr i det arktiske økosystem. Grønlandshajens grundlæggende biologi er til stadighed 

indhyllet af stor mystik 
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5. Kalaallisut eqikkaaneq  

Ph.d. nngorniutinni matumani siunertaavoq eqalussuit qanoq utoqqaatigilersarnerisa 

paasisaqarfiginissaat. Eqalussuup qanoq utoqqaatigilersinnaanera Paul Marinus Hansen-ip ukiuni 

16-ini eqalussuarnik nalunaaqutsersuilluni pisareqqittarlugillu 1963-milli misissuinermini 

paasimmaguli ukiuni misissuiffigisamini misissukkami 8 cm-iinnarnik allisimanerat, 

taamanerniilli paaserusunneqalerpoq eqalussuit anginersuit 550 cm angullugu angissuseqartut 

qassinillimi ukioqarsimassanerat. Tassami uumasunik imarmiunik saanilinnik nataqqulinnillu 

utoqqaassusileeriaaseq nalinginnaasoq eqalussuarnut atorneqarsinnaasimanngilaq, 

taamaalillunilu eqalussuit uummartussusiat ukiorpassuarni paasineqarsinnaasimanani. 

 

Eqalussuarnut allanut arfernillu utoqqaassusileeriaatsit periutsit nalinginnaannginnerusut 

akuerisaasullu isumassarsiorfigalugit suliniummi matumani kulstof 14 atorlugu kiisalu Bayesisk 

kulstof 14 atorlugu pisoqaassusiliisarneq nutaamik allanngortillugu periuseqarlunga eqalussuit 

arnavissat 81 cm-iniit 502 cm-inik takissuseqartut 28-it misileraaffigaakka. Misissuininni 

ipiutaasartaq atugara eqalussuup tappiutaata qeqqarpiaaneersuuvoq – timip pisataani 

immikkooruteqarluinnartoq taamaalilluta misissuinitsinni atorparput, eqalussummi ukuini 

uumaffigisaani ipiutaasap taassumarpiaap allannguuteqanngivissimanissaa ilimanarmat. 

Misissuinitsinni eqalussuaq utoqqaanerpaatut ilimagisarput ukiut 272-it 512-illu akornanni 

utoqqaassuseqanissaa missiliuupparput, taamaalilluni eqalussuaq ukiunik 272-inilluunniit 

utoqqaassuseqaannaraluaruni nunarsuaq tamakkerlugu uummasut nagguallit akornanni 

uummartunerpaatut oqaatigisariaqarpoq. 

 

Uumasup misissuiffigisap utoqqaassusilerniarnerani ipiutaasap misissukkap 

suminngaanneersumik kulstoffertaqarnera ilisimaneqartariaqarpoq. Eqalussuup tappiutaa 

proteinertaqarpoq, taamaattumillu isaata tappiutaata ipiusaartaaniittut proteinit arnaaata 

nerisarisartagaaneersuusimassapput. Eqalussuit arnavissat nerisarisartagaat kiisalu 

qaamataasanut nassitsissutilersuinikkut misissorlugillu malinnaffigaavut. Taakkua misissuinitta 

nalaani piffissap sivisunerpaartaani Kalaallit Nunaata kujataani immap naqqata imavissuarmut 

itiseriarnerata killingani itissutsini 200 aamma 550 meterini nassaassaanerupput. Takanani 

pingaartumik saarulliit, puisit suluppaakkallu nerisarinerugunarsimavaat. Atlantikorsuup 

avannaata imaani kiisortut allat taama nerisaqarnerusartut imaanilu eqalussuartut 

pissusilersornerusartut kulstof 14-imik periuseq naapertorlugu misissueriaatsinik 

sanilliussisarluni utoqqaassusiliiniarnernut atorneqarsinnaanerat paasineqarsimavoq. Uani 
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allaaserisami uanga tunngavilersorlunga saqqummiuppara, taama saniliussisarluni periuseqarneq 

aamma eqalussuit utoqqaassusilerniarneqarnerinut atorneqarsinnaammat. 

 

Uumassusilerinermi isummiuteriikkat kulstof 14-ip atorneqartarneranut tunngassuteqartut, 

kingornagullu eqalussuit utoqqaassusilerniarneqarnerannut atorneqartartut 

paasiuminarsaaviginisaat ilisimatuussutsikkut allaaserisami Ph.D.-nngorniutinni matumani 

pingaarnertut anguniarpara. Ph.D.-nngorniutinni uumaasusilerinermi tunngaviusumik 

misissueriaatsiniit, isotopit atorlugit timip sananeqaataanik pisariusumik misissueriaatsit 

kingornagullu qarasaasiaq atorlugu naatsorsueriaatsinik ineriartortitsinerit pisariusorsuit 

aqqusaarlugit suliara ingerlappara. Eqalussuup qanoq utoqqaatigilersinnaanerata paasiniarnerani 

ilisimatusariaatsinik assigiinngitsunik sammivilinnik iluaquteqarsimanasinnaaneq 

aaliangiisuulluinnarsimavoq. Suliami matumani aamma takuneqarsinnaavoq imaani 

uumasoqatigiiaat utoqqaassusileruminaatsut paasisaqarfiginiarnerini periutsinik assigiinngitsunik 

atuisariaqarnerup pingaarutaa. Eqalussuup Issittumi uumasoqatigiiaat ataqatigiiffianni 

immikkuullarilluinnartumik suli qulaajaaffigineqanngitsumik tupinnartortalimmillu 

inissisimasup uumasuussusianut tunngassuteqartutigut paasisaqarfiginerunnissaata 

pisariaqartuunera misissuinerma aamma takutippaa. 
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6. Prologue  

In 1961 at the North Atlantic Fish Marking Symposium at Woods Hole (Massachusetts, USA), 

the Danish fishery biologist Poul Marinus Hansen presented data from the first tagging 

experiment of the Greenland shark (Somniosus microcephalus) conducted in Greenland waters. 

His research span from 1936 to 1949 and were conducted in western Greenland with the aim of 

investigating Greenland shark growth rates. Hansen managed to tag 411 Greenland sharks of 

which 28 were recaptured (Hansen 1963a). Unfortunately, Hansen never caught any of his 

tagged sharks himself and almost all of the recaptures were by local fishermen across Greenland 

(Hansen 1963a). Of the 28 recaptures, most were reported either without associated lengths, with 

negative growth increments or with increments so big that measurements were considered 

untrustworthy by Hansen. Therefore, length and associated growth increments are only reported 

from three animals of unknown sex. One shark measured 285 cm upon capture, and 14 years 

later the same shark was reported measuring 300 cm; a second shark measured 271 cm and after 

two years, it measured 272 cm; a third shark caught in 1952 was specifically highlighted by 

Hansen as it had been measured very reliably upon recapture by the station manager at the small 

settlement of Prøven in the Upernavik-area, northwestern Greenland. 16 years had passed since it 

had been tagged in 1936 in Uummannaq Fjord, northwestern Greenland. This animal had grown 

from 262 cm to 270 cm in the entire tagging period (i.e. 8 cm in 16 years). This was the only 

recapture measurement in which Hansen had full confidence and he points out that based on this 

one specimen, it seems that Greenland sharks are slow growing and potentially very long-lived. 

However, despite Hansen’s great effort to investigate growth rate of Greenland shark, his 

conclusive remarks were that “the results have been very disappointing” and “unfortunately very 

little progress has been made” (Hansen 1963a). The idea of long-lived Greenland sharks has 

survived for half a century, and based on Hansen’s data it has often been referred that Greenland 

sharks were likely to live for more than 100 years (e.g. Fisk et al. 2002, MacNeil et al. 2012). 

Ages of Greenland sharks have, however, been impossible to investigate due to lack of 

applicable age determination techniques, and the potential longevity of Greenland sharks has 

remained an unsolvable mystery.  

 

The main objective for this PhD project has been to study this mystery, as it was hypothesized 

possible by Professor John Fleng Steffensen from the University of Copenhagen (UCPH) and 

Professor Jan Heinemeier from Aarhus University (AU) in 2009. Instead of using vertebra tissue 

(which is applied for age determination of several shark species), the suggested approach was to 
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analyze tissue from the eye lens. Heinemeier’s research group had, in collaboration with 

Professor Niels Lynnerup from Section of Forensic Pathology (UCPH), demonstrated that 

radiocarbon levels measured in eye lens proteins of (dead) humans, could be used to estimate 

their year of birth quite accurately (Lynnerup et al. 2008). Heinemeier and Lynnerup had even 

been involved in solving a murder case, where forensic investigators wanted to determine time of 

birth for several dead babies found in a freezer in Germany (Lynnerup et al. 2010). Heinemeier 

and Steffensen thus expected that eye lenses of Greenland sharks might contain a similar 

radiocarbon signal, which could allow for age estimation. 

 

The first Greenland shark eye lenses examined by Steffensen and Heinemeier were sampled in 

2010 on the TUNU IV Expedition in northeastern Greenland (Christiansen 2012) and revealed 

that two medium-sized specimens of both sexes were remarkably old. More samples were indeed 

necessary, but Steffensen faced a challenge task of getting several samples of young, old and 

medium age Greenland sharks. It was therefore a perfect match when I was presented to these 

investigations in 2011, during a lecture with Steffensen at UCPH. At that time, I had spent each 

summer the preceding three years working as student assistant for the Greenland Institute of 

Natural Resources (GINR) onboard research vessel Pâmiut operating in offshore Greenland shelf 

waters. Here I had encountered many Greenland sharks and was therefore aware that they were 

caught as unintended “bycatch” in these annual scientific surveys. Via my master thesis project, 

collaboration between UCPH and scientists Rasmus Hedeholm and Malene Simon from GINR 

was established in 2012. From this point on, all sharks caught from GINR’s fish surveys were 

collected for our research project on Greenland shark biology including age. The sampling 

program quickly expanded to also include specimens caught as bycatch from the commercial 

trawler Sisimiut and from local fishermen across Greenland as well as a targeted Greenland 

shark expedition with RV Dana in east Greenland in 2012. The main aim of the master project in 

2012/2013 was to investigate Greenland shark eye lenses using two different chemical dating 

techniques. These were radiocarbon dating and aspartic acid racemization. Radiocarbon dating 

had previously been applied for age determination of other tissues from several marine animals 

(Kalish 1993, Campana et al. 2002). Aspartic acid racemization had been applied with success to 

estimate age of long-lived cetaceans such as bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus), narwhale 

(Monodon monoceros) and fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus) (George et al. 1999, Garde et al. 

2007, Nielsen et al. 2013) and might also be applicable to Greenland sharks. However, from the 

master project we learned that aspartic acid racemization was not a reliable technique to apply 

for age estimates of a cold ectotherm animal (Nielsen 2013). We further learned that the initial 
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analysis and theoretical rationale associated with radiocarbon dating needed to be more 

scrutinized, and that we needed a larger dataset to support fundamental assumptions and reduce 

the observed uncertainties for the preliminary results. Most importantly, we realized that in order 

to produce valid age estimates from radiocarbon dating we needed information on the carbon 

source of the analyzed tissue – that is the carbon source of the proteins embedded in the eye lens 

nucleus. 

 

The carbon source turned out to be pivotal for the Greenland shark age investigations and 

research concerning this was to shape my entire PhD project.  
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7. Introduction to the Greenland shark 

7.1 Historical interactions with humans 

According to Inuit legend, the Greenland shark was created after a woman washing her hair in 

urine lost the cloth, she had used for drying her hair, into the ocean. The cloth sank to the bottom 

into the urine pot of the Inuit sea goddess Sedna (in Greenland known as Arnakuagsak). Sedna 

turned the urinated cloth into Skalugsuak, which was the first Greenland shark to swim in the 

oceans. Such stories of Greenland shark origin is not flattering compared to those of other 

marine animals, which according to legends were created from Sedna’s fingers which were cut 

off by her father and after which she drowned. Interestingly, the story of the creation of 

Greenland sharks somewhat symbolizes the general despise of Greenland sharks among Inuit 

and fishermen. It is not an appreciated or respected animal. An anthropologic study by Idrobo 

(2008) investigated Pangnirtung Inuit’s (from Baffin Island, Canada) relationship with the 

Greenland shark and states “the shark is close to being non-existent in the Inuit oral tradition 

compared to marine and terrestrial mammals”, and continues “for most hunters, the sharks are 

not considered interesting enough to make stories about” (Idrobo 2008). Another example stems 

from the Inuit cosmology, where there is no recollection of shamans (or angakkoq) having 

Greenland sharks as guiding animals helping to communicate with the spiritual world, although 

most other marine and terrestrial animals have been helpers (Idrobo 2008). The neglect of 

Greenland sharks in Inuit folklore probably derive from the fact that they are not hunted for 

human food, but rather considered a pest when destroying fishing equipment and stealing the 

catch of fish and seals.   

 

Greenland sharks have, however, been utilized in some Inuit societies, where the meat has served 

as dog food and cutting tools have been made from the razor blade sharp teeth (Fig. 1). Also the 

liver has been harvested in Greenland, Iceland and Norway due to its high content of oil which 

has been used to produce lamp oil, vitamin A and machine oil (Jensen 1914, Hansen 1963b). 

Trade records from Iceland go as far back as 1624 (Jónsson 1994)
1
 and in the 17

th
 and 18

th
 

                                                 

 

 

1
 This reference is based on trade with liver from the so-called hakarl which is the Icelandic name for Greenland 

shark and basking shark (combined). Whether this historical fishery mainly was on basking sharks or Greenland 

sharks is unknown. 
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century the shark fishery in the North Atlantic expanded and exports to Europe reached as much 

as 13,000 barrels of liver in 1867 (MacNeil et al. 2012). Trade records from Greenland reveal 

that from 1890 to 1938, annual Greenland shark landings averaged 44,000 animals (Anon 1942). 

This number is estimated from the number of barrels traded but due to big variation in liver mass 

among Greenland sharks (typically ranging from 15-100 kg but also as much as 270-300 kg 

Nielsen et al in prep1, Hansen 1963b), such estimations of shark landing numbers can only serve 

as very rough estimates. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that thousands of animals were 

harvested annually, and that Greenland shark was an important commercial species in Greenland 

until mid-20
th

 century where the European demand for shark liver ceased completely with the 

invention of synthetic oils.   

 

 

Figure 1. Historically, Greenland sharks have been caught by Inuits and used for dog food and for producing cutting 

tools from the sharp teeth (picture from Jensen 1914).   

 

 

The reason why Greenland sharks have not been used for human consumption is a general belief 

that the meat is poisonous. This belief originates from observations of sledge dogs feeding on 

large amounts of fresh shark only to become so-called ‘shark drunk’ with symptoms like walking 

with slow stiff steps, hypersalivation, vomiting, explosive diarrhea, conjunctivitis, muscular 

twitching, upward and outward turning of the eyes, respiratory distress, tonic and clonic 

convulsions followed by death (Bøje 1939). These toxic effects have been suggested to be due to 

high levels of trimethylamine oxide (TMAO) (Anthoni et al. 1991). Interestingly, although levels 

of TMAO in Greenland sharks are reported as high, they are no higher than in other shark 

species (Anthoni et al. 1991). Therefore, the explanation why Greenland sharks are considered 

poisonous, while sharks in general are not, must be that throughout history only Greenland 
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sharks have occasionally been eaten in large amounts by hungry sledge dogs. If an average 

human were to consume amounts of Greenland shark meat large enough to experience being  

 

 
Figure 2. (a) Leo Willy Christiansen in 1939 with a Greenland shark near Ella Ø, NE Greenland caught for feeding 

his sledge dogs (photo used with permission from Jørgen Schou Christiansen). (b) Bycatch of Greenland shark from 

commercial trawler in the northern North Atlantic (Photo: Henning Flusund, used with permission). 
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“shark-drunk”, one person would have to ingest around 20 kg over short period of time 

(Johansen 2002). When used as dog food in Greenland, the meat is dried, but this is not very 

commonly used anymore, simply because there are easier alternatives for dog food nowadays 

(Fig. 2a). Only in Iceland, Greenland shark serve as human food, but like the dog food in 

Greenland, the meat undergoes some process to detoxify, and the delicacy called hakarl is only 

consumed in relatively small amounts.  Another unusual usage of Greenland shark is in the small 

settlement of Saattut in northwestern Greenland, where slightly ingested prey fishes from the 

stomach of bycatch Greenland shark are considered a delicacy (J. Nielsen pers. interview with 

Apollo Mathiassen, local inhabitant). 

 

Nowadays, the greatest interaction between humans and Greenland shark is in arctic demersal 

commercial fisheries where Greenland sharks have been caught as unintended bycatch for 

decades. According to fishermen from trawlers in Greenland and Norway, they have all 

experienced catching 20-30 or even more Greenland sharks in a single trawl haul (pers. comm. 

with Captain Birgir Sivertsen of RV Pâmiut, Captain John Almestad of RV Helmer Hanssen and 

Captain Henning Flusund of F/TR Remøy) (Fig. 2b). The installation of sorting grids during 

1990s decreased the bycatch problem (GINR unpublished data), and nowadays Greenland sharks 

are mainly caught as bycatch in longline and trawl fisheries for Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius 

hippoglossoides) (GINR unpublished data). According to Food and Agriculture Organization of 

the United Nations (FAO) annual bycatch of Greenland shark since the 1980s until present time 

averages 47 tonnes (SD=19) (FAO 2014). This number is most likely an underestimation. 

7.2 Taxonomy 

The Greenland shark (order Squaliformes) belongs to the family Somniosidae and the genus 

Somniosus where four more species have been identified. These are: Pacific sleeper shark (S. 

pacificus), little sleeper shark (S. rostratus), frog shark (S. longus), and southern sleeper shark (S. 

antarticus) (Yano et al. 2004). Little sleeper shark and frog shark represent the subgenus 

Rhinoscymnus characterized by being much smaller than subgenus Somniosus, to which Pacific 

sleeper shark, southern sleeper shark and Greenland shark belong (Somniousus subgenus TL 

>400 cm vs Rhinoscymnus subgenus TL <150 cm, Yano et al. 2004). The Somniosus subgenus 

further differs from Rhinoscymnus by a range of morphological differences including higher 

number of tooth rows in lower jaw, hook-like dermal denticles (rather than leaf-shaped), more 

numerous spiral valves and higher vertebral counts (Yano et al. 2004). Within the two subgenera, 

species are (partly) separated by distribution area and morphology. For Rhinoscymnus, little 
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sleeper shark is known from the Mediterranean and the northeastern Atlantic Ocean, whereas 

frog shark only has been encountered in the western Pacific Ocean, yet they have been 

considered the same species (Compagno 1984). Morphological differences between these species 

are associated with size of second dorsal fin and eyes as well as number of tooth rows and spiral 

valve count (Yano et al. 2004). For Somniosus, popular names are implying their respective 

distribution area as Pacific sleeper shark mainly is associated with the northern Pacific Ocean, 

Southern sleeper shark with the Southern Ocean and Greenland shark with Greenland waters as 

well as the remaining northern North Atlantic. Morphological differences between these species 

includes the distance from snout to first gill opening, placement and height of dorsal fins, as well 

as number of teeth in lower jaw tooth rows, number of spiral valves and vertebras. However, no 

single characteristic is diagnostic within the Somniosus subgenus (Yano et al. 2004) making 

species separation complicated. The number of species and the validity of morphological 

characteristics to separate these species have been questioned specifically for the Somniousus 

subgenus (Benz et al. 2007).  Murray et al. (2008) investigated variation in mitochondrial 

cytochrome b in the Somniosus subgenus and suggested that only two separate species exists, 

namely Greenland shark and Pacific sleeper shark. Recently, these species have been found to 

hybridize (Hussey et al. 2014, Walter et al. 2017), which further complicates species separation 

based on morphological characteristics. All combined, more thorough DNA analysis based on 

full mitogenomes and nuclear genomes are necessary to properly elucidate the correct number of 

sleeper shark species worldwide and to determine if morphological differences are usable to 

distinguish between species or if they are a result of phenotypic plasticity. Currently, all five 

sleeper shark species are listed on the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species as “Data Deficient” 

except the Greenland shark which is “Near Threatened” (IUCN 2017).  

7.3 Distribution 

As the name implies, Greenland sharks are distributed throughout Greenland coastal and 

offshore waters (Nielsen et al. 2014). Greenland sharks are reported from the Kap Farvel area in 

the south and the northernmost records are from Wolstenholme Fjord (76
o
N) in northwestern 

Greenland and from Peters Bugt (75
o
N) at Hochstetter Foreland in northeastern Greenland (Yano 

et al. 2007, Møller et al. 2010, Nielsen et al. 2014, Nielsen et al.in prep2). In Canada, Greenland 

sharks are reported throughout arctic Canada from Resolute Bay to Jonas Sound south of 

Ellesmere Island to Ungava Bay in the Hudson Strait (Templeman 1963, Beck & Mansfield 

1969, Hussey et al. 2014). Greenland sharks have also been reported from offshore 

Newfoundland and Gulf of St Lawrence in southern Canada and from Gulf of Maine and Cape 
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Cod in northeastern USA (Bigelow & Schroeder 1948, Templeman 1963, Harvey-Clark et al. 

2005; Campana et al. 2015a). Greenland sharks are also distributed throughout Iceland shelf 

waters and further across the northern North Atlantic throughout the Barents Sea including 

Svalbard coastal and offshore waters (McMeans et al. 2010, Fisk et al. 2012, Rusyaev & Orlov 

2013). The northernmost report of a Greenland shark is from 82
o
N (Fisk et al. 2012). Greenland 

sharks have also been reported from the Russian arctic as far east as the Kara Sea and Laptev Sea 

(78
o
N, 133

o
E) (Chernova et al. 2015). In Norwegian mainland waters, Greenland sharks are 

reported from multiple deep fjords (Nielsen et al. in prep2) and occasionally also from Faroe 

Islands (Faroe Marine Research Institute unpublished data, Koefoed 1957). Greenland sharks 

have also been documented as a relatively normal catch by recreational anglers fishing in 

Swedish waters of Skagerrak (Nielsen et al. in prep2). From the available data (Fig. 3) it is likely 

that neither the true northern, eastern, western nor southern limit for Greenland shark distribution 

is documented. Greenland sharks are likely to be distributed throughout the Arctic and 

throughout the Arctic Ocean and the deep sea of the North Atlantic.  

 

 

Figure 3. Distribution map of Greenland shark in the northern North Atlantic. Green dots represent punctual 

observations (Mecklenburg et al. in prep, Pan-Arctic Atlas of Marine Fishes). 
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7.4 Morphology and sensory organs 

The body shape of Greenland shark is cylindrical and elongated with rounded snout. Fins are 

relatively small and soft as well as the musculature causing the shark to appear flaccid in body 

structure. The mouth is partly protrusible with labial furrows being visible when open. The gape 

is characterized by being circular with small pointy teeth in the upper jaw and small razor blade-

like teeth in the lower jaw. 

 

 

Figure 4. (a): 271 cm male with typical greyish colour from northeast Greenland, TUNU VI. (b): 164 cm male with 

unusual brownish coloration with multiple light spots from southeast Greenland (this specimen been preserved in 

the collection of the Natural History Museum of Copenhagen. (c): 410 cm female (tagged with two pop-off satellite 

tags) with dark grey colour and light transverse bands along body from Andørja, northern Norway (Photo: Julius 

Nielsen).  
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The body shape of Greenland shark is cylindrical and elongated with rounded snout (Fig. 4). Fins 

are relatively small and soft as well as the musculature causing the shark to appear flaccid in 

body structure. The mouth is partly protrusible with labial furrows being visible when open. The 

gape is characterized by being circular with small pointy teeth in the upper jaw and small razor 

blade-like teeth in the lower jaw. All sizes smaller than 400 cm total length (TL) have similar 

body shape, whereas some specimens longer than 400 cm can be distinctively more dense and 

plump. For all sizes, pre-dorsal length is typically below 44% of TL (Yano et al. 2004). The 

body is covered with relatively large dermal denticles except for the tip of the snout and the 

leading edge of the fins. The front edges of pectoral, pelvic fins and sometimes the pre-dorsal 

cartilage ridge as well as lower part of caudal fin, are smoothened and white in color. The caudal 

peduncle has a small keel. Skin coloration is normally light or dark grey with few darker spots or 

transverse patterns along the body (Fig. 4a-c). For some specimens the color can appear dark 

almost black or brown. Rarely, pale or white specimens are observed as well as specimens with 

large black or white spots all over the body (Jensen 1914, Nielsen unpublished data) (Fig. 4b). 

 

 

Figure 5. (a): Greenland shark eye in live animals before release. (b-e): Dissected eye globes. For all eyes notice 

infection of the parasite and transparency of the cornea which appear green in colour due to colour of the retina. 

Corneal damage is not as severe as often described in the literature (Photo: Julius Nielsen). 

 

The head region for Greenland shark, as for all shark species, is equipped with sensory pores and 

ampullae Lorenzini widely spread around the snout, the mouth and on top of the head. Sensory 

pores are smaller than ampullae Lorenzini and run along the lateral line and are likely connected 

to small vertical chaps of approximately 0.5-1 cm, which have been observed in several 

specimens (J. Nielsen pers. obs.). The exact function of these chaps is unknown. The nostrals are 
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large and the olfactory sense is well-developed (Ferrando et al. 2015), and chemoreception via 

olfactory rosettes is expected to be of main importance for foraging and navigation. The visual 

capabilities are expected to be limited due to the common infection by the parasitic copepod 

Ommatokoita elongata attaching to the cornea of the shark’s eye which (Borucinska et al. 1998) 

(Fig. 5a). Such infections are also observed with the Pacific sleeper shark (Benz et al. 2002). The 

parasite typically measures 4-5 cm in length, and 98.9% of 1,505 sharks from Greenland waters 

were found to be infected in either one or both eyes (Berland 1961). In the St. Lawrence Estuary 

(Canada), Greenland sharks are reported not to be infected with the parasite, and it has been 

suggested that Greenland sharks have active vision even if infected by parasites (Harvey-Clark et 

al. 2005). From personal observations of more than 200 Greenland sharks, it is clear that severe 

corneal damages due to parasitic infections (as described by Borucinska et al. 1998 and Benz et 

al. 2002) are not common for Greenland sharks in Greenland or Norwegian waters, although 

frequency of parasitic infections is similar to that reported by Berland (1961). Greenland shark 

eyes normally appear green (with and without parasitic infection) and hence light must penetrate 

through the cornea to retina (which is green in coloration) (Fig. 5b-e). Therefore, Greenland 

shark eyes must at minimum function as light sensors. Furthermore, the eyes are possibly more 

important as sensory organs than commonly believed although vision hardly is a central sense in 

the deep ocean.  

7.5 Body size 

The largest reliably measured Greenland shark from verified sources is a female of 516 cm fork 

length (FL) (Campana et al. 2015a), which equals an estimated total length (TL) 550 cm (Nielsen 

et al. 2014). Male sharks reach a smaller size than females, and the largest male measured is a 

specimen of 375 cm TL (Nielsen et al. in prep2). The heaviest Greenland shark weighed on a 

scale was 1,100 kg and measured 447 cm TL (Nielsen et al. 2014). 

 

Normal size ranges of Greenland sharks are difficult to establish as shark sizes vary between 

geographical regions (Nielsen et al. in prep). For example, sharks from Svalbard and arctic 

Canada are generally smaller than 350 cm TL (Leclerc et al. 2012, Fisk et al. 2012) whereas the 

majority of more than 100 sharks encountered in southwestern Greenland are longer than 400 cm 

TL (Yano et al. 2007, Nielsen et al. 2014, Nielsen et al. in prep2). In the scientific literature, 

Greenland sharks are often reported to reach potentially 730 cm TL or at least 640 cm (e.g. 

Compagno 1984, Fisk et al. 2002, MacNeil et al. 2012, Nielsen et al. 2014). However, when 

scrutinizing the original references, the reports turn out as questionable. The most common 
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reference for these large sizes is Bigelow & Schroeder (1948) which reads: “It (the Greenland 

shark) has been said to reach a length of 24 feet (7.3 m), but few, if any, actually grow to so 

great a size, for the longest of which we find definite record was 21 feet (6.4 m), with specimens 

of 16 to 18 feet (4.9-5.5 m) unusual”. As stated, the 7.3 m specimen is not considered a valid 

observation and should not serve as such before being verified from other observations. The 

“definite record” for the 6.4 m specimen is from the book Fishes of the British Isles (Jenkins 

1903) and this report is presented together with associated information on capture location and 

body mass (May Island in Scotland in 1895, body mass 27.5 cwt equaling 1,397 kg). According 

to Greenland shark length-weight relationships, a shark of 640 cm TL would have a body mass 

somewhere between 2,600-2,700 kg (Yano et al. 2007, Nielsen et al. 2014). On the other hand, a 

basking shark (Cetorhinus maximus) of 640 cm would weight approximately 1,300-1,400 kg 

(Froese & Pauly 2017). Furthermore, basking sharks are common in British coastal waters 

(Jenkins 1903, Compagno 1984) and although there are very distinct morphological differences 

between basking shark and Greenland shark, there are also similarities which at first glance 

could allow for misidentification (Fig. 6). 

 

Figure 6. A basking shark caught as unintended bycatch in Iceland waters. Despite distinct morphological 

differences between basking sharks and Greenland shark, there are also similarities which could lead to 

misidentification (Photo: Thorfinnur Petur, www.flickr.com).  
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Examples of misidentification between Greenland sharks and basking sharks among fishermen 

are not uncommon in local media from Norway, Iceland and Denmark
2
. I therefore stress that the 

122-year-old capture report of a 640 cm Greenland is dubious and very likely to be either a 

smaller Greenland shark matching with the reported weight, or more likely a 640 cm basking 

shark with correctly reported weight. Nonetheless, it must also be mentioned that multiple 

fishermen from longline boats and trawlers, all remember “the one Greenland sharks that must 

have been more than six meters because it was enormous” (J. Nielsen interview with multiple 

fishermen throughout the Arctic). Unfortunately, common for all such observations is that length 

was estimated and no pictures were taken.   

7.6 Reproduction 

Knowledge on Greenland shark reproductive biology is extremely limited. Only one pregnant 

Greenland shark female from offshore Faroe Islands has ever been reported (Koefoed 1957). 

This female bore 10 near-term same-sized fetuses of 37 cm TL revealing that the Greenland 

shark is live-bearing like other Squaliformes
3
. Another female from Nordfjord (Norway) was 

pregnant with one pup measuring 100 cm (Bjerkan (1957), but this specimen was only inspected 

by the fishermen catching the shark (not Bjerkan himself) before the fetus was used as dog food. 

Birth size of Greenland shark is therefore suggested to be 40-100 cm TL (MacNeil et al. 2012). 

However, it is unlikely that Greenland sharks produce pups which can vary 150% in length at 

birth which also corresponds to variation in body mass of approximately 2,000%. Such variation 

in birth size implies very different reproduction strategies and hence it is an unrealistic range 

(Nielsen et al. in prep1). The smallest free-swimming Greenland sharks reported measure 41.8 

cm, 45 cm, 46 cm, 46.7 and 55 cm (Bigelow & Schroeder 1948, Kukuev & Trunov 2002) (Fig. 

7). Hence, the most likely birth size of Greenland shark is approximately in the 40 cm size class 

(Nielsen et al. in prep1).  

 

 

                                                 

 

 

2
 See https://www.nrk.no/ostlandssendingen/juletorsken-var-hai-1.1328871. An article from a local norwegian 

media where a fisherman catches a basking shark but at first glance thinks it is a Greenland shark. The mistake was 

quickly corrected. 

3
 Only one pup was inspected by Koefoed and later preserved at Aalesunds Museum (Norway). Unfortunately this 

specimen has been lost at the museum (J. Nielsen pers. comm. With Aalesund Museaum) 

https://www.nrk.no/ostlandssendingen/juletorsken-var-hai-1.1328871
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Figure 7. Juvenile Greenland shark from Reykjenes Ridge of 55 cm TL (Photo: Asgeir Gunnarson, used with 

permission) (Jacobsdóttir unpublished data,). 

 

During sampling for this PhD project, I made multiple observations on sexual maturation of 

males and females, and unpublished data on ovary mass, liver mass, ova size and size of uterus 

reveal a TL50 for males of 295 cm TL and 398 cm TL for females (Nielsen et al. in prep1). These 

estimates fit well with Yano et al. (2007) who reported that males reach sexual maturation at 

approximately 300 cm and females above 400 cm. During the PhD project, females containing as 

much as 455 (49 kg) and 649 large yolky ova (80 kg) have been observed (Fig. 8). From 

comparison with closely related species of the family Somniosidae and other families within the 

order of Squaliformes, it is evident that number of ova on ovaries (ovarian fecundity) and 

number of pups in the uteri (uterine fecundity) can vary but this variation is in the range of 0-

40% (Yano 1995, Clarke et al. 2001, Jones & Ugland 2001, Veríssimo et al. 2003, Figueiredo et 

al. 2008). Therefore, observations of high ovarian fecundity in Greenland sharks (which also 

have been reported in the historical literature, see Bjerkan 1957) indirectly suggest that uterine 

fecundity of Greenland shark females is much higher than 10 pups as observed by Koefoed 

(1957). Reproductive strategies like oophagy or sibling cannibalism are not likely for a 

Squaliform shark (which normally only have minimal nutritional input during fetal development, 

Nielsen et al. in prep1). I therefore hypothesize that uterine fecundity is at least hundreds of pups 

for the largest females.  
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Figure 8. (a+b): Greenland shark female of 474 cm found with an ovarian fecundity of 649 ova, which measured 

5-6 cm in diameter and had a mass of 80 kg in total (Photo: Julius Nielsen).   
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7.7 Migration 

Previous tracking studies of Greenland sharks from Svalbard, Greenland and Arctic Canada do 

not include sexual mature females and only three tagged females off Newfoundland have been 

large enough for potentially being sexual mature. The first of such investigations was conducted 

by Hansen 1963a and showed that Greenland sharks indeed are capable of migrating over long 

distances with specimens being recaptured as far as 1,126 km from the tagging location after 7-8 

years. However, most of the sharks reported by Hansen remained within a range of 350 km even 

for as much as 16 years after tagging (Hansen 1963a). Following this, Greenland shark migration 

behavior has not been studied for decades until Skomal & Benz (2004) tracked six sharks (190-

355 cm fork length, FL) from the sea ice for up to 72 hours using ultrasonic telemetry in Baffin 

Islands (Canada). Interestingly, sharks came as close as 11 m to the surface, and generally 

remained at shallower depths (<150 m) during night time whereas deeper waters (>150 m) were 

occupied during day time (Skomal & Benz 2004). Similar diel movement patterns were reported 

of two sharks (235-270 cm TL) in the St. Lawrence Estuary (Canada) tagged with an acoustic tag 

and a pop-off satellite archival tag (PSATs) for 47 and 40 days, respectively (Stokesburry et al. 

2005). In the same area, a third shark tagged with a PSAT remained at depths 325-350 m without 

diel swimming patterns (Stokesburry et al. 2005). PSAT investigations on multiple sharks at 

Svalbard (Norway), Baffin Island (Canada) and off Newfoundland (Canada) all concluded that 

sharks exhibited no diel depth differences (Fisk et al. 2012, Campana et al. 2015a). 

 

The 14 sharks tagged with PSATs at Svalbard (275-365 cm TL) were monitored for periods 

between 8-196 days and were found mainly to occupy depths between 50-150 m (Fisk et al. 

2012). One specimen was reported as deep as 1,560 m and several sharks were found to ascend 

to the surface (0-8 m of depth) during the tagging period (Fisk et al. 2012). Migrating distance 

showed great variation with one shark moving 85 km within 97 days and another as much as 980 

km within 59 days (Fisk et al. 2012). However, there was an overall positive relationship 

between days-at-liberty (DAL) and migration distance (Fisk et al. 2012). A similar positive 

relationship was observed for 10 sharks tagged with PSATs in the Canadian Arctic (243-325 cm 

FL) where several animals were found to migrate 1,240-1,615 km for periods of 125-187 days 

(Campana et al. 2015a). These sharks occupied deeper water masses (300-400 m) than the 

Svalbard sharks. Four sharks tagged off Newfound (376-516 cm FL) were found mainly to 
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occupy 800-1,100 m of depth and within 148-193 days they migrated 735-1,505 km (Campana et 

al. 2015a). Pop-off location from these sharks were over abyssal water (>3,000 m depth) 

evidencing that they must have been swimming in the pelagic
4
 for at considerable amount of 

time (Campana et al. 2015a). From all tagging studies performed there is no information on 

Greenland shark group migration or any specific migration patterns.  The deepest record from 

PSATs of a Greenland shark is 1,816 m (Campana et al. 2015a) yet they are capable of 

occupying even deeper water masses as also suggested by observations of Somniosus spp. at 

2,200 m and 2,647 m from remote operated vehicles (ROVs) (Herdendorf & Berra 1995, Benz et 

al. 2007). The deepest record of Greenland shark is 2,909 m from the mid-Atlantic ridge 

(Porteiro et al. 2017). All combined, tracking studies of Greenland sharks have shown that this 

species is capable of moving over long distances (>1,000 km) within relatively short time (few 

months) and that all water masses from deep ocean to the surface are occasionally occupied, yet 

the sharks predominantly resides in continental shelf waters.   

7.8 Diet 

Several studies have investigated feeding ecology and ecological role of Greenland shark in 

Canada, Greenland, Iceland and at Svalbard. Common for analyses based on isotope and fatty 

acids, is that Greenland shark is placed at high trophic levels deriving most of its carbon from 

pelagic food webs (McMeans et al. 2010, Hansen et al. 2012, McMeans et al. 2013). Such diet is 

supported by stomach content analyses as main prey items are found to be relatively large 

specimens of various demersal or epibenthic fishes as well as pinnipeds (seals) (Yano et al. 2007, 

McMeans et al. 2010, Leclerc et al. 2012, Nielsen et al. 2014). Species composition does, 

however, vary between regions. At Svalbard main prey items are Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua), 

ringed seal (Pusa hispida), Atlantic wolffish (Anarhichas lupus) and haddock (Melanogrammus 

aeglefinus) (Leclerc et al. 2012). In Iceland, the diet is heavily dominated by redfish (Sebastes 

spp.) followed by Atlantic cod, cetaceans and ling (Lotidae) (McMeans et al. 2010). In 

Greenland, main dietary components are Atlantic cod, Greenland halibut, harp seal (Pagophilus 

groenlandicus) followed by boreoatlantic armhook squid (Gonatus fabricii), skates (Rajidae) and 

spotted wolffish (Anarhichas minor) (Yano et al. 2007, Nielsen et al. 2014) (Fig. 9). These  

                                                 

 

 

4
 Depth track of these sharks showed that the sharks did not follow the bottom which at time of release was at a 

depth of >3,000 m. Crushing depth for PSATs is ~2,000 m.   
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Figure 9. Prey items found in Greenland shark stomachs. (a) Two juvenile harp seals of 14 and 19 kg. (b) Greenland 

halibut with hook in its mouth evidencing that this was “stolen” from a long line. (c) Atlantic cod found in one 

stomach from shark in caught in a school of cod (Photo: Julius Nielsen). 
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different geographical regions obviously have varying fish fauna and hence varying prey 

availability for the Greenland shark, which indeed explains some of the variation in prey 

compositions between studies. However, it is interesting that, for example in western Greenland, 

redfish had no importance as prey item (Yano et al. 2007, Nielsen et al. 2014) despite having a 

very high biomass in Greenland shelf waters (ICES 2017). This indicates some level of prey 

selectivity.   

 

 

Figure 10. (a) The characteristic circular gape of a Greenland shark (Photo credit: Julius Nielsen). (b) Circular 

wounds on free-swimming alive beluga whales presumably inflicted by a Greenland shark (picture from MacNeil et 

al. 2012). (c)  Circular pieces of seal skin, blubber, meat and bones from harp seal. Found inside stomach of a 

Greenland shark (Photo: Julius Nielsen).  

 

While the high trophic position is well established, it is more complicated evaluating whether the 

Greenland shark mainly feeds as scavenger or as active hunter. Certainly, these sharks are 

opportunistic and will feed on dead animals whenever possible (Leclerc et al. 2011), but 

circumstantial evidence suggests Greenland sharks as active hunters too. For example, freshly 
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ingested entire seals or seal parts have been observed without secondary prey items like 

scavenging crustaceans (e.g. amphipods and crabs), echinoderms (e.g. brittle stars, sunfish) or 

hagfish (Myxine glutinosa). Such scavenging fauna would be expected in the stomach of the 

shark if the seal or fish had been eaten as a carcass from the ocean floor. Scavenging fauna is 

observed but not frequently compared to freshly ingested fish and seals (Leclerc et al. 2012, 

Nielsen et al. 2014, J. Nielsen pers. obs.). Furthermore, Greenland shark’s diet is predominantly 

composed by epibenthic and demersal fishes and the little importance of more pelagic species, 

such as redfish, capelin (Mallotus villosus), Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus), Atlantic 

mackerel (Scomber scombrus) and blue whiting (Micromesistius poutassou), further supports the 

hypothesis of active hunting along the ocean floor rather than random scavenging of food falls. 

Active predation hypothesis is also supported by two observations of Greenland sharks being 

caught presumably inside large schools of Atlantic cod (Nielsen et al. 2014). Lastly, although 

rarely, characteristic circular bite marks on alive and free-swimming beluga whale 

(Delphinapterus leucas) and seals suggest that despite its sluggish swimming behavior, 

Greenland shark’s hunting techniques must allow for catching live prey
5
 (Idrobo & Berkes 2012, 

MacNeil et al. 2012) (Fig. 10). The designation as opportunistic predator seems appropriate for 

the Greenland shark. 

  

                                                 

 

 

5
 The suggestion of Greenland shark is the ‘Corkscrew killer’ (Lucas & Natanson (2010) is refused by Gallant 

(2010) and Bexton et al. (2012). From personal observations of stomach content of +100 Greenland sharks, I have 

not found corkscrewed seal skin pieces.    
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8. Age investigations 

Age determination of fish is essential for stock assessments and management of commercial fish 

species, where it is used to describe mortality and growth in age-structured population models 

(Beverton-Holt 1957). Age determination is also important for non-commercial species, for 

example to evaluate a species’ vulnerability and need for conservational management. The 

Greenland shark is currently listed as ‘Near Threatened’ in the IUCN Red List of Threatened 

Species and as ‘Data Deficient’ in the Norwegian Red List (IUCN 2017, Henriksen & Hilmo 

2015). 

8.1 Age determination techniques on elasmobranchs 

The reason why no age estimates have been produced for Greenland shark is, that well-

established age determination techniques of fishes are not applicable to this particular species 

(nor to other members of the genus (Kyne & Simpendorfer 2010, Matta et al. 2017). The age of 

teleost fishes is normally determined from otoliths – hard calcified structures where yearly 

growth layers are deposited comparable to growth rings in a tree. Elasmobranchs (i.e. sharks, 

skates, rays and chimeras) do not have otoliths and it is in general more difficult to investigate 

age. As for teleosts, age investigations of elasmobranchs rely on identifying hard tissues in 

which growth layers are deposited. For elasmobranchs such as porbeagle (Lamna nasus) and 

white shark (Carcharodon carcharias), age estimates have been produced from growth layers 

deposited in calcified parts of their cartilage vertebra (Fig. 11a) (Campana et al. 2002, Hamady 

et al. 2014). Other sharks such as spiny dogfish (Squalus acanthias) deposit growth layers in 

hard dentine-made dorsal fin spines (Campana et al. 2006) or caudal thornes and vomerine tooth 

plates which have been used to produce age estimates of thorny skate (Amblyraja radiata) and 

spotted ratfish (Hydrolagus colliei), respectively (Fig. 11b-d) (Gallagher & Nolan 1999, King & 

McPhie 2015).  

 

To study Greenland shark longevity, I have used radiocarbon dating of the eye lens nucleus. This 

is a novel combination of known technique from other studies. The applicability of the eye lens 

as a biogenic archive of vertebrates has been demonstrated previously (George et al. 1999), and 

marine radiocarbon dating has been applied for age studies of large predatory fish and whales 

(Stewart et al. 2006, Hamady et al. 2014). The cross-combination between radiocarbon dating 

and the eye lens has been applied on humans previously (Lynnerup et al. 2008, Lynnerup et al. 

2010) but not previously for marine animals of unknown age.  
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Figure 11. Growth bands in various hard tissues (a) Upper section of vertebra from white shark (Hamady et al. 

2014). (b) Vomerine tooth from spotted ratfish (King & McPhie 2015). (c) Dorsal fin spine from north pacific spiny 

dogfish (Squalus suckleyi) (Matta et al. 2017). (d) Caudal thornes from Alaska Skate (Bathyraja parmifera) (Matta 

et al. 2017). Black, white and red dots represents yearly deposited growth bands.  
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8.2 The eye lens as biogenic archive 

Tissue from the eye lens has been applied to study life span of several difficult-to-age species – 

especially baleen whales which are lacking teeth or other hard structures and hence difficult to 

age. Normally, the youngest specimens of various baleen whales can be age determined from 

counting of growth layers in the earplugs (Lockyer 1972). For older individuals, growth bands 

become indistinguishable and hence difficult to count which is why alternative age determination 

methods using the eye lens have been developed for whales. The most famous example of this is 

the bowhead whale which has been estimated to exceed 200 years of age from analysis of the 

chemical composition of material obtained from the eye lens (George et al. 1999). The same 

technique has successfully been applied to estimate age of narwhale, fin whale and harbor 

porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) (Garde et al. 2007, Nielsen et al. 2013). These investigations all 

take advantage of the unique structure of the vertebrate organism’s eye lens, which is made up 

by so-called biological glass - a common feature for all vertebrate organisms with complex eyes 

(Fig. 12a).  

 

Overall, the eye lens of vertebrates can be divided into three compartments: lens capsule, lens 

epithelium and lens fiber cells (Cohen 1965). The lens capsule is a transparent soft elastic 

membrane surrounding the lens, and the lens epithelium is located anteriorly to the lens serving 

as progenitors of new lens fibers (Cohen 1965, Boulton & Albon 2004). Lens fiber cells are the 

main compound of the nucleus and are organized in densely packed fiber cells filled with 

crystalline proteins, which besides being completely transparent (cf. biological glass, Fig. 12a), 

are also characterized by lacking organelles (Bloemendahl 1977, Wistow and Piatogorsky 1988, 

Bassnett et al. 2011, Kröger 2013). Mature fibers are therefore metabolically inactive, and the 

avascular eye lens nucleus is generally considered inert (Bassnet et al. 2011, Lynnerup et al. 

2008). New layers of fibers cells produced in the lens epithelium are, however, continuously 

added during the organism’s life and theoretically, the nucleus of an organism can be separated 

into the adult nucleus, the juvenile nucleus and the embryonic/fetal nucleus depending on life 

stage of the organism (Taylor et al. 1996). These “different” nuclei are not possible to separate 

visually, except the embryonic nucleus, which is more homogenous in structure than surrounding 

layers that are concentrically organized (Fig. 12b-d). Overall, there are two different types of 

fibers cells: primary fiber cells and secondary fiber cells. The embryonic nucleus is made of 

primary fibers cells (formed approximately at age 0 during embryonic development) which are 

arranged in a more homogenous structure than secondary fiber cells, which are added in  
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Figure 12. (a) Eye lenses from a Greenland shark immediately after dissection showing the deck of RV Sanna 

(Photo credit: Julius Nielsen). (b) Structural composition of fish eye lens with embryonic nucleus composed by 

primary fiber cells whereas outer layers are made of concentrically arranged secondary fiber cells (Kröger 2013). (c) 

Greenland shark eye lens during dissection becomes milky and non-transparent. The concentric arrangement 

remains visible (Photo credit: Julius Nielsen). (d) Embryonic nucleus isolated from layers (or flakes) of secondary 

fiber cells (Photo: Julius Nielsen). 

 

concentric layers only after birth (Taylor et al. 1996, Bassnet et al. 2011, Kröger 2013). 

Therefore, the structural composition of the eye lens nucleus very much resembles the structure 

of an onion, and layers added over the organism’s life can be removed under microscope in 

concentric flakes (J. Nielsen pers. obs., Fig. 12c-d). Because of this, some of the oldest material 

from the vertebrate organism’s body can be isolated in form of crystalline proteins of the 

embryonic nucleus. It is this tissue, which has been applied in previous age determination of 

difficult-to-age whales (George et al. 1999). It is also this tissue, which we apply as a biogenic 

archive in our age study of Greenland shark to create a Greenland shark chronology, which we 

can calibrate and thus convert into age estimates.  
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Seasonally deposited growth layers have not been identified in the eye lens nucleus of 

vertebrates and hence, independent age estimates cannot be obtained from counting of growth 

layers (i.e. like in a tree or a teleost otolith). Also, eye lens studies of cetaceans have revolved 

around aspartic acid racemization (George et al. 1999, Garde et al. 2007, Nielsen et al. 2013), a 

technique which is unsuitable for Greenland sharks as it relies on a constant body temperature 

and hence also eye temperature – an assumptions which cannot be made for ectotherm fishes 

such as the Greenland shark. 

8.3 Marine radiocarbon dating 

Carbon is a fundamental building block of all life on earth and appears naturally in the 

environment in three different isotopes. These are 
12

C, 
13

C and 
14

C. 
14

C will be referred to as 

radiocarbon throughout this text.  

 

  

Figure 13. Simplified carbon cycle showing fluxes between atmosphere and ocean. Carbon isotopes are transferred 

across the atmosphere and the ocean via diffusion, and are incorporated in autotrophic organisms via photosynthesis 

and subsequently into the food web via heterotrophic transfer. Burning of 
12

C enriched fossil fuel, volcanic 

eruptions, cosmic activity and respiration (including testing of atmospheric thermonuclear weapons) are factors 

affecting the isotopic composition of the environment including radiocarbon (NASA Earth Science Enterprise). 
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The natural ratio between these isotopes is approximately 100:1:1.1*10
-12

, and 
12

C and 
13

C differ 

from radiocarbon as these are stable isotopes, whereas radiocarbon is unstable i.e. radioactive 

(Merve 1982). Radiocarbon is naturally produced in the stratosphere when cosmic rays cause 

high energy neutrons to collide with nitrogen-molecules creating an isotope with six protons and 

eight neutrons – radiocarbon (Anderson 1947). Over time, the radiocarbon isotope will 

spontaneously decay back into nitrogen and the amount in the atmosphere is therefore a balance 

between production/input of all the carbon isotopes and decay of radiocarbon (Fig. 13). Carbon 

isotopes of the atmosphere are spread worldwide as carbon dioxide (CO2) and in the oceans as 

dissolved inorganic carbon. Theoretically, all metabolically active tissues of plants and animals 

mirror each other’s isotopic composition as well as the contemporaneous atmosphere (Bowman 

1990). This is because any change in isotopic composition of the atmosphere is relatively quickly 

transferred throughout plants and animals via photosynthesis and heterotrophic transfer. 

Originally, radiocarbon dating was based on the fact that when an organism died the 

incorporation of new carbon isotopes also ceased. Based on a combination of the approximate 

known ratio between the three carbon isotopes back in time (see above), and knowing that 

radiocarbon’s half-life is 5,730 years, it was then possible to calculate an approximate time of 

death (Libby 1960, Bowman 1990). Radiocarbon dating has, however, evolved to become more 

accurate and also to be usable on organism of younger age where radioactive decay is of less 

importance (Bowman 1990; Kalish 1993; Reimer et al. 2013).   

8.3.1 Bomb radiocarbon dating 

Testing of hydrogen bombs or thermonuclear weapons has provided the opportunity to date 

young (or modern) carbon-based material. This technique relies on the vast amount of 

radiocarbon induced from testing of atmospheric thermonuclear weapons in the pacific region 

during 1950s. De Vries (1958) initially reported mussels, snails and plants to contain elevated 

radiocarbon levels in hard calcified and soft body parts which was linked to the (at the time) 

recent test of thermonuclear bombs in the Pacific region. This was the initial finding of what 

later was to be established as the world’s greatest chemical tagging experiment, in which all 

living organism on Earth participated. In sample chronologies, the bomb signal appears as a 

distinct and abrupt increase in radiocarbon which subsequently decreases due to absorption of 

bomb-induced radiocarbon into the oceans. This signal is referred to as “the bomb pulse” and has 

been detected in multiple terrestrial and marine chronologies (Fig. 14a-f). In terrestrial 

environments, the bomb pulse is so well established that single measurements of the bomb 
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period can be dated very accurately using bomb radiocarbon dating (Fig. 14b) (Lynnerup et al. 

2008, Lynnerup et al. 2010).  

 

  

  

  

Figure 14. (a) The bomb pulse and the Suess effect in a chronology reflecting atmospheric content of radiocarbon 

(modified from Bowman 1990). (b) The applicability of the bomb pulse within forensic science where the 

radiocarbon levels in the eye lens nucleus has been used to learn time of birth of a baby corpse (Lynnerup et al. 

2010). (c) Synchronous radiocarbon levels measured in otoliths and a reference chronology from a coral (Kalish 

1993). (d) Surface mixed waters across the northern North Atlantic exhibit great variation in bomb pulse behaviour 

(Scourse et al. 2012).(e+f) The bomb pulse signal incorporated in tissues of metabolic origin in porbeagle and spiny 

dogfish of the North Atlantic (Campana et al. 2002, Campana et al. 2006).   
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In the marine environment the applicability of the bomb pulse within age estimation was initially 

described by Kalish (1993). Kalish demonstrated that radiocarbon levels in the center and oldest 

part of the otolith matched temporal radiocarbon levels from regional reference chronologies and 

thereby, age estimates obtained from counting of growth layers in the otolith could be validated 

(Fig. 14c) (Kalish 1993). It has subsequently been shown that different water masses exhibit 

great variation in terms of amplitude and duration of the bomb pulse even within little 

geographical range (Fig. 14d, Scourse et al. 2012). Nonetheless, the applicability of the bomb 

pulse within age validation of multiple species of sharks, whales and teleosts is well established 

(Matta et al. 2017). In the North Atlantic the bomb pulse has been detected in chronologies 

reflecting dissolved inorganic carbon of ambient waters from otoliths of haddock, Atlantic cod, 

redfish and Greenland halibut (Campana 1997, Kalish et al. 2001, Treble et al. 2008, Campana et 

al. 2015b) and in shells of ocean quahoq (Arctica islandica) from across the North Atlantic (Fig. 

14d) (Scourse et al. 2012). The bomb pulse has also been identified in chronologies reflecting 

dietary carbon (i.e. the marine food web) from species like porbeagle (Fig. 14e), white shark, 

beluga whale, spiny dogfish (Fig. 14f) and thorny skate (Campana et al. 2002, Campana et al. 

2006, Stewart et al. 2006, McPhie & Campana 2009, Hamady et al. 2014). Another 

anthropogenic chemical time mark, the Suess effect, is caused by the emission of 
13

C depleted 

carbon into the environment from burning of fossil fuels (Fig. 14a). This phenomenon has been 

detected in 
13

C and radiocarbon chronologies which extend to the onset of the Industrial 

Revolution in mid/late-19
th

 century (Butler et al. 2009, Tans et al. 1979, Schöne et al. 2011, 

Bowman 1990). Like the bomb pulse, the Suess effect is a chemical time mark, but it is much 

less established in the marine environment. However, the Suess effect has been suggested 

detected in a sample chronology from harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) (Christensen & 

Richardson 2008).  

 

It is important to distinguish between reference chronologies which have been made on tissues 

where carbon is incorporated directly from ambient water (in the form of dissolved inorganic 

carbon), from those where the carbon source is of dietary origin. The eye lens of Greenland 

shark is made up by proteins and hence the carbon source of the eye lens is dietary. Therefore, 

the reference chronologies applied to calibrate our Greenland sharks chronology should also be 

of dietary origin. The distinction between inorganic and organic carbon source will be discussed 

in more detail in the Discussion.  
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8.3.2 Pre-bomb radiocarbon dating 

The bomb pulse produced a unique and unmistakable timestamp ideally allowing age 

determination of organisms dating back to the mid-1950s or at least evaluate if the sample is 

from pre- or post-bomb time. More long term and less extreme natural variations in radiocarbon 

levels of the open oceans are described by the International Marine Calibration Curve (Stuvier & 

Braziunas 1993). The latest version, Marine13 (Fig. 15, Reimer et al. 2013), can be used to age 

carbon-based material which originates from mixed layer water masses (the upper ~100-200 m 

of the water column) and pre-dates the bomb pulse. It is generally assumed that changes in pre-

bomb radiocarbon concentrations are reflected in the food web with negligible or no delay. This 

interrelationship occurs because the vast majority of carbon in the marine food web is 

synthesized in mixed surface waters via photosynthesis and transferred quickly through the food 

web via heterotrophic organisms. Consequently, the radiocarbon profile of mixed layer waters is 

reflected in metabolically active tissues of sharks and other fishes, seals and whales with 

expectedly little delay (Mangerud et al. 2006). The interrelationship between carbon in mixed 

layer waters and carbon in the marine food web on a long time scale (>100 years) is critical for 

age estimates from the pre-bomb period. 

 

Prior to the bomb pulse, natural variations in atmospheric radiocarbon levels resulted in temporal 

fluctuations of marine radiocarbon concentrations characterized by time periods of plateaus and 

steep changes (Reimer et al. 2013). Consequently, despite the overall pre-bomb trend of 

radiocarbon concentrations generally declining as one move back in time, converting pre-bomb 

radiocarbon ages into estimates of calendar age is less accurate and more difficult than for 

modern samples affected by the bomb pulse. The complexity is partly due, to the fact that the 

World’s oceans are depleted in radiocarbon content relative to the contemporaneous atmosphere 

leading to an apparent radiocarbon age difference between the two systems which is termed “the 

marine reservoir age” (R) (Stuvier & Polach 1977; Stuvier & Braziunas 1993). To account for 

this, the marine calibration curve for the surface mixed layer of the oceans has been constructed 

(currently Marine13), using the terrestrial radiocarbon calibration curve (IntCal13) as an input 

parameter to a global ocean-atmosphere diffusion box model (Reimer et al. 2013). Regional 

offsets in surface ocean ages from the marine calibration curve are expressed as ΔR (Stuvier & 

Braziunas 1993) and to accurately convert single radiocarbon values to a calendar age, a ∆R 

value of the water of original photosynthetic carbon fixation must be known (Fig. 15. However, 

because of the Greenland shark’s migratory behavior and lacking information on the 

distributional range of gravid Greenland sharks during embryonic nucleus formation (see review 
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on Greenland shark biology in MacNeil at al. 2012), an exact ∆R cannot be associated with each 

individual measurement. Consequently, individual pre-bomb measurements cannot be converted 

into age estimates with any accuracy, unless further constraints to the Marine13-based age 

estimates of pre-bomb sharks is applied (see Discussion and A1). 

 

 

Figure 15. The Marine13 calibration curve spans from mid-1950 and 50,000 years back. Here is a subset from 

1500-1950 shown as well as the effect of varying ΔR between waters. This variation is the main reason why it is 

difficult to convert single measurements from a freely moving animal into age estimates. The applied ΔR for the 

Bayesian model constructed to estimate the age of pre-bomb sharks is ±75 years (graph modified by Jesper Olsen 

from Reimer et al. 2013). 
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9. Rationale, hypothesis, aims 

9.1 Rationale 

Greenland sharks longevity has never been investigated and only a single tag-and-release study 

by P. M. Hansen in early 20
th

 century has addressed its growth rates. This study reported three 

medium-sized sharks to grow 1 cm, 14 cm and 8 cm over time periods of 2 years, 15 years and 

16 years, respectively (Hansen 1963a). This unique observation suggests that Greenland sharks 

growth rates are extremely slow. With a maximum size of at least 550 cm, the Greenland shark is 

not only the largest shark native to the Arctic, it is also believed to be exceptionally long-lived. 

High levels of anthropogenic contaminants suggest that longevity by far exceeds 30 years (Fisk 

et al. 2002), but due to lack of conventional age determination methods on Greenland shark its 

longevity has remained an unsolvable mystery for decades.  

9.2 Hypothesis 

Greenland shark longevity is exceptional and can quantified using marine radiocarbon dating  

9.3 Aims 

The ultimate aim of this PhD project is to investigate longevity of the Greenland shark. To do so, 

we will use two well-established radiocarbon dating methods (bomb radiocarbon dating and a 

Bayesian calibration) on metabolically inert tissue obtained from proteins of the eye lens 

nucleus. To justify fundamental assumptions when using these techniques, more basic 

knowledge on feeding ecology and spatial distribution of Greenland sharks is required.  

 

The specific aims are: 

 

1. To describe feeding ecology of Greenland sharks of various life stages. 

2. To investigate the spatial distribution of Greenland sharks in Greenland waters 

using satellite tags.  

3. To use state-of-the-art radiocarbon dating techniques on metabolically inert tissue 

for investigating longevity of the Greenland shark.  
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10. Summary of results 

10.1 Manuscript 1 (MS1) – Feeding ecology 

 

Ontogenetic dietary shift in the Greenland shark (Somniosus microcephalus) 

Julius Nielsen, Peter Grønkjær,
 
Peter Bushnell, Jørgen Schou Christiansen, Helene Overgaard, 

Kim Præbel, John Fleng Steffensen, Rasmus Berg Hedeholm.  

 

To be submitted to Polar Biology. 

 

The aim of this study was to investigate feeding ecology of Greenland sharks. Stomach content 

and stable isotope 
15

δN levels, from up to 108 specimens ranging in lengths from 81-474 cm, 

revealed dietary differences between size categories. Greenland sharks smaller than 200 cm 

(juveniles) were predominantly feeding on lower trophic levels, especially squids. Larger sharks 

(sub-adults/adults) mainly fed on higher trophic level piscivorous fish and seals. Among the sub-

adult/adult size groups, differences in composition of prey were evident at fish species level. 

Sharks smaller than 400 cm, were feeding on a large variety of fishes including Atlantic cod, 

Greenland halibut, wolfish, skates and lumpsucker (Cyclopterus lumpus). Sharks above 400 cm 

(i.e. adult females) fed mostly on Atlantic cod and beaked redfish (Sebastes mentella). For all 

sub-adult and adult shark sizes, harp seal was of great importance. The observed differences in 

prey composition can for certain prey species be explained by the relative availability in different 

geographical areas (vertically and horizontally). For redfish, however, these are abundant 

throughout Greenland waters in areas where sharks have been caught, and it seems that these are 

primarily consumed by adult females compared to sharks shorter than 400 cm.  This study 

demonstrated a clear ontogenetic shift in feeding behavior between juvenile and sub-adult/adult 

Greenland sharks. Furthermore, the different prey preferences across sizes suggest that despite 

its lethargic appearance, the Greenland shark should be considered an opportunistic predator 

with the capability to capture fast swimming fishes and smaller marine animals.   
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10.2 Manuscript 2 (MS2) – Tracking 

 

Spatial and temporal movements of adult Greenland shark females (Somniosus 

microcephalus) in Greenland waters 

Julius Nielsen, Jørgen Schou Christiansen, Rasmus Berg Hedeholm, Kim Præbel, John Fleng 

Steffensen, Peter Bushnell.  

 

The manuscript is in preparation. 

 

The aim of this study was to investigate spatial and temporal movement patterns of adult 

Greenland shark females in southwestern Greenland. 12 females ranging from 410-455 cm in 

total length were caught at four different locations. Each shark was tagged with two or three pop-

up satellite archival tags (PSATs), programmed to release after 3-13 months. In total, 33 PSATs 

were deployed and 22 reported usable data. Sharks exhibited varying spatial movements with 

migrations between 8 km and 2,754 km, and all sharks occupied southern Greenland shelf waters 

upon tag release. One shark migrated to the Reykjanes Ridge and back to southwest Greenland 

covering a distance of at least 2,754 km within 402 days in liberty. Temperature tracks, available 

from all tags, revealed that most sharks exited the cold fjords, in which they were tagged within 

3-4 days following capture. Thereafter, sharks entered warmer offshore waters, where they 

remained throughout the tagging period. Preferred swimming depths and temperatures mainly 

ranged from 250-550 m and 4.1-5.5° C with the deepest, most shallow, coldest and warmest 

record being 1,083 m, 13 m, -2.0° C and 9.0° C, respectively. Beyond these general patterns, the 

study illustrated that: i) sharks tend to congregate in shelf waters off Frederikshåb Isblink in 

southwestern Greenland; ii) two sharks displayed similar migration in time and space  migrating 

700 km from Julianehåbsfjord to southeastern Greenland within 3 months. This is indicative of 

some degree of group migration, which is supported by bycatch information from bottom trawl 

surveys in the region. In conclusion, although adult Greenland shark females are capable of 

relatively fast long distance migrations, their preferred habitat is shelf waters of southern 

Greenland.  
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10.3 Article 1 (A1) – Age 

 

Eye lens radiocarbon reveals centuries of longevity in the Greenland shark 

(Somniosus microcephalus)  

Julius Nielsen, Rasmus Berg Hedeholm, Jan Heinemeier, Peter Bushnell, Jørgen Schou 

Christiansen, Jesper Olsen, Christopher Bronk Ramsey, Richard Brill, Malene Simon, Kirstine 

Fleng Steffensen, John Fleng Steffensen.  

 

The manuscript was published as a report in Science, 12 August 2016, vol. 353, issue 6300.  

 

The aim of this study was to investigate life span of the Greenland shark - a notoriously slow-

growing and difficult-to-age animal. Conventional age determination techniques of 

elasmobranchs are not applicable on the Greenland shark, and therefore, a novel approach using 

radiocarbon dating techniques on tissue from the shark’s eye lens was applied. Tissue from the 

center of the eye lens nucleus (i.e. embryonic nucleus) contains the oldest proteins of vertebrates. 

The chemical composition of these proteins represents age 0 of the animal. We created a 

Greenland shark chronology, by collecting eye lenses from 28 female Greenland sharks 

measuring from 81-502 cm. We analyzed the radiocarbon content in the center of the eye lens 

nucleus. By combining two different techniques of marine radiocarbon dating on this Greenland 

shark chronology, i.e. bomb radiocarbon dating and a Bayesian calibration model, we found that 

only three sharks of 220 cm or less (total length) were affected by the bomb pulse. The bomb 

pulse onset is a time mark of the early 1960s, and the three post-bomb sharks were thus younger 

than approximately 50 years. On contrary, the remaining 25 larger sharks (258-502 cm) were 

older than 50 years. For these pre-bomb sharks, a Bayesian calibration model was constructed 

based on i) biological assumptions on growth patterns, birth size and size at age 50 years; ii) 

environmental assumptions on local reservoir age (ΔR) ranging between 0 and 150 years. 

Bayesian age estimates, reported as midpoint and extent of the 95.5% probability range, showed 

that Greenland shark females become mature at 156±22 years, and that the largest and oldest 

animal was estimated to be 392±120 years old (502 cm). The age estimates are thus reported as 

probability ranges which is unconventional for reporting lifespan of animals. Nevertheless, even 

the lower end of the probability range, which is at least 272 years, places the Greenland shark as 

the longest living vertebrate known to science.   
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11. Discussion 

In this thesis, I provide estimates of Greenland shark longevity and estimate that it is the longest 

living vertebrate in the world. The results demonstrate the strength of interdisciplinary research, 

in this case among biologists, radiocarbon specialists and statisticians. This investigation is not 

carried out using standard fish ageing determination techniques, but rather a mix of two different 

radiocarbon dating methods that have not previously been combined in a similar setting. The 

justification of using these methods lies in biological observations of the shark’s feeding ecology 

and spatial distribution. Our conclusion of exceptional longevity therefore relies on what is 

known about the biology of Greenland sharks, and what is fair to assume of their biology and 

physical environment. Scrutinizing these assumptions, which are fundamental to the rationale, is 

the focus of the following discussion. This is done in three sections: 1) a presentation of 

fundamental aspects of the rationale, 2) a meticulous elaboration of why timing of the bomb 

pulse onset in the Greenland shark chronology can be derived from existing reference 

chronologies and 3) a discussion of the weaknesses of this kind of study, as well as potential 

improvements which might narrow the longevity estimates of the Greenland shark.   

11.1 Rationale 

11.1.1 The Greenland shark chronology 

Single radiocarbon measurements and absolute values are not suitable for age calibration using 

marine radiocarbon dating – either samples from before or after the bomb pulse onset. This is a 

common problem/challenge within radiocarbon dating, and we deal with this challenge in the 

same way as other studies; by analyzing a chronology. The Greenland shark chronology is 

created from a series of individual sharks of varying lengths caught around the same point in 

time (see A1). The fact that we analyze a chronology, and not individual measurements, is a 

central premise of the study. The Greenland shark chronology is constructed by assuming that 

size and age are positively correlated following a Von Bertalanffy growth curve – which is a fair 

assumption as this is a relatively common growth pattern for sharks (Hoenig & Gruber 1990). 

The “chronology assumption” (or length-age assumption) is strongly supported by the trend in 

radiocarbon levels of the entire chronology (see Fig. 2 in A1 or Fig. 16). Of the 28 investigated 

female sharks, 25 were not affected by the bomb pulse (no. 4-28), one was slightly affected (no. 

3), and two contained clearly elevated bomb-induced radiocarbon levels in the embryonic 

nucleus of the  
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Figure. 16. Radiocarbon in the eye lens nuclei of Greenland sharks. Radiocarbon levels (pMC ± SD) from 28 

females as well 13 new sharks (mixed sex of both pre-and post-bomb origin) analyzed in 2017 (modified from Fig. 2 

in A1) (Nielsen et al. unpublished data).  

 

eye lens (no. 1 and 2). In additional support of this are nine Greenland sharks in the size range of 

98-170 cm analyzed in 2017 (i.e. after publication of A1), and their radiocarbon levels strongly 

support the presence of bomb-induced radiocarbon in small juvenile sizes and thus the presence 

of the bomb pulse in the Greenland sharks chronology (Fig. 16). This strict separation of pre- 

and post-bomb sharks according to size would only be true if we were indeed evaluating a time 

series of samples representing a temporal development (i.e. a chronology). Furthermore, a 

decreasing trend with increasing pre-bomb shark size is to be expected if the sharks are older at 

larger sizes (Fig. 15). Therefore, the significant negative correlation between size and 

radiocarbon level for the pre-bomb sharks (see A1), further supports that the Greenland shark 

chronology is indeed a time series. 
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11.1.2 The carbon source of the eye lens nucleus Greenland shark chronology 

As stated in the Prologue – the carbon source of the Greenland shark eye lens is pivotal for the 

entire age investigation. The analyzed tissue in the eye lens nucleus consists primarily of protein 

and hence, the carbon source of the eye lens is of dietary origin. This means that the Greenland 

shark chronology is an organic carbon chronology, which differs significantly from inorganic 

carbon chronologies, as the latter is based on radiocarbon from dissolved inorganic carbon of 

ambient water masses. The dietary origin of the Greenland shark chronology implies that the diet 

is dictating the chemical composition of the chronology. However, as the tissue analyzed is from 

the center of the eye lens nucleus (also termed embryonic nucleus), and this is formed during 

fetal development, it is actually the diet of the shark’s mother which is the carbon source of the 

Greenland shark chronology - not the shark’s diet itself. The feeding ecology and spatial 

distribution of adult Greenland shark females is thus of particular interest when calibrating the 

Greenland shark chronology and converting radiocarbon levels into time estimates. 

 

 

Figure 17: Capture depth of 49 female Greenland sharks longer than 400 cm from 8360 trawl hauls in Greenland 

waters (GINR unpublished data from yearly trawl surveys between 1995 and 2016, see survey description in Nielsen 

et al. 2014).  

 

Adult females are longer than 400 cm, and although some feeding ecology studies include a few 

sharks of this size (Yano et al. 2007, McMeans et al. 2010, Nielsen et al. 2014), none have 

evaluated adult females separately. In MS1, adult females were found mainly to feed on high 
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trophic species like Atlantic cod, harp seal, redfish, wolffish (Anarhichas spp.), lumpsucker, and 

skates (Rajidae) – prey items which are relatively common in continental shelf waters across the 

northern North Atlantic. Such feeding ecology corresponds well with the spatial distribution 

investigated in MS2, where PSATs revealed that adult females of southwestern Greenland spent 

most of their time in southern Greenland shelf waters at depths of 200-550 m with infrequent and 

brief descends below 800 m. Such depth distribution of adult females is strongly supported by 

unpublished data from annual bottom trawl surveys conducted by Greenland Institute of Natural 

Resources during the past 20 years, revealing that females longer than 400 cm have been caught 

all over the continental shelf, but most frequently at depths shallower than 500 m (Fig. 17, see 

survey description in Nielsen et al. 2014).  

 

However, adult females may also be encountered in continental shelf waters off New Foundland 

(Canada), Iceland, and mainland of Norway (Nielsen et al. in prep2). Given their pronounced 

migratory capabilities (Hansen 1963a, Fisk et al. 2012, Campana et al. 2015a, MS2), the carbon 

source of the Greenland shark chronology must be expected to be of high trophic fish and seals 

from continental shelf food webs from across subarctic and temperate regions of the northern 

North Atlantic. Therefore, the calibration (and thus the age estimates) relies on general and 

common trends of radiocarbon in dietary reference chronologies of these regions – the northern 

North Atlantic.   

11.1.3 Radiocarbon in the northern North Atlantic 

Most studies on the “behavior” of radiocarbon in surface mixed waters and marine food webs 

have been made in the northern North Atlantic. These studies focus on the marine bomb pulse – 

a chemical time mark, which has been detected in multiple reference chronologies of both 

inorganic and organic origin (Kalish 1993, Campana et al. 2002). In general, reference 

chronologies are either constructed from tissues having an inorganic carbon source or a dietary 

carbon source. Inorganic reference chronologies are made from marine carbonates e.g. in mussel 

shells or fish otoliths, which are characterized by incorporating radiocarbon directly from 

ambient waters in the form of 
14

CO2. Several such chronologies representing surface mixed 

waters across the northern North Atlantic, reveal that some waters exhibit a rapid response of 

great magnitude to the bomb pulse, while others exhibit a slower and less distinct reaction 

(Campana 1997, Kalish et al. 2001, Treble et al. 2008, Campana et al. 2015b, Scource et al. 

2012). Such different responses are due to hydrographic differences between water masses and 

regions. However, it is important to note for these chronologies that the timing of the bomb pulse 
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onset is almost synchronous for all chronologies. The bomb pulse onset is the point in time (i.e. 

year) in a chronology, where bomb-induced radiocarbon becomes detectable from the lower 

levels of naturally occurring radiocarbon; an event different from that of the bomb pulse peak 

(Fig. 18). Organic reference chronologies (of dietary origin) are available from porbeagle, beluga 

whale, spiny dogfish, white shark and thorny skate, all from the northern North Atlantic 

(Campana et al. 2002, Campana et al. 2006, Stewart et al. 2006, McPhie & Campana 2009, 

Hamady et al. 2014). Like the aforementioned inorganic chronologies, organic chronologies also 

exhibit great variation in terms of bomb pulse “shape”, as well as an almost synchronous timing 

of the bomb pulse onset. In organic chronologies representing continental shelf food webs of the 

northern North Atlantic, the bomb pulse onset is no later than the early 1960s (1963 to be 

precise, Fig. 1 in A1).  

 

 

Figure 18: Comparison between the inorganic NW Atlantic Reference chronology (reflecting 
4
CO2 of surface 

mixed waters) and the inorganic otolith chronology of Greenland halibut Reference. Green arrow indicates the time 

of bomb pulse onset for the Greenland halibut reference which is not much different from the blue arrow that 

represents onset of the bomb pulse in the NW Atlantic Reference. Timing of the peak (i.e. maximum level) for the 

two chronologies exhibit greater variation: the yellow arrow shows timing of the peak to late 1960s in the NW 

Atlantic Reference, whereas the Greenland halibut is delayed by another ~10 years as indicated by the red arrow 

(modified from Treble et al. 2008). 
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Similarities between inorganic and organic reference chronologies are expected as the pathway 

of radiocarbon into the food web is via autotrophic organisms incorporating 
14

CO2 via 

photosynthesis in surface mixed waters. Radiocarbon is then transferred into higher trophic 

levels of the food web by heterotrophic organisms. Consequently, the timing of the bomb pulse 

onset is no more than 0-3 years delayed when compared to inorganic chronologies reflecting 

surface mixed waters (Fig. 1 in A1). This synchronicity demonstrates well that surface plankton 

goes directly into the food chain with short turnover in soft metabolically active tissues. It is such 

soft tissues of high trophic fishes and seals, which dictates the radiocarbon levels in the 

Greenland shark chronology. Animals that are a part of the same or similar food webs, as 

porbeagle, white shark, beluga whale, spiny dogfish and thorny ray in the northern North 

Atlantic, will have incorporated the bomb pulse onset at a similar time - no later than early 

1960s.  

11.1.4 Conventional use of bomb radiocarbon for age validation 

Nowadays, the bomb pulse is a well-established time mark, which has been used for age 

determination and age validation of multiple marine fishes and whales (Stewart et al. 2006, 

Hamady et al. 2014, and many more). In these studies, it is the entire portion of the bomb pulse 

rise which is used as a time mark. The technique is typically applied on animal specimens from 

museum collections, ideally some which have lived during both the pre- and post-bomb period. 

A fictive example could be a lamniform shark caught in 1970, which from count of growth rings 

in the vertebra is estimated to be 20 years old. Radiocarbon levels in each growth ring are then 

measured creating a chronology spanning from presumably 1970 back to 1950. If the portion of 

the bomb pulse rise in the chronology was detected in growth layers corresponding to those 

years, where the rise had been identified in regional reference chronologies (i.e. between late 

1950s to early 1960s), the age estimate of 20 years old is validated. However, in case of a 

mismatch between the investigated chronology and the reference chronology, the age estimate of 

the animal and the associated method on that specimen or species are questionable. Such 

mismatches have been observed in multiple studies of sharks and rays (Harry 2017), where the 

oldest specimens in particular are underestimated due to growth-band-cessation resulting from 

attenuation of somatic growth (Francis et al. 2007, Hamady et al. 2014, Andrew & Kerr 2015).  

11.1.5 Bomb radiocarbon dating of the Greenland shark chronology 

The applicability of bomb radiocarbon dating of the Greenland shark chronology differs from the 

conventional use, as described in previous sections. This is because there are no alternative age 

estimates of Greenland sharks available and hence no form of validation. Furthermore, for the 
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investigated sharks, there is only a single sample from each shark, which is associated with age 0 

of the shark. Due to the great variation in behavior (or faith) of the bomb pulse across food webs 

of the northern North Atlantic, we can only identify which sharks have been affected by the 

bomb pulse (and thus have enriched bomb-induced radiocarbon levels) and which have not been 

affected. From the findings of MS1 and MS2, it can be justified that adult Greenland shark 

females are part of a food web highly comparable to that of porbeagle, white shark, beluga 

whale, spiny dogfish and thorny ray, in terms of dominating prey species composition, prey 

depth distribution and prey trophic level (see relevant feeding studies in Joyce et al. 2002, 

Estrada et al. 2006, Heide-Jørgensen & Teilmann 1994 and also Section 11.2.1). Therefore, adult 

Greenland shark females must also have been affected by the bomb pulse onset from the early 

1960s and onwards, meaning that the post-bomb sharks must have been born after the 1960s, 

while the pre-bomb sharks are born earlier. In A1 only two small sharks were found to contain 

post-bomb levels but as presented in Fig. 16, more small specimens have been found 

subsequently to contain post-bomb radiocarbon levels.   

11.1.6 The Bayesian model on the pre-bomb portion of the Greenland shark chronology 

To estimate the age of the pre-bomb sharks, a Bayesian calibration model was constructed. 

Bayesian statistics refer to the kind of statistics used when evaluating the match between 

different probability distributions. In general, because the production of radiocarbon in the 

atmosphere is not constant over time (predominantly modulated by varying solar activity), and 

because human burning of fossil fuels during the industrial revolution have significantly changed 

the atmospheric radiocarbon activity, the resulting calendar-year probability distributions are 

often multi-modal. This presents an extra challenge when working with radiocarbon from the 

pre-bomb period, which is generally solved using Bayesian statistical methods allowing for 

constrained calendar-year probabilities to be produced.   

 

The idea behind the Bayesian model is to combine the likelihood of calibrated range 

probabilities with prior knowledge on depositional patterns, which in our case is the expected 

growth pattern. Growth patterns of sharks (and fishes in general) are expressed as a Von 

Bertalanffy equation (Hoenig & Gruber 1990), in which size-increments are not continuous 

throughout a life time. A fixed age within a chronology can also be used in a Bayesian model. A 

parallel example could be, if the age of a certain layer in a sediment core is known due to a 

signature characteristic from a volcano eruption. In our case, shark no. 3 was included with a 

fixed age (from 1963±5 years) estimated from the bomb pulse onset (see A1). Using the 
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Marine13 radiocarbon calibration curve, the Bayesian model generates a posterior age 

probabilities, which are the result of calibrated radiocarbon measurements combined with such 

prior knowledge (e.g. fixed age and growth pattern). Note that Marine13 is not a reference 

chronology but rather a calibration curve made from a box diffusion model (Reimer et al. 2013). 

It must be emphasized that the finding of shark no. 3 being approximately 50 years old is a 

partial result obtained from ‘bomb radiocarbon dating’, and hence it is independent from the 

result of pre-bomb radiocarbon dating. This partial result is used as prior knowledge in the effort 

to produce age estimates of the sharks of the pre-bomb portion of the Greenland shark 

chronology.  

11.1.7 How to interpret calibrations 

Age estimation of Greenland shark is achieved by cross-combining two well-established 

radiocarbon dating techniques applicable for different periods in time. The output (i.e. the age 

estimates) from these techniques is very different from one another. The bomb dating “only” 

allows us to evaluate which sharks are older and which sharks are younger than the bomb pulse. 

The output of the Bayesian model is posterior probability distributions for each pre-bomb shark 

(Fig. 3 in A1). In A1, I report the 95.5% range of this probability distribution as the final age 

estimate. Using the oldest shark as an example, the probability range is 392±120 years (Table S2 

in A1), which is the midpoint ± half the range. I could also have written that the oldest shark was 

272-512 years old with 95.5% certainty or, that the oldest shark was at least 272 years old. It is 

essential to understand how these unconventional age estimates differ from normal reports on 

age in order to understand the Bayesian calibration model and its associated limitations and 

strengths.  

11.1.8 The challenge of reservoir age 

Determining the age of marine organisms – especially those as long-lived as the Greenland shark 

– is subject to uncertainty when using marine radiocarbon dating. Incorporation of radiocarbon 

in the marine food web can be perceived as sporadic, depleted and sometimes unpredictable.  

This is, however, to be expected for animals moving freely between water masses with different 

∆R (see definition of ∆R in Introduction) and coincident differing ∆R of the ingested prey. By 

calibrating a chronology, we calibrate a trend which decisively reduces potential challenges due 

to offsets/depletions between reference chronologies regardless of what might cause these. The 

absolute level of individual radiocarbon values is therefore, in general, less important both for 

bomb dating and for the Bayesian model. What is important is how values develop through a 

chronology (i.e. their relative change over time). This is exemplified by multiple age validation 
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studies of sharks and whales, where the bomb pulse is identified as a drastic increase in the 

radiocarbon levels (post-bomb) compared to lower pre-bomb levels (see Stewart et al. 2006, 

Hamady et al. 2014). The challenge of an unknown ΔR is, however, more acute for the 

calibration of the pre-bomb portion of the Greenland shark chronology. This is precisely what 

the Oxcal program and the Bayesian model (see below) are designed to handle. This calibration 

includes information on local reservoir ages and incorporates the uncertainty into the age output. 

I used a local reservoir range of 0-150 radiocarbon years (in the model expressed as 75±75 years, 

mean±SD) as this is a reasonable value for open ocean waters in the recent past of temperate and 

sub-arctic offshore regions of the northern North Atlantic (Scourse et al. 2012). The difference 

between ΔR of different water masses is exemplified by the different behavior of the bomb pulse 

detected across the northern North Atlantic (Fig. 3 in Scourse et al. 2012) and is also illustrated 

for the pre-bomb period in Fig. 15.  

11.2 The bomb pulse at living depth of the Greenland shark 

The bomb pulse onset is a central time marker in the age analysis of the Greenland shark. First of 

all, it is important as a fixed time point in the Greenland shark chronology. Secondly, from a 

theoretical perspective, it demonstrates the coherency between 
14

CO2 of surface mixed waters 

and fishes at depths much greater than surface mixed waters (the upper 200 m of the water 

column). The presence of the bomb pulse in large sharks and whales as well as in abyssal fishes 

is elaborated below. The following sections thus provide arguments supporting timing of the 

bomb pulse onset as no later than early 1960s, which have been applied in our calibration of the 

Greenland shark chronology.   

11.2.1 Existing reference chronologies of dietary origin 

It might be questioned whether the timing of the bomb pulse onset in chronologies obtained from 

“surface-swimming and -feeding” species such as the porbeagle or the other species represented 

in Fig. 1 in A1, is relevant to apply on a deeper swimming Greenland shark. However, this 

concern would only be relevant if the carbon source of the Greenland shark chronology was 

inorganic, and hence the transport of radiocarbon from surface mixed water into the Greenland 

shark chronology was via diffusion and ocean mixing. This is not the case, as the Greenland 

shark chronology is derived from eye lens proteins which are of dietary origin. Fig. 1 in A1 

shows examples of organic reference chronologies from other predatory and piscivorous marine 

species (i.e. chronologies also based on a dietary carbon source). The Greenland shark overlaps 

in terms of dietary preferences, as well as distribution to some degree, with these species (i.e. 
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porbeagle, white shark, beluga whale, and spiny dogfish), which is highly relevant for the 

theoretical paradigm applied. For example, Joyce et al. (2002) evaluated more than a thousand 

porbeagle stomachs and found the main prey items to be groundfishes like Atlantic cod, 

wolffish, unknown flounders (Pleuronectidae) and lumpsucker. Furthermore, long-snouted 

lancetfish (Alepisaurus ferox) – a pelagic predatory fish distributed down to 2 km of depth 

(Froese & Pauly 2017) – was an important prey item. This diet is in accordance with depth 

distribution of the porbeagle in the North Atlantic, which tends to occupy the upper 200 m of the 

water column, but frequently descends to 300, 400 and even 700 m of depth (Saunders et al. 

2011). White sharks, which frequently occupy surface waters, have been reported at depths down 

to 500 m (Boustany et al. 2002). Even though there are no stomach content analysis of white 

sharks from the northern North Atlantic, their diet is expectedly composed by large predatory 

fishes and marine mammals from within and below surface mixed waters (Estrada et al. 2006). 

This diet is similar to adult Greenland shark females, and particularly when taking the seals into 

consideration. For all Greenland shark stomach content analyses, seals compose a large 

proportion of the diet (Fisk et al. 2002, Yano et al. 2007, McMeans et al. 2010, Leclerc et al. 

2012, Nielsen et al. 2014, MS1). Beluga whales dive as deep as 700 m (Kinze 2001), where they 

may feed on redfish or Greenland halibut, but perhaps more frequently they descend to depths of 

20-350 m and feed on polar cod (Boreogadus saida), boreoatlantic armhook squid, arctic cod 

(Arctogadus glacialis) and lantern fish (Myctophidae) (Martin & Smith 1992, Heide-Jørgensen 

& Teilmann 1994). Such prey items are also important for Greenland halibut (Bowering & Lilly 

1992, Hovde et al. 2002) and harp seals which frequently dive to 100-400 m (Folkow et al. 2004, 

Haug et al. 2004). Furthermore, Spiny dogfish mainly occupy depths between 50-300 m (deepest 

record = 1,400 m) where they feed on benthic and pelagic fishes (like herring and cod) and 

crustaceans (Froese & Pauly 2017, Compagno 1984).  

 

All combined, porbeagle, white shark, beluga whale and spiny dogfish are not surface dwelling 

organisms, but rather occupy and feed on prey from the entire continental shelf. Such fauna is 

overall highly comparable to the feeding ecology of adult Greenland shark females. We therefor 

argue that if these predatory sharks and whales incorporated bomb-induced radiocarbon via their 

diet in the early 1960s, adult Greenland shark females did too. This is indeed fair to expect in an 

environment as described in MS1 and MS2.  
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11.2.2 The bomb pulse in deep sea and abyssal food webs 

It has been suggested that the adult life of Greenland sharks is spent in deep waters off the 

continental shelf break which is not similar to the environment as described in MS1 and MS2 

(Campana et al. 2015a). This is a possibility as Greenland sharks have been caught in abyssal 

waters as deep as 2,909 m (Porteiro et al. 2017). It has also been reported that adult females were 

found at depths below 1,000 m in western Greenland, where they presumably were feeding on 

Greenland halibut (Yano et al. 2007), which is why it was surprising that we did not find 

Greenland halibut as an important prey item (see MS1). If the carbon source of the Greenland 

shark chronology is actually strictly deep ocean or abyssal fishes, and thus dictated by e.g. 

grenadiers (Macrouridae), slickheads (Alepocephalidae), or Greenland halibut, there would be 

less reference material available for our calibrations. This is because scientific investigations on 

behavior of the bomb pulse in deep ocean and abyssal food webs are limited compared to 

continental shelf food webs and mixed water masses. Nonetheless, a strictly deep sea or abyssal 

feeding behavior would only have little impact on the calibration, if any at all. This presumption 

is based on available investigations of radiocarbon in  deep ocean and abyssal food webs, which 

demonstrates that bomb-induced radiocarbon was present in metabolically active muscle tissue 

from all investigated abyssobenthic and abyssopelagic fishes caught as deep as 2-3 km during 

the late 1960s and 1970s (Williams et al. 1970, Pearcy & Stuvier 1983, Williams et al. 1987). 

This demonstrates that bomb-induced radiocarbon was quickly transferred from surface mixed 

waters to fishes occupying much greater depths than represented by Fig. 1 in A1. Although the 

investigations on abyssal fauna were made on fishes sampled in the Pacific Ocean, there are no 

obvious reasons why a generally similar fast pathway of 
14

CO2 from surface mixed waters to 

abyssal fishes should not occur in the northern North Atlantic. The “deepest” carbon 

chronologies from the northern North Atlantic are made from otoliths of redfish and Greenland 

halibut (and thereby reflecting 
14

CO2 in ambient water masses). These chronologies show that the 

bomb pulse onset penetrated by diffusion and mixing to depths of 400-500 m in the northwestern 

North Atlantic in the early 1960s (Fig. 18) (Treble et al. 2008, Campana et al. 2015b). 

Furthermore, the only study (to my knowledge) that has presented data, where the associated 

discussion mentions the possibility of a delayed bomb signal due to potential feeding on deep 

ocean prey is Kerr et al. (2006). This study presents an organic chronology from a white shark 

vertebra in which the bomb pulse onset was found to be late 1970s (Kerr et al. 2006). A 

subsequent reanalysis showed that the “delayed” bomb pulse was most likely due to biased 

counting of growth ring layers (Andrews & Kerr 2015) which has been shown to be a common 

challenge for Lamnifom sharks (Francis et al. 2007, Hamady et al. 2014).  
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There are currently no available data suggesting that the bomb pulse onset should be delayed in 

food webs of the northern North Atlantic (or anywhere else) beyond what is illustrated in Fig. 1 

in A1.  

11.3 Weaknesses and potential improvements of the study 

Unlike previous studies using the bomb pulse to validate already existing ageing methods, there 

are no comparable age estimates available for each individual Greenland shark analyzed. 

Therefore, regardless of the many previous investigations of the bomb pulse in the North 

Atlantic, as well as a comparable carbon source for adult Greenland shark females and other 

predatory fishes and whales, all of this can only serve as justification of the applied approach – 

not a validation. The lack of validation is the reason for referring to the output of the age 

investigation as “Estimates” and not “Determinations”.   

11.3.1 Calibration-associated weaknesses 

There are several weaknesses associated with the approach, which could cause the calibrated and 

modelled ages to deviate from the true biological ages. First of all, exact age estimates of this 

study rely on an already established behavior of the bomb pulse in northern North Atlantic 

surface mixed waters and food webs. It is therefore essential that the scientific literature truly 

reflects the variation across shelf waters of the northern North Atlantic. It is however possible 

that a tendency of publishing bias is favoring positive results which in this case  means that 

chronologies might only have been published when in accordance with regional reference 

chronologies. If such bias is present (and delayed chronologies tend not to be published), that 

would undermine the usage of the bomb pulse onset and also change the exact age estimates as 

presented in A1. Note, however, that the sensitivity analysis showed that the overall finding of 

Greenland sharks having extreme longevity, exceeding centuries, is not particularly sensitive to 

timing of the bomb pulse onset between 1958 and 1980. Therefore, the overall findings of 

extreme longevity of Greenland sharks are robust to the assumption timing of the bomb pulse 

onset in the chronology (see Supplementary Material in A1).  

  

Another potential weaknesses are the multiple assumptions and constraints used by the Bayesian 

calibration model, including expected shark growth pattern. From a modelling perspective, the 

growth pattern-input “forces” each shark to be older than the previous smaller shark regardless of 

radiocarbon level. Such a strict correlation between length and age cannot necessarily be expected,  
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Figure 19. Growth trajectories for different shark species which all can be described by a Von Bertalanffy growth curve 

or a derivate thereof (from Hoenig and Gruber 1990). 

 

but the Von Bertalanffy growth trajectory is a general growth pattern demonstrated for many 

species of fish and sharks (Fig. 19). In spite of this, it is fair to calibrate the pre-bomb portion of the 

chronology using the applied Bayesian model for several reasons: 1) we analyze a chronology and it 

is implicitly considered a time series of samples; 2) the results indicated good consistency between 

modeled age ranges and Marine 13, as well as a good internal agreement between individual data 

points (See A-indices in A1 and Bronk Ramsey 2009); 3) the strict separation between pre- and 

post-bomb sharks as well as the significant negative correlation between shark size and radiocarbon 

level suggests that we are evaluating a time series of samples. It must also be emphasized that 

although model input assumes a strict age-length correlation, the output is not similarly strict. 

Model output (the posterior probability ranges) indeed overlap for similar sized sharks, and hence 

our results are flexible allowing for deviations from a strict length-age correlation.  

11.3.2 Future improvements 

To narrow the age estimates presented in this study, it is necessary to conduct more 

investigations on the radiocarbon signal in Greenland sharks and in the marine food web.  
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It must be stressed that although some parts of the Marine13 radiocarbon calibration curve are 

more diagnostic than others, no time period is nearly as diagnostic as the bomb pulse in the late 

1950s/early 1960s. Also, due to an unknown ΔR associated with analyzing a freely moving 

animal, it is difficult to distinguish between spatial contemporary variations in ΔR and age-

related differences for pre-bomb sharks. This is the advantage of analyzing the data as a 

chronology. This allows for converting the trend of the chronology into age estimates, rather 

than single values and absolute levels. Great variation for single measurements is to be expected 

in the pre-bomb period (cf. the light blue probability distribution in Fig. 3 in A1 illustrating how 

uninformative pre-bomb radiocarbon levels are when calibrated individually). Only by knowing 

the correct ΔR associated with each sample, the true biological age might have been obtained 

from the pre-bomb sharks. This is not a realistic scenario, as the exact radiocarbon history of the 

water from which the analyzed tissue originates is unknown.  

 

Nonetheless, it is possible analyzing more very old sharks larger than 460 cm, could improve age 

estimates of the oldest animals. This is because large animals may have been born during a more 

diagnostic part of the Marine13 radiocarbon calibration curve compared to the plateau, 

characterizing the period from just before the bomb pulse and approximately 250 years back 

(Fig. 15). It must be stressed, however, that predicting the radiocarbon level in a Greenland shark 

born during this more time-diagnostic period remains difficult (by diagnostic I mean a time 

period where the calibration curve does not appear as a plateau). It could, however, be expected 

that if a large enough dataset was evaluated, more very depleted radiocarbon levels would be 

encountered (likely <91 pMC). However, such very old specimens do not necessarily have more 

depleted levels than already observed – once again due to the uncertainty of the ΔR values 

between waters masses and associated food webs across the northern North Atlantic. 

 

Because of the lethal sampling procedure associated with the eye lens removal and alternative 

way of confirming the longevity of Greenland sharks would be to 1) establish the eye lens as a 

chronologically structured biogenic archive, and 2) expand the exploration of the behavior of the 

marine bomb pulse in more chronologies representing the marine food web. Such chronologies 

could be made from eye lenses of long- and deep-living redfish, grenadiers, black dogfish or 

Greenland halibut (age span 30-75 years according to FishBase, Froese & Pauly 2017). Also, 

measurements on whale eye lenses, which can be aged using alternative techniques (such as 

aspartic acid racemization), and teeth of seals and whales from museum collections could be 

usable for such investigation. Lastly, a large-scale tag-and-release study similar to the one 
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initiated by P. M. Hansen almost 80 years ago, might reveal valuable information of Greenland 

shark growth rates. Such tagging study should be conducted on a large transatlantic scale with 

collaboration between scientific institutions in Canada, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, Russia and 

Denmark allowing for a large number of sharks to be tagged. Perhaps within a 10 to 20-year 

period, such project could generate usable and valid data for investigating Greenland shark 

growth rates and longevity.   
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12. Conclusion 

The Greenland interacts to a high degree with commercial fisheries throughout the Arctic, yet 

most aspects of its fundamental biology are poorly elucidated or completely unknown. The main 

purpose of this thesis was to investigate the life span of the Greenland shark. By combining well-

established radiocarbon dating techniques and investigations on feeding ecology and satellite 

tracking, tissue from the eye lens nucleus was used to produce Greenland shark longevity 

estimates.  

 

Based on 28 juvenile, sub-adult and adult Greenland shark females, results show that sharks with 

total length of 258 cm or longer were not affected by the bomb pulse and hence older than 50 

years. Smaller sharks were 50 years or younger. A Bayesian calibration model converted 

radiocarbon levels of the pre-bomb sharks into age estimates. The largest shark was between 272 

and 512 years old (reported as 392±120 years in A1). With a maximum age of at least 272 years, 

the Greenland shark is the longest living vertebrate animal known to science.  

 

Besides demonstrating remarkable longevity, the investigations have revealed several novel 

aspects of Greenland shark biology. For example, an ontogenetic dietary shift was documented 

somewhere between 201-250 cm, as smaller sharks mainly fed on squids, while larger sharks 

mainly fed on fish and seals. Overall, Atlantic cod and harp seal appear as the most important 

prey items for sharks in Greenland waters. Surprisingly, redfish were found only to be important 

prey items for adult Greenland shark females. Feeding preferences of adult females matched well 

with their spatial distribution mainly encompassing southern Greenland shelf waters. The 

satellite tracking further revealed that movements in southern Greenland were not random and 

several sharks congregated off Frederikshåb Isblink. Other sharks performed synchronous long-

distance-migrations from southwestern to southeastern Greenland. A single adult female shark 

visited the mid-Atlantic Ridge, which is interesting since the extremely rare neonate Greenland 

sharks have been reported only from that particular area. I hypothesize that abyssal mountain 

ridges serve as pupping ground and nursery areas for Greenland sharks.  

 

In conclusion, the results presented in this thesis demonstrate that the Greenland shark is an 

exceptional animal with extraordinary longevity and life history. This highly migratory and 

opportunistic predator is likely to have a key role in the arctic marine food web, where each 

animal may represents centuries of natural history and selection.   
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13. Perspectives 

After my first encounter with a Greenland shark onboard trawler RV Pâmiut in 2010, I quickly 

learned that these animals are detested by fishermen throughout the Arctic. The reason for this is 

their status as non-eatable poisonous creatures, which for decades have disturbed commercial 

long-lines and trawl fisheries, destroying catches and fishing gear. The full magnitude of 

Greenland shark bycatch is unknown, but it is fair to assume that thousands of animals are 

caught annually as unintended bycatch by demersal fisheries targeting e.g. Greenland halibut, 

Atlantic cod and Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus). Given such high bycatch, the 

abundance of Greenland sharks must be high – at least in some Arctic regions – which is also the 

impression I got during five years of targeted field work. Greenland sharks do not seem to be 

endangered. However, it appears that most Arctic regions are dominated by sub-adult non-

sexually mature specimens – teenagers basically – whereas adult and juvenile sharks are rarely 

encountered. I speculate if the current Greenland shark population is skewed towards sub-adult 

animals. Given the longevity estimates presented in this thesis, it is plausible that the older adult 

life stages (representing the effective part of the population) have not fully recovered from the 

intense commercial fishery carried out in the previous century. In that case, the population has 

not yet rebounded completely. This is, however, difficult to evaluate properly as the natural 

distribution of juveniles, sub-adults and adult specimens is unknown. From trade records it is 

though certain that the natural abundance of Greenland sharks in the North Atlantic encompass 

millions of animals.  

 

The reason for the present day (apparently) high abundance of Greenland sharks is likely due to 

their enormous suitable habitat, encompassing all waters masses below 10
o 

C from the surface to 

the abyss. This combined with their migratory behavior, as well as pregnant females potentially 

having high fecundity and protected abyssal pupping grounds and nursing areas, leads to a 

resilient population. Nonetheless, due to the general rarity of adult and juvenile sharks, I believe 

that all management must be precautionary and the most recent categorization of Greenland 

sharks on the Norwegian Red List of Threatened Species as “Data Deficient” seems appropriate. 

Therefore, any future initiatives for targeted fisheries and commercial utilization e.g. of their 

skin or meat is not recommendable anywhere in the Arctic. On the other hand, a trans-Atlantic 

tag-and-release program should be conducted by scientific institutions in collaboration with 

recreational anglers. This might be a way of gathering sufficient data for a database of tagged 
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sharks, which could allow for proper evaluation of growth rates, residency and migration 

patterns as well investigating the full population structure of Greenland sharks.  

 

Besides finding the Greenland shark as an extremely long-lived animal, the findings of this thesis 

open up for further research possibilities – on Greenland sharks as well as other marine animals. 

Chemical composition of the eye lens has previously been applied for age investigation of 

difficult-to-age cetaceans, but the bomb radiocarbon dating of eye lens tissue of a marine animal 

has a broader applicability. For example, a combination of aspartic acid racemization (previously 

been applied on whales) and bomb radiocarbon dating could provide the wanted age validation 

of e.g. narwhale, bowhead whale and fin whale. These whales are all - like the Greenland shark - 

estimated to live for +100-200 years based on non-validated mathematical calculations of the 

chemical composition of the eye lens nucleus (see George et al. 1999, Garde et al. 2007, Nielsen 

et al. 2013, A1). Validating age estimates of long-lived whales using bomb radiocarbon dating 

would indirectly improve the accuracy of the Greenland shark age estimates, as would 

establishment of the bomb pulse onset in chronologies obtained from eye lens nucleus of long-

lived deep ocean teleost. In general, any tissue of dietary origin with known-age is usable for 

elucidating the behavior of the bomb pulse in marine food webs, and would increase its 

applicability within age validation studies across the marine environment. Suitable animals for 

such future studies could be redfish and orange roughy (Hoplostethus atlanticus) reaching at 

least 75 years and 149 years, respectively (Campana et al. 1990, Fenton et al. 1991).  

 

The oldest animal in the world is a 507 year old ocean quahoq (Butler et al. 2013), whereas the 

oldest vertebrates is the bowhead whale reaching 211 years (George et al. 1999). Following these 

are giant tortoises (Testudinidae) which according to anecdotal reports can reach 180-255 years 

of age. From our study, the Greenland shark thus appears to be the longest living vertebrate. 

However, in contradiction to e.g. bowhead whales or giant tortoises, Greenland sharks are often 

caught as unintended bycatch. This bycatch is unavoidable and samples for future scientific 

projects shark are thus acquirable. This bycatch therefore represents a valuable opportunity for 

studying e.g. the genetic basis of longevity - a growing research field of which gut microbiomes 

seem to be of particular relevance (Biagi et al. 2016, Smith et al. 2017). Future projects 

exploring the hologenome of Greenland sharks could potentially contribute to drive aging 

research forward.   
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Abstract 19 

Greenland shark is an abundant key predator in all of the northern North Atlantic. Data on Greenland shark 20 

feeding are scarce and based on a narrow size range. Therefore, results differ between studies and any 21 

ontogenetic changes in feeding preferences are unknown. Using stomach content and stable isotopes we 22 

describe the feeding of juvenile, sub-adult and adult sharks, and relate the feeding pattern to the 23 



2 
 

distribution of Greenland shark. We collected sharks in 2012-2017 from Greenland waters (N=109) and 24 

grouped them in nine classes according to size (range 81-474 cm). We estimated the reconstructed biomass 25 

of each prey group and estimated prey group importance from the Index of Relative Importance (IRI). 26 

‘Squids’ was the dominant prey group in small sharks (< 200 cm). ‘Fish’ dominated in larger sharks (> 200 27 

cm) and ‘Mammal’ became increasingly important with size. The stable isotopes showed the same result, 28 

with difference in 15N values being between small and large sharks. In addition to demonstrating an 29 

ontogenetic shift in diet, we also show large spatial variation in species-specific prey composition. The 30 

study supports that Greenland shark is an active predator capable of catching both live fish and mammal 31 

prey. 32 

 33 

Introduction 34 

During the past 10 years, the Greenland shark (Somniosus microcephalus) has been subject to increased 35 

scientific focus, and is now recognized as a long-lived, highly migratory and likely abundant key predator in 36 

arctic marine food webs (MacNeil et al. 2012, Campana et al. 2015, Nielsen et al. 2016). However, even for 37 

the most well-studied aspects Greenland shark biology such as feeding ecology and distribution the 38 

conclusions rely on studies based on small samples sizes (<40 sharks). Similar studies on feeding ecology of 39 

other (and more easily accessible) shark species are based on datasets of more than 1000 sharks (see 40 

Jacobsdóttir 2001, Joyce et al. 2002). The consequences of sparse knowledge on the feeding preferences of 41 

Greenland shark is exemplified by conflicting results. Yano et al. (2007) report Greenland halibut 42 

(Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) as the most important prey in Greenland waters while Atlantic cod (Gadus 43 

morhua) is of little importance. In contrast, Nielsen et al. (2014) demonstrates the opposite pattern in the 44 

region. Furthermore, current knowledge on feeding ecology is mostly based on medium-sized sharks (250-45 

350 cm, Fisk et al. 2002, McMeans et al. 2010, Leclerc et al. 2012, McMeans et al. 2013), and studies 46 

including both large, medium and/or small Greenland sharks the data has been pooled (Yano et al. 2007, 47 

McMeans et al. 2010, Nielsen et al. 2014). Fisk et al. (2002) reports on depleted 15N levels in two small 48 

Greenland sharks compared to 15 larger medium-sized sharks, but besides this study it has not been 49 

examined whether Greenland sharks exhibit life-stage related differences in feeding ecology (i.e. 50 

ontogenetic dietary shifts). Such shifts are well-documented in other large predatory sharks such as 51 

sevengill shark (Notorynchus cepedianus), white shark (Carcharodon carcharias), and tiger shark 52 

(Galeocerdo cuvier) (Lowe et al. 1996, Ebert 2002, Estrada et al. 2006). For these sharks, the importance of 53 
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major prey categories such as invertebrates, fishes and mammals vary in importance during different life 54 

stages.  55 

The Greenland shark is distributed across the northern North Atlantic (MacNeil et al. 2012) and with a 56 

maximum total length of at least 550 cm and body mass well beyond 1000 kg, it is the largest fish in the 57 

Arctic, and among the largest carnivore sharks in the world. In some areas, Greenland sharks have 58 

repeatedly been encountered at shallow depths (<30 m, Harvey et al. 2005, Eriksen 2011) but they are 59 

mostly associated with deep ocean waters (below 200 m, MacNeil et al. 2012). In Greenland waters, 60 

Greenland sharks are most often encountered at depths between 400-700 m (Nielsen et al. 2014) but have 61 

been observed to occupy depths of at least 1,600 m (Bushnell et al. unpublished data). The deepest record 62 

of Greenland shark is from 2,909 m near the mid-Atlantic Ridge (Poteiro et al. 2017).   63 

Whether Greenland sharks occupy specific depths during various life stages and this subsequently leads to 64 

different life stage specific prey compositions is unknown. It is, however, evident from spatial analyses of 65 

data on sizes of Greenland shark between regions across the northern North Atlantic, that life stages 66 

(juvenile, sub-adult and adults) are not distributed homogenously (Nielsen et al. in prep1). Combining 67 

knowledge on distribution with knowledge on size specific feeding patterns will allow for a more complete 68 

understanding of the Greenland shark’s role as a key arctic predator. In this study, we investigated the 69 

feeding ecology of Greenland sharks of various sizes using detailed snap shots from stomach content and 70 

evaluated this against the integrated feeding pattern reflected in the isotopic signature. This will provide 71 

mor detailed insights into life history traits of a difficult-to-study species listed as ‘Near Threatened’ on the 72 

IUCN Red List of Threatened Species and as ‘Data Deficient’ of the Norwegian Red List (Henriksen & Hilmo 73 

2015, IUCN 2017).  74 

 75 

Materials and methods 76 

Sampling 77 

Greenland sharks were sampled from a range of sampling platforms in 2013-2017 across Greenland waters 78 

under the auspices of the internal collaboration project ‘Old & Cold - Greenland shark project’. Sampling 79 

platforms included the Greenland Institute of Natural Resources (GINR) annual fish survey (RV Pâmiut, RV 80 

Sanna), the TUNU IV and V expeditions (RV Helmer Hansen), the commercial trawler Sisimiut and targeted 81 

Greenland shark expeditions (RV Porsild, RV Sanna). From these platforms, 78 sharks were caught of which 82 

stomach content was evaluated from 73 sharks. Overlap in both sampling area and season allowed us to 83 
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pool stomach content data from the above-mentioned sharks with another 30 Greenland sharks caught in 84 

2012 (reported in Nielsen et al. 2014). The total number of Greenland sharks in this study is therefore 108 85 

(Fig. 1). All sharks were measured (total length, cm) and the sex was determined from the presence (males) 86 

or absence (females) of claspers at the pelvic fins. Data from males and females were combined for all 87 

analysis. To evaluate possible size related feeding differences, sharks were grouped in length bins: <200 cm, 88 

201-250 cm, 251-300 cm, 301-350 cm, 351-400 cm and > 401 cm, which from here on will be referred to as 89 

the ‘shark size groups’.. 90 

Stomach content 91 

Stomach content of the sharks was either processed immediately after catch or stored at -20o C and 92 

shipped to GINR for later examination. Each stomach was examined as described in Nielsen et al. (2014), 93 

with all individual prey items being determined to the lowest possible taxonomical level. Individual prey 94 

items were grouped in five different overall prey categories: ‘Fish’, ‘Mammal’, ‘Squid’, ‘Crustacean’, and 95 

‘Other’. The ‘Other’ category included birds and all invertebrates except squids and crustaceans. ‘Non-prey 96 

items’ encompass small rocks/stones, fishing gear, macro algae, metal pieces, fragments of Porifera, small 97 

bivalves (<1 cm) and lyssianassid amphipods. For these only frequency of occurrence was reported.  98 

Reconstructed biomass 99 

A ‘reconstructed biomass’ was calculated for all prey items reflecting the original amount consumed by the 100 

shark. For each fish prey item reconstructed biomass was calculated from species or genus-specific length-101 

weight relationship acquired from Fishbase (Froese & Pauly 2017). For each mammal prey item, no 102 

calculations were made to reconstruct the original biomass. Therefore the reconstructed biomass of each 103 

mammal prey item (which is needed for calculation purpose) equaled the measured original wet mass. For 104 

each squid prey item, length and reconstructed biomass were calculated from beak size according to 105 

Zumhols & Frandsen (2006). For amphipods (Decapoda), crabs (Brachyura), shrimps (Caridae), birds, brittle 106 

stars (Ophiuroidea), sea cucumbers (Holothuroidea), sea anemones (Arctinaria), sea urchins (Echinoidae), 107 

sun stars (Solasteridea), starfish (Asteroidea) and snails (Gastropoda), the reconstructed biomass was based 108 

on wet weight of intact individuals. To provide an overview of the composition of overall prey categories 109 

(i.e. ‘Fish’, ‘Mammal’, ‘Squid’, ‘Crustacean’ and ‘Other’) across shark size, the proportional reconstructed 110 

biomass for each overall prey category was evaluated for the six shark size groups. 111 

 112 

 113 
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Index of Relative Importance 114 

For sharks size groups with similar proportion between the overall prey categories (sharks <200 cm were 115 

different from sharks >200 cm, see Results), an in index of relative importance (IRI) was calculated for each 116 

prey group (i.e. for sharks <200 cm and >200 cm, separately). IRI was calculated using the numerical 117 

importance (%N), the reconstructed biomass (%B) and the frequency of occurrence (%F) as described in 118 

Nielsen et al. (2014). IRI was further calculated separately for each shark size group and the importance of 119 

various prey, is presented as summarized IRI-scores for overall prey categories and as summarized IRI-120 

scores at prey family level.  121 

Stable isotopes 122 

White muscle tissue taken from above the vertebra in front of the dorsal fin was collected from 38 sharks 123 

for stable isotope analysis. Stable nitrogen analyses were performed at Aarhus University as described in 124 

Hansen et al. (2012) and expressed in a δ notation as the deviation from international standards in parts 125 

per thousand (‰) according to the formula: 126 

𝛿 𝑁15 = [(
𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑
) − 1] × 1000 

where R is the corresponding ratio 15N/14N. Standards for δ15N were calibrated against atmospheric air. 127 

Statistical analysis was carried out in statistical computing program R (R development Core team 2017) and 128 

GraphPad Prism 6. Analysis of variance and post-hoc Tukey HSD test were used to analyze variation in δ15N 129 

levels between shark size categories.  130 

 131 

Results 132 

Sampling and stomach content 133 

All sampled sharks are listed in Table 1 and catch locations are shown on Fig. 1. The sharks were caught 134 

from May to September. Males were between 104 and 372 cm (N=27), females between 81 and 474 cm 135 

(N=79) and two sharks were of unknown sex (Fig. 2). In total, 108 sharks were caught, and stomachs were 136 

available from 103 of which 14 were empty (Table 1). The stomach content analyses are therefore based on 137 

88 non-empty stomachs (81-474 cm, Table 1). The stomach content wet mass ranged between 0.029 and 138 

52.0 kg (mean±SD:4.7±8.7 kg) and weighed 509.1 kg combined. Included in this is 3.5 kg which was ‘Non-139 

prey items’. Of the remaining 505.6 kg, 96.4% could be assigned to an overall prey category (‘Fish’, 140 
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‘Mammal’, ‘Squid’, ‘Crustacean’ or ‘Other’), while the remaining stomach content was highly digested 141 

biological material. In total, 679 individual prey items were identified representing 57 different prey groups. 142 

These prey groups are listed according to family under each overall prey category in Table 2.  143 

Reconstructed biomass and Index of Relative Importance 144 

The total reconstructed biomass for all 679 individual prey items was 624.9 kg. When reconstructed 145 

biomass for overall prey categories was evaluated across shark size, ‘Squid’ was the most important for 146 

sharks <200 cm, whereas ‘Fish’ and ‘Mammal’ are of major importance for all sharks >200 cm (Fig. 3). For 147 

all these larger size groups, ‘Fish’ constituted approximately 70% of reconstructed biomass, and ‘Mammal’ 148 

became gradually more important with shark size increasing from 10% to 20% (Fig. 3). For sharks <200 cm, 149 

armhook squid (Gonatus spp.) was present in 100% of investigated stomachs and found to be the single 150 

dominating prey (IRI=93.7%, Table 2). For sharks >200 cm, Atlantic cod (IRI=26.6%), unidentified teleost, 151 

Greenland halibut, Skates (Rajidae), lumpfish (Cyclopterus lumpus), seal (Pinnipedia), armhook squid and 152 

spotted wolffish (Anarhichas minor) were found as the main prey (Table 2). 153 

The 57 identifed prey groups represented the following families: Righteye flounders (Pleuronectidae), Cod 154 

(Gadidae), Skates (Rajidae), Wolfish (Anarhichadidae), Lumpsuckers (Cyclopteridae), Sculpins (Cottidae), 155 

Eelpouts (Lycodinae), Fatheads (Psychrolutidae), Redfish (Sebastidae), Sleeper shark (Somniosidae), Hagfish 156 

(Myxinidae), Mackerels (Scombridae), Grenadier (Macrouridae), Argentine (Argentinidae), Salmon 157 

(Salmonidae), Seal, Whale, Bear, Squid, Crab, Shrimp, Bird, Shrimp and Marine sea spider. Summarized IRI 158 

for each prey family group is presented for each shark size group in Table 3. Common for groups 251-300 159 

cm (N=17), 301-350 cm (N=25), 351-400 cm (N=19) and >400 cm (N=18), was that Cod family (dominated 160 

by Atlantic cod), Unidentified teleost, and Seal (dominated by harp seal) had IRI values above five. On the 161 

contrary, Righteye flounders, dominated by Greenland halibut, only had IRI above five for the two smallest 162 

shark size groups (%IRI of 29.8 and 10.7, respectively), whereas Righteye flounders for the two largest sizes 163 

classes had IRI values below 2.5. Redfish (Sebastes spp.) were only important in the largest sharks >401 cm 164 

(IRI>5) which was also the size group in which skates were of least importance.  165 

Stable isotopes 166 

δ15N ranged between 11.8 and 17.2 ‰ (mean±SD: 15.2±1.2‰, N=38) (Fig. 4). There was a clear effect 167 

between shark size categories (ANOVA, F=5.81, df=36, P<0.01), with the smallest sharks (<200 cm) having a 168 

significantly lower δ15N levels compared to the three largest categories (post-hoc Tukey HSD test, P<0.01, 169 

Fig. 4). The 251-300 cm category was not significantly different from any of the other categories (post-hoc 170 

Tukey HSD test, P>0.1) (Fig. 4).  The δ15N level for the 201-250 cm category was represented by one 171 
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measurement only and was not included in the analysis, but the value was similar to that of the larger 172 

categories. 173 

 174 

Discussion 175 

Greenland sharks are presumably born at ~40 cm and can reach a size of at least 550 cm in length. This 176 

study describes the prey of Greenland sharks in almost the entire size range. Small Greenland sharks <200 177 

cm (juveniles) predominantly feed on prey of lower trophic level compared to larger individuals which is in 178 

accordance with Fisk et al. 2002 reporting depleted δ15N levels in two juvenile Greenland sharks from 179 

Canadian waters. The δ15N levels measured in the smallest <200 cm sharks of this study were similar to 180 

those of other marine animals having a diet mainly composed by armhook squid (Hooker et al. 2001, 181 

Mendes et al. 2007). This strongly supports that armhook squid, which was found as the dominating prey 182 

item in the stomach content analysis, indeed is a major prey for the smallest juvenile Greenland sharks. For 183 

the larger sub-adult and adult sharks (up to 474 cm), δ15N levels indicated that prey of higher trophic origin 184 

is the dominating prey. This matches well with a diet dominated by piscivorous groundfishes such as 185 

Atlantic cod and Greenland halibut and also seals (Hansen et al. 2012). Hence, both stable isotope and 186 

stomach content analysis support an ontogenetic shift in feeding behavior between juvenile and sub-187 

adult/adult Greenland sharks in Greenland waters. This shift appears to take place in the 201-250 cm size 188 

category. 189 

The advantage of using stable isotope analysis to assess feeding ecology is the integrated and long-term 190 

picture of trophic interactions, which cannot be inferred from single samples of stomach content (Hobson 191 

& Welch 1992). Stomach content analysis on the other hand, provides a detailed snap shot of recently 192 

ingested prey, although with associated caveats; prey might be regurgitated during capture, varying prey 193 

types have different digestion rates, as well as a difficulty distinguishing between ingested versus 194 

assimilated prey (Wetherbee et al. 2012). Combined or separately, these uncertainties can lead to 195 

inaccurate conclusions. In this study, the number of stomachs available was low compared to similar 196 

studies on other species, making it important to evaluate findings cautiously. One example is the armhook 197 

squid, which in addition to being important for the smallest shark, was also found to be relatively important 198 

for sharks >200 cm (IRI=6.8%, Table 2), and very important for sharks 351-400 cm (IRI=27.1%, Table 3). 199 

However, for these larger sharks, we are not convinced that IRI-levels accurately reflect the importance of 200 

squids as a dietary component. This suspicion is based on: I) the contribution of reconstructed biomass to 201 

the squid IRI-score being minimal; II) all squid specimens were much smaller than typically preferred prey 202 
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sizes (body mass of squids, mean±SD: 125.9±78.7 g) (Nielsen et al. 2014); III) the vast majority of squid 203 

observations were of hard-to-digest chitin beaks, which might accumulate over long time periods as well as 204 

accumulate in the sharks via its feeding on primary prey items like Greenland halibut and seal; IV) one 205 

Greenland shark of 351 cm was found to contain 32 pairs of squid beaks (GS17, Table 1) making this one 206 

observation responsible for 29% of all armhook squids  encountered in sharks >200 cm. When all of the 207 

above is taken into account, we do not think there is reason to consider squids as an important prey item 208 

for any other sizes than juvenile Greenland sharks. For juvenile Greenland sharks, however, armhook squids 209 

are dominating in terms of prey numerical abundance, frequency of occurrence and reconstructed biomass.   210 

Another example of a frequently encountered prey item with high numerical numbers in a few shark 211 

individuals, was Atlantic cod, which for sharks >200 cm had the highest IRI-score (%IRI=26.6, Table 2). Two 212 

female sharks >400 cm (GS42 and GS43, Table 1) contained as many as 49 and 38 Atlantic cod out of a total 213 

of 127 specimens in all shark stomachs combined. The reported IRI level of Atlantic cod of this study could 214 

be an overestimate compared to other important prey items such as skates, seal, Greenland halibut, 215 

lumpfish and wolffish. However, in contradiction to armhook squid, we stress that Atlantic cod is 216 

considered an important prey item for sharks >250 cm, as the Cod category (dominated by Atlantic cod) is 217 

of main importance for all sharks size groups 251-300 cm, 301-350 cm, 351-400 cm and >400 cm (Table 3). 218 

Although the Cod group was an important overall prey category in sharks larger than 250 cm, our findings 219 

also show differences in prey fishes between shark size groups. For example, Righteye flounder (dominated 220 

by Greenland halibut, Table 2) was found to be among the most important prey items for sharks between 221 

251-300 cm and 301-350 cm, but of little importance in larger sharks. Furthermore, redfish were found only 222 

to be of importance in sharks >400 cm, which was surprising since these are highly abundant on the 223 

Greenland continental shelf (ICES 2017).  For sharks >400 cm, the lack of importance of deep sea fishes 224 

such as Greenland halibut, grenadiers or slickheads (Alepocephalidae), could be attributed their preferred 225 

swimming depths typically being shallower than 550 m (MS2). As Greenland sharks are considered 226 

opportunistic predators (MacNeil et al. 2012) their stomach content will presumably reflect the trophic 227 

niche of their primary habitat to some degree. For the >400 cm sharks of this study, it therefore seems that 228 

they prefer to occupy (and feed in) waters of the continental shelf and upper part of the continental slope, 229 

matching well the vertically and horizontally distributional pattern as described in MS2. The high 230 

abundance of redfish in Greenland shelf waters and the general lack of this species in stomachs of sharks 231 

<400 cm, further indicates that Greenland sharks are not likely to eat strictly on carcasses. In more detail, if 232 

random carcasses were their main prey item, we would expect the fishes with the highest biomass to also 233 

be an important food source. This does not seem to be the case and hence, the general absence of redfish 234 
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in shark stomachs further supports that feeding differences between Greenland sharks of varying size (and 235 

life stage) are evident among sub-adult and adult sharks. The greater importance of redfish in large 236 

Greenland sharks >400 cm (Table 3), is supported by observations of sharks from Iceland waters (mean 237 

length±SE: 415.6±25.2 cm, N=19), having redfish as the main prey item (McMeans et al. 2010).  238 

For decades, scientists have emphasized the discrepancy between the lethargic appearance of the 239 

Greenland shark and the fast swimming animals found in its stomach, and further speculated if Greenland 240 

sharks mainly catch their prey actively or by scavenging (Jensen 1914, Bigelow & Schroeder 1948 Hansen 241 

1963). Greenland sharks are indeed slow swimmers (Watanabe et al. 2012) and will feed on carcasses 242 

whenever possible (Beck & Mansfield 1969, Leclerc et al. 2011). Yet many studies conclude that Greenland 243 

sharks must be capable of catching live seals and fast-swimming fishes despite the lack of any concrete 244 

evidence or direct observations (see Leclerc et al. 2012, Lucas & Natanson 2010, MacNeil et al. 2012, 245 

Nielsen et al. 2014). To our knowledge, the most compelling circumstantial evidences of active predation 246 

are: 1) characteristic circular bite marks on freely swimming beluga whales and seals, presumably caused by 247 

Greenland sharks (Fig. 5a+b, MacNeil et al. 2012, Idrobo & Berkes 2012; 2) Capture of two Greenland 248 

sharks inside large schools of Atlantic cod, with stomachs full of recently ingested and fully digested 249 

specimens (Nielsen et al. 2014). Observations made in this study support that Greenland sharks are capable 250 

of inflicting circular bite wounds on large prey (Fig. 5c), whereas smaller prey (relative to the shark) is 251 

typically engulfed in one piece. An example of the latter are two freshly ingested seals found in a 470 cm 252 

shark (GS174 in Table 1, Fig. 5d). These seals had no external signs of being killed by humans (e.g. bullet 253 

holes from failed hunting attempts or fishing nets). Neither did we observe any scavenging fauna in the 254 

sharks’ stomachs, such as brittle stars, lysianassid amphipods, hagfish, snails or crabs, which could be 255 

expected if the seals had been found by the shark as carcasses on the ocean floor (Leclerc et al. 2012, 256 

Nielsen et al. 2014). We therefore hypothesize that these two seals were hunted actively by the Greenland 257 

shark, although it raises the question; how is a slowly swimming Greenland shark (Watanabe et al. 2012) 258 

routinely capable of catching fast swimming fishes, seals and small whales in open and ice-covered waters? 259 

Leclerc et al. 2012 suggest predation on sleeping seals in the water column but such still remains to be 260 

verified.  261 

In conclusion, this study showed a clear ontogenetic shift in feeding behavior of juvenile (<200 cm) and sub-262 

adult/adult Greenland sharks (>200 cm). The Greenland shark should, thus, be considered as an 263 

opportunistic predator, occasionally feeding on random carcasses, but with the capability to capture fast 264 

swimming fishes and smaller marine mammals. 265 

 266 
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Figures and Tables 397 

 398 
Fig. 1. Capture positions of all Greenland sharks (N=108) including sharks reported in 399 
Nielsen et al (2014) (N=30). Color indicates shark size.  400 
 401 
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Fig. 2. Size distribution by sex of all sharks (N=109). 404 
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Fig. 3. Proportional composition of reconstructed biomass of major prey categories in the different shark size 407 
categories: ‘Fish’, ‘Mammal’, ‘Squid’, ‘Crustacean’, and ‘Other’, for the 89 sharks with ‘non-empty’ stomachs. 408 
Reconstructed biomass of each prey category is plotted as mean±SE and the sample size (N) is given for each size 409 
category.  410 
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 418 
Fig. 5. a: Greenland shark characteristic circular gape shape (Photo: Julius Nielsen). b: circular bite marks on 419 
free swimming beluga whale (picture from MacNeil et al. 2012). c: seal chunks of skin, blubber, meat and 420 
ribs from shark stomach (Photo: Julius Nielsen). d: juvenile harp seals of 14 kg (top) and 19 kg (bottom) 421 
found in stomach of a 470 cm Greenland shark (Photo: Julius Nielsen).  422 
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 Table 1. Information on morphometrics and capture location of all 109 sharks evaluated for either stomach 423 
content and/or stable isotope level.  424 

              
               

ID TL (cm) Sex Area Stomach δ15N   ID TL (cm) Sex Area Stomach δ15N 

GS82 81 F SW Yes 13.1   GS45* 322 M NW Yes 15.1 
GS275 98 F Canada Yes 14.0   GS182 322 F NE Yes NA 
GS157 104 M SE Yes 11.8   GS24* 325 M NW Yes NA 
GS276 115 M Canada Yes NA**   GS1* 326 M SW Empty NA 
GS99 116 F NW Yes NA   GS123 326 M NW Yes 15.8 
GS162 120 M NW Yes 14.0   GS56 327 F NW Yes NA 
GS104 149 F NW Yes 15.2   GS122 330 F NW NA 16.1 
GS52 158 F SW Yes 12.8   GS16* 336 F SE Empty NA 
GS155 164 M SE Empty NA   GS267 343 F NW Yes NA 
GS258 170 F NW Empty NA**   GS21* 345 F NW Yes NA 
GS107 204 F NW Empty NA   GS129 345 NA NW NA 15.6 
GS63 220 F NE Yes NA   GS9* 346 F SE Yes 15.3 
GS265 230 F NW NA 15.1   GS17* 351 F SE Yes NA 
GS270 242 M NW Yes NA   GS266 351 F NW Yes NA 
GS3* 258 F NW Yes 15.8   GS173 352 F NW Yes NA 
GS13* 264 F SE Yes 13.3   GS41* 354 F SW Yes NA 
GS180 266 M NE Yes NA   GS55 354 F NW Yes NA 
GS149 267 F NW Yes NA   GS10* 355 F SE Yes 14.9 
GS181 271 M NE Yes NA   GS23* 357 F NW Yes NA 
GS32* 274 M NW Yes NA   GS46* 360 F SW Yes NA 
GS19* 276 F NW Yes NA   GS128 363 F NW NA 15.7 
GS269 278 M NW Yes NA   GS15* 365 F SE Yes NA 
GS136 281 M NW Yes 15.0   GS6* 370 F SE Yes NA 
GS273 282 M NW Yes NA   GS98 370 F NW Yes NA 
GS145 284 F NW Yes NA   GS271 370 F NW Yes NA 
GS148 284 M NW Yes NA   GS57 372 M NW Yes NA 
GS25* 287 F NW Empty NA   GS121 382 F NW Yes 16.8 
GS11 290 M SE NA 14.1   GS126 382 F NW Empty 16.3 
GS22* 290 M NW Empty NA   GS120 385 F NW Yes 15.8 
GS166 290 M NW Yes NA   GS14* 386 F SE Yes 13.9 
GS179 291 M NE Yes NA   GS58 390 F SE Yes NA 
GS264 292 M NW Yes NA   GS59 391 F NW Yes NA 
GS263 295 M NW Yes NA   GS118 400 F NW Empty NA 
GS51* 298 F NW Empty NA   GS268 402 F NW Yes NA 
GS85 300 F NW Yes 16.5   GS115 410 F SW Yes NA 
GS12* 306 F SE Yes 14.6   GS130 410 F NW Yes 15.3 
GS88 306 M NW Yes 16.8   GS54 411 F SW Yes NA 
GS105 307 M NW Yes NA   GS4* 420 F SW Yes 14.5 
GS106 307 F NW Yes NA   GS116 425 F SW Yes 17.2 
GS174 310 F NW Yes NA   GS100 430 F SW Yes NA 
GS127 310 F NW Yes 16.9   GS178 434 F SW Yes 14.8 
GS7* 312 F SE Yes 14.3   GS301 434 F SW Empty NA 
GS44* 312 F NW Yes NA   GS295 440 F SW Yes NA 
GS8 313 M SE NA 15.2   GS5* 442 F SW Yes NA 
GS20* 315 F NW Yes NA   GS53 445 F SE Yes NA 
GS262 315 F NW Empty NA   GS2* 447 F SW Empty NA 
GS272 316 F NW Yes NA   GS43* 447 F SW Yes NA 
GS124 317 F NW Yes NA   GS73 450 F NW Empty NA 
GS81 318 F NW Yes NA   GS97 451 F NW Yes NA 
GS144 318 M NW Yes 16.3   GS114 454 F SW Yes 15.2 
GS274 318 U NW Yes NA   GS177 454 F SW Yes 15.8 
GS60 320 F NE Yes NA   GS42* 460 F SW Yes NA 
GS183 320 F NE Yes NA   GS175 470 F SW Yes 16.0 
GS125 321 F NW Yes 15.8   GS176 474 F SW Yes 16.8 
              
  * Sharks from Nielsen et al. (2014)        
** Measurements of stable isotope levels are being processed        
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Table 2. Index of relative importance (IRI) for sharks <200 cm (N=8) and >200 cm (N=80). For sharks <200 425 
cm, reconstructed biomass is 10.8 kg for 45 prey items. For sharks >200 cm, reconstructed biomass is 614.1 426 
kg for 614 prey items. 427 

 
      

 

 Family Popular name % F % N % B %IRI 

Fish   <200 cm >200 cm <200 cm >200 cm <200 cm >200 cm <200 cm >200 cm 

Gadus morhua Gadidae Cod  26.3  20.0  19.2  26.6 

Gadus sp Gadidae Cod  18.8  4.3  4.3  4.2 
Micromesistius poutassou Gadidae Cod  2.5  3.8  0.7  0.3 
Boreogadus saida Gadidae Cod  2.5  2.1  0.0  0.1 
Gadus ogac Gadidae Cod  1.3  0.3  0.4  <0.1 
Unidentifed teleost    50.0  9.9  3.7  17.6 
Rajidae Rajidae Skates  36.3  5.8  3.3  8.5 
Amblyraja radiata Rajidae Skates  8.8  1.7  1.5  0.7 
Amblyraja hyperborea Rajidae Skates  7.5  0.9  1.5  0.5 
Rajidae, egg case Rajidae Skates  8.8  1.1  0.0  0.3 
Reinhardtius hippoglossoides Pleuronectidae Righteye flounders  21.3  6.0  7.0  7.1 
Hippoglossoides platessoides Pleuronectidae Righteye flounders  2.5  0.8  0.1  0.1 
Unknown flounder Pleuronectidae Righteye flounders 12.5 1.3 2.2 0.9 0.7 0.2 0.3 <0.1 
Cyclopterus lumpus Cyclopteridae Lumpsuckers  22.5  4.4  7.4  6.9 
Anarhichas minor Anarhichadidae Wolffish  13.8  2.7  6.2  3.2 
Anarhichas lupus Anarhichadidae Wolffish 12.5 3.8 2.2 0.9 1.9 1.0 0.4 0.2 
Anarhichas denticulatus Anarhichadidae Wolffish  2.5  0.3  1.8  0.1 
Anarhicas spp Anarhichadidae Wolffish  6.3  0.9  0.6  0.3 
Sebastes mentella Sebastidae Redfish  7.5  2.7  1.6  0.8 
Sebastes marinus Sebastidae Redfish  1.3  0.9  0.2  <0.1 
Sebeastes spp Sebastidae Redfish  5.0  0.9  0.2  0.2 
Lycodesspp Zoarcidae Eelpouts  8.8  2.1  0.4  0.5 
Somniosus microcephalus Somniosidae Sleeper sharkk  1.3  0.2  2.4  0.1 

Cottonculus sadko Psychrolutidae Fatheads  2.5  0.3  0.1  <0.1 
Cottonculus sp Psychrolutidae Fatheads  1.3  0.2  0.1  <0.1 
Myoxucephalus scorpius Psychrolutidae Sculpins  2.5  0.3  0.1  <0.1 
Solmonidae Solmonida Salmonids  1.3  0.2  0.3  <0.1 
Argentina silus Argentnidae Argentine  1.3  0.2  0.0  <0.1 
Scomber scombrius Scombridae Scombrids  1.3  0.2  0.0  <0.1 
Macrourus berglax Macrouridae Grenadier  1.3  0.2  0.2  <0.1 
Myxine glutinosa Myxiidae Hagfish  1.3  0.3  0.0  <0.1 

Mammal           

Pagophilus groenlandicus Pinnipeds Seal  16.3  2.2  14.4  7.0 
Unknown seal Pinnipeds Seal 25.0 25.0 4.4 3.3 0.1 9.1 0.8 5.9 
Erignathus barbatus Pinnipeds Seal 12.5 3.8 2.2 0.5 3.7 2.0 0.5 0.2 
Ringsæl Pinnipeds Seal  3.8  0.5  1.5  0.2 
Cystophora cristata Pinnipeds Seal  1.3  0.2  0  <0.1 
Unknown whale (blubber) Cetacea Whale  2.5  0.3  6.3  0.4 
Ursus maritimus Ursus Bear  1.3  0.2  0.1  <0.1 

Squid         
 

 

Gonatus spp Gonatidae Armhook squid 100 22.5 80.0 104 53.3 1,2 93.7 6.8 
Histioteuthis sp. Histioteuthidae  12.5  4.4  40.3  3.9  

Crustacean Infraorder        
 

 

Eurythenes gryllus  Decapoda Amphipod  2.5  2.8  0,0  0.2 
Hyas spp Brachyura Crab  10,0  2.4  0,1  0.6 

Chionoecetes opilio Brachyura Crab  2.5  0.3  0,1  <0.01 
Lithodes maja Brachyura Crab  1.3  0.2  0,0  <0.01 
Pandalus borealis Caridea Shrimp  1.3  0.2  0,0  <0.01 
Pandalus sp Caridea Shrimo 12.5 1.3 2.2 0.2 <0.1 0,0 0.2 <0.01 
Sclerocrangon boreas Caridea Shrimp  1.3  0.2  0,0  <0.01 
Pasiphaea sp.  Caridea Shrimp  1.3  0.5  0,0  <0.01 
Colossendeis proboscida  Colossendeidae Marine sea spider 12.5  2.2  <0.1  0.2  

Other   
      

 
  

Unknown auk  Auk  2.5  0.3  0.2  <0.01 
Ophiuroidea  Brittle star  8.8  0.1  0.1  <0.01 
Holothuroidea  Sea cucumber  2.5  0.3  6.3  <0.01 
Arctinaria  Sea anemone  1.3  0.1  2.0  <0.01 
Echinoidae  Sea urchin  1.3  0.2  1.5  <0.01 
Solasteridae  Sun star  1.3  0.2  0.2  <0.01 
Asteroidea  Starfish  3.8  0.2  0.2  <0.01 
Gastropoda  Snail  17.5  0.1  0.0  <0.01 

Non-prey items (%F). <200 cm: Amphipods 25. >200 cm: Macro algea 11,3, Bivalvia 5.0, Porifera 3.8, amphipod 26.3, rock 21.3, fishing equipment 8.8, metal pieces 2.5.  

 428 



Table 3. IRI calculated for each overall prey group and for prey families for each shark size category. Reconstructed biomass and number of prey items 

within each shark size category is presented together with the most important individual prey groups.  

            
<200, N=8  201-250, N=2  251-300 cm, N=17 301-351 cm, N=25 351-400 cm, N=19 >401 cm, N=18  

Reconstructed biomass  10.8 kg Reconstructed biomass 2.9 kg Reconstructed biomass  83.3kg Reconstructed biomass  153.0 kg Reconstructed biomass  96.2 kg Reconstructed biomass  289.1 kg  
No. prey items 45 No. prey items 41 No. of prey items 109 No. of prey items 137 No. of prey items 127 No. of prey items 238 
            
Fish (%IRI=0.7) %IRI Fish (%IRI=59.6 %IRI Fish (%IRI=79.8) %IRI Fish (%IRI=88.4) %IRI   Fish (%IRI=56.0) %IRI Fish (%IRI=81.9) %IRI 
Righteye flounders 0.3 Unidentified teleost 20.6 Righteye flounders 29.8 Skate 19,8 Cod 16,7 Cod 56,8 
Wolffish 0.4 Sculpin 2.7 Unidentified teleost 21.5 Unidentified teleost 17,8 Unidentified teleost 9,4 Unidentifed teleost 9,6 
  Eelpout 6.5 Cod 14.8 Lumpsuckers 14,2 Wolffish 8,6 Redfish 5,6 
  Cod 17.1 Skates 10.3 Cod 12,4 Skate 8,4 Lumpsucker 3,3 
  Skate 12.7 Wolffish 1.9 Wolffish 12,1 Lumpsucker 6,5 Wolffish 3,8 
    Lumpsuckers 1.1 Righteye flounder 10,7 Sleeper shark 2,5 Skates 2.0 
    Fatheads 0.2 Eelpouts 0,9 Righteye flounders 2,3 Righteye flounder 0,6 
    Eelpouts 0.1 Redfish 0,2 Eelpouts 0,9 Salmon 0,1 
    Redfish 0.1 Fatheads 0,2 Redfish 0,45 Argentine <0.1 
      Sculpins 0,1 Hagfish 0,23 Grenadier <0.1 
            Mackerel <0.1 
            
Mammal (%IRI=1.3)  Mammal (%IRI=7.6)  Mammal (%IRI=10.4)   Mammal (%IRI 8.3)   Mammal (%IRI=14.6)   Mammal (%IRI=17.1)   
Seal 1.3 Seal 7.6 Seal 10.2 Seal 8,1 Seal 14.6 Seal 16,7 
    Bear 0.2 Whale 0,2   Whale 0,4 
            
Squid (%IRI=97.6)  Squid (%IRI=11.8)  Squid (%IRI=8.6)   Squid (%IRI=2.8)   Squid (%IRI=27.1)   Squid (%IRI=<0.1)   
Armhook squid 93.7 Armhook squid 11.8 Armhook squid 8.6 Armhook squid 2.8  Armhook squid 27.1 Armhook squid <0.1 
Cock-eyed squid 3.9           
            
Crustacean (%IRI=0.4)  Crustacean (%IRI=14.7)  Crustacean (%IRI=0.9)   Crustacea (%IRI=0.6)  Crustaceans (%IRI=2.2)  Crustaceans (%IRI=0.9)   
Caridae 0.2 Eurythenes gryllys  14.7 Large amphipod 0.8 Crab 0,3 Crab 1,8 Crab 0,9 
Colossendeidae 0.2   Crab 0.1 Shrimp 0,3 Shrimp 0,4 Shrimp <0.1 
            
Other (%IRI=0)  Other (%IRI=6.3)  Other (%IRI=0.2)   Other (%IRI=0)  Other (%IRI=0)  Other (%IRI=<0.1)   
x  Brittle star 3.8 Bird 0.2 x  x  Bird <0.1 
  Snail 2.5         
            
Main prey items, IRI>5  Main prey items, IRI>5  Main prey items, IRI>5  Main prey items, IRI>5  Main prey items, IRI>5  Main prey items, IRI>5  
Armhook squid  Unidentfied teleost, 

Polar cod, Eurythenes 
gryllys, Armhook squid, 
Arctic skate, harp seal, 
Lycoes sp. 

 Unidentified teleost, 
Greenland halibut, 
Atlantic cod, skates, 
armhook squid, and harp 
seal 

 Unidentified teleost, 
lumpsucker, spotted 
wolffish, skate, Greenland 
halibut, Atlantic cod, harp 
seal 

 Armhook squid, Atlantic 
cod, unidentified teleost, 
spotted wolffish, skate, 
lumpsucker, harp seal 

 Atlantic cod, 
unidentified teleosts, 
beaked redfish, harp 
seal 
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Abstract 19 

The Greenland shark (Somniosus microcephalus) is an abundant key predator distributed across the 20 

northern North Atlantic. Despite being recently identified as being the longest-lived vertebrate on the 21 

planet with an estimated longevity exceeding 272 years, other fundamental aspects of its biology remain to 22 

be elucidated. Of particular interest in this regard is the reproductive behavior of adult females. In an effort 23 

to shed light on the distribution and migratory aspects this life stage, we examined the spatial movements 24 
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of adult Greenland shark females in southwestern Greenland using pop-up satellite archival transmitting 25 

tags (PSATs). 13 females (410-455 cm) were tagged with multiple PSATs (33 in total) programmed to 26 

release at intervals ranging from 3-13 months. While five PSATs are still deployed, 22 tags relayed usable 27 

data that was included in this analysis. While all sharks were tagged inshore, only one shark appeared to 28 

remain there for the duration of the study (150 days), as all other PSATs reported from locations over the 29 

offshore shelves of southwest or southeastern Greenland. Interestingly, the shelf water off Frederikshåb 30 

Isblink appears to be a “hot spot” for adult females in southwestern Greenland as PSATs from 4 sharks 31 

released in this area. While most sharks seemed to stay in the general area of southern Greenland, one 32 

shark migrated to the Reykjanes Ridge in the mid-Atlantic, only to return to southwest Greenland 10 33 

months later, a total distance of 2,754 km. While at liberty, all sharks tended to occupy similar depths, with 34 

means (±SD) ranging between 341.6±214.7 m and 455.7±85.9 m (range= 13-1,083m) and mean 35 

temperatures ranging between 4.6±0.6° C and 5.1±1.1° C (range =-2.0-9.0° C). When data reported here is 36 

combined with historical data in the literature, it appears that the offshore shelf waters of southern 37 

Greenland appear to have an important role to play in the life history of Greenland sharks. Exactly what, 38 

awaits further studies, particularly on gravid females of the species.  39 

 40 

Introduction 41 

In recent years, the Greenland shark (Somniosus microcephalus) has been subject to increasing scientific 42 

focus establishing its position as a long-lived, likely abundant top predator, with the potential to influence 43 

trophic dynamics in arctic marine food webs (Leclerc et al. 2012, McMeans et al. 2013, Nielsen et al. 2016). 44 

However, despite a relatively frequent bycatch of Greenland shark in commercial fisheries throughout the 45 

Arctic (Davis et al. 2013, Rusyaev & Orlov 2013, DFO 2016), and exposure to heavy fishing pressure in the 46 

past (Jensen 1914, Anon 1942), many aspects of the basic biology of the Greenland shark remain poorly 47 

elucidated. This includes, in particular, the breeding part of the population (i.e. the effective population) of 48 

which knowledge on size and distribution is extremely limited, as well as most aspects of their reproductive 49 

biology (see review on Greenland shark biology in MacNeil et al. 2012). Greenland sharks are listed as ‘Near 50 

Threatened’ on the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species and as ‘Data Deficient’ on the Norwegian Red List 51 

(Henriksen & Hilmo 2015, IUCN 2017). 52 

Tracking studies have shown that Greenland sharks are highly migratory and occupy a great variety of 53 

depths, from surface waters to at least 1,816 m of depth (Hansen 1963, Fisk et al. 2012, Campana et al. 54 

2015). Greenland sharks are however capable of occupying much deeper abyssal waters (Herdendorf & 55 
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Berra 1995, Benz et al. 2007), with the deepest record being 2,909 m (Porteiro et al. 2017). While the 56 

distribution area of Greenland shark is reported to encompass the entire northern North Atlantic including 57 

the Arctic Ocean, their real distribution probably extends circumpolar and more northward than currently 58 

documented (MacNeil et al. 2012, Mecklenburg et al in prep). Based on an evaluation of size composition 59 

of Greenland sharks in more than 1000 individuals, from across the northern North Atlantic, great 60 

differences in geographical distribution of life stages are evident (Nielsen et al. in prep11). Most remarkably, 61 

adult specimens are rarely encountered in large parts of the North Atlantic. In southwestern Greenland 62 

however, the majority of Greenland sharks are females larger than 400 cm in total length (~60% of 119 63 

observations, Nielsen et al. in prep1). Yano et al. (2007) reports Greenland shark females to reach sexual 64 

maturation larger than 400 cm, and Nielsen et al in (prep2) estimates that 50% of the females are mature 65 

at 398 cm. Hence, the majority of sharks in southwestern Greenland are potentially sexual mature, and are 66 

referred to as adults. Smaller sub-adults dominate in the more northern regions in Greenland, Arctic 67 

Canada and Svalbard (Nielsen et al. in prep1).   68 

The objective of this study was to examine spatial movements of adult Greenland shark females in 69 

southwestern Greenland using pop-up satellite archival transmitting tags (PSATs). In order to investigate 70 

whether this region is continuously important for adult females across seasons, we acquired basic 71 

information on preferred depths, temperatures and geographical position over long-term time periods 72 

spanning from approximately 3 months to 13 months. Combined, this information provided new insights 73 

into fundamental biological aspects of the Greenland shark and elucidated the migratory behavior of a 74 

rarely encountered life stage - the adult Greenland shark female.  75 

 76 

Materials and methods 77 

Capture 78 

Greenland sharks were caught on benthic long lines during scientific cruises (2015-2017) on RVs Avataq and 79 

Sanna (Greenland Institute of Natural Resources) in four different fjords in western Greenland: Ummannaq 80 

Fjord in northwestern Greenland, and Grædefjord, Bredefjord and Julianehåbsfjorden in southwestern 81 

Greenland (Fig. 1). Longlines consisted of two sections - a head (buoy) line and a bottom line. The head line 82 

                                                           
1
 Data from Nielsen et al. in prep1 is acquired from scientific trawl surveys, the scientific literature and targeted 

fieldwork during a five year period in context of the Old & Cold Greenland sharks project. The dataset encompasses 
+1000 Greenland shark from arctic Canada, Greenland, Iceland, Svalbard, Faroe Island, mainland Norway and 
Denmark. 
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was attached to the weight at one end of the longline, and was as long as the gear deployment depth plus 83 

50-100 m. The bottom line (8-10 mm nylon rope) consisted of ganjions attached to the longline with 84 

carabiners mounted every 10 m with 70 cm stainless steel chain, and a size 4 Mustad shark hook baited 85 

with seal blubber. Two weights (~10-15 kg) anchored each end of the bottom line which consisted of no 86 

more than 10 hooks. All lines were deployed between 350 and 500 m of depth and were allowed to soak 87 

for 12-18 hours before being recovered.  88 

Tagging  89 

Once the ganjion was removed from the longline, sharks were left in the water to reduce stress, but 90 

restrained along the side of a small zodiac using a 10 cm wide tail rope around the caudal peduncle and a 91 

barbless hook in the mouth. The sharks were measured (total length, TL, cm), sexed, and a tissue sample 92 

for genetic analyses were taken from the caudal fin (~0.5 cm3). All sharks were tagged with floy tags 93 

mounted with a FH-69 stainless steel tip attached beneath the shark’s cartilage ridge of the first dorsal fin 94 

or in the caudal peduncle.  Females longer than 400 cm were also tagged with PSATs (Wildlife Computers, 95 

Redmond, Washington) if the following criteria were met: sharks were actively moving during handling, skin 96 

abrasions were minimal, and no bleeding from the mouth or gill openings. Each tag was attached to the 97 

shark using plastic darts (W: 40 mm, L:50 mm) mounted on a 2 mm stainless steel plastic coated tag wire, 98 

inserted under the cartilage ridge associated with the dorsal fin.  99 

Two different types of PSATs were used in this study: miniPATs and mrPATs (Widllife Computers, Redmond, 100 

Washington). Each adult female was tagged with either two or three PSATs programmed to release after 101 

approximately 3 months, 5 months, or 13 months (Table 1). The exact time periods were chosen so tags 102 

would release during seasons with minimal sea ice cover. Nine miniPATS and 24 mrPATs were deployed on 103 

13 adult Greenland shark females (Shark #1-13, length range 406-455 cm) caught in Grædefjord (N=7), 104 

Bredefjord (N=1), Julianehåbsfjord (N=4) and Uummannaqfjord (N=1) (Table 1, Fig. 1). Each shark was 105 

tagged with two or three PSATS (two mrPATs; one mrPAT and one miniPAT; or two mrPATs and one 106 

miniPAT; Table 1). 107 

Satellite tags 108 

MiniPATs (L 124 mm x Ø 38 mm, weight 60 g) collected data on light, temperature (±0.1° C) and depth (±0.5 109 

m) in a pre-defined duty cycle. For long term deployments (~130 days), duty cycles were on for the first 110 

three days, and then ‘1 day on-1 day off’ with measurements every 300 second. For short term 111 

deployments (~90 days), the duty cycles were ‘all days on’ with measurements every 150 sec. All data was 112 

internally binned in 2 hour intervals. In 2015 and 2016, miniPATs were programmed to release if depth 113 
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remained constant (±4 m) for 3 executive days, or if depth exceeded 1,700 m as the crush depth of 114 

miniPATs is reached at 2,000 m. For miniPATs deployed in 2017, the critical depth mechanism was turned 115 

off. mrPATs (L 121 mm x Ø 23 mm, weight 31 g) only collected data on daily minimum and maximum 116 

temperature (±0.5° C ) for a period of 90-100 days prior to release.  The crush depth of mrPATs is 2,000 m 117 

and the tags have no ‘critical depth’ or ‘constant depth’ release mechanism. For both types of PSATs, once 118 

released from the animal, the recorded data is transmitted via Argos satellite network when the 119 

antenna/cap of the floating tag is exposed to a non-saline environment (i.e. above the ocean surface). 120 

Argos location of the tag (which is considered the approximate position of the shark at the time of the tag 121 

release) is provided based on Doppler shift calculations. For the sharks in this study, reconstruction of 122 

migration paths using geolocation could not be determined from light-intensity levels as the sharks were 123 

mainly swimming deeper than the light measurement capabilities of the tag. Therefore, minimum travelling 124 

distance for each shark was calculated as a straight-line distance (not over land) either from capture 125 

position or from previous tag pop-up position. The minimum distance travelled is reported in km and     126 

km*d-1 calculated from days at liberty from the last known location.  127 

 128 

Results 129 

Reporting tags 130 

Of the 33 deployed PSATs, eight tags failed to report usable data for a variety of reasons including failure to 131 

establish contact with the Argos satellite following release (no contact, Table 1); delayed (28 and 97 days) 132 

Argos locations (Delayed, Table 1); constant-depth release with an associated mrPAT reporting pop-up 133 

position from a nearby beach on scheduled time  indicating that Shark #5 died in the tagging period. Three 134 

miniPATs (Shark #9-11) released as scheduled but did not establish position until two, two, and eight days 135 

following release, respectively (all on 4 August 2017). Data from these tags were included for analysis. In 136 

November 2017, three tags still remain deployed on sharks.  137 

This analysis is therefore based on reports from 22 PSATs from 12 adult females with transmitted data 138 

ranges between 39-63% (miniPATs, N=6) and 25-72% (mrPATs,N=16), respectively (Table 1). Days in liberty 139 

for PSATs varied between 86-403 days, and totaled 2,359 tagging days.  140 

 141 

 142 
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Argos locations  143 

Argos locations were available from 16 mrPATs and 6 miniPATs deployed on 12 sharks and are presented in 144 

Fig. 1 together with tagging locations and shortest distance- travelled (SDT) (Table 1). Days at liberty (86-145 

403 days) and associated SDT (8-2,754 km) revealed that daily migrations ranged 0.1-17.5 km per day. One 146 

shark was at liberty for 90 days travelling 1,066 km (Shark #8); two sharks were at liberty for 129-135 days 147 

travelling 138-155 km (Shark #1 and #3); two shark were at liberty for 150 days and travelled 17-129 km 148 

(Shark #6 and #7); five sharks were at liberty for 180 days and travelled 144-963 km (Shark #9-13); two 149 

sharks were at liberty for 402-403 days and travelled 27-2,754 km (Shark #2 and #4). SDT was not 150 

significantly correlated with days in liberty (Pearson’s Correlation test, r=0.3997, P>0.1). Only Shark #7 151 

appeared to spend all its time at liberty inshore as both tags released inside and at the entrance of 152 

Grædefjord where the shark was tagged originally (Table 1).  All other tags reported from offshore waters 153 

8-1,523 km from the original tagging position (Fig. 1). Shark #4 exhibited a distinct migratory behavior, as 154 

the first tag released in waters of the Reykjanes Ridge (on the Mid-Atlantic ridge) after 87 days in liberty. 155 

315 days later, the shark was had returned to the offshore shelf waters of southwestern Greenland, and 156 

had thus covered at least 2,754 km (Fig. 1). All other tags were released in either southwestern or 157 

southeastern Greenland shelf waters. Two sharks from Grædefjord (Shark #4 and #6), one from 158 

Uummannaqfjord (Shark #8) and one shark from Julianehåbsfjord (Shark #11), all occupied the same area 159 

off Frederikshåbs Isblink in southwestern Greenland upon tag release (Fig. 1). For two sharks (Shark #1 and 160 

#6) both tags released in this area off Frederikshåb Isblink after 3 and 4.5/5 months in liberty (Table 1). 161 

Three sharks from Bredefjord and Julianehåbsfjord (Shark #9, #12, #13) exhibited a distinct northeastward 162 

migration covering 629-722 km in the first three months in offshore shelf waters of southeastern Greenland 163 

(Fig. 1, Table 1). Another 3 months later these sharks still occupied southeastern Greenland shelf waters 164 

with one shark being located further north and two further south (Fig. 1).  165 

Depth and temperature 166 

Comprehensive data from miniPATs allowed us evaluate depth and temperature distribution for six sharks 167 

(Sharks #1, #3, #6, and #9-11) (Fig. 2a-f), although no temperature data was transmitted for Shark #6. All 168 

sharks generally occupied similar depths with mean depth (±SD) ranging between 341.6±214.7 m and 169 

455.7±85.9 m and mean temperatures ranging between 4.6±0.6° C and 5.1±1.1° C (depth range 13-1,083 m, 170 

temperature range -0.2-8.0° C, Table 2). Tracks on minimum/maximum temperature the last 3 months of 171 

the tagging period of all mrPATs showed that temperature tracks from mrPATs were -2.0-9.0° C (Table2), 172 

and generally, for mrPATs and miniPATs overlapping in tagging recording period on the shark, temperature 173 

tracks were similar. The most frequently occupied depths were shallower than 650 m (97% of the time 174 
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between 0-650 m, and 71% of the time between 301-550 m (Fig. 3a). Corresponding water temperatures 175 

were above 3.6° C (96% of the time between 3.6-8.0° C, and 83% of the time between 4.1-5.5° C, Fig. 3b). It 176 

is evident from the individual daily mean±minimum/maximum levels of temperature and depth (Fig. 2a-f),  177 

that temperature was rather constant over large portions of the tagging period, while the occupied depth 178 

range could vary several hundreds of meters on a daily basis. For sharks tagged in Grædefjord (Shark #1, #3 179 

and #6), daily mean depth was always shallower than 600 m and associated change in depth was typically 180 

between 150-250 m (Fig. 2a-c). For sharks tagged in Bredefjord and Julianehåbsfjord (Shark #9, #10, and 181 

#11) the daily mean depth varied more and multiple days were spent  deeper than 600 m with daily depth 182 

changes exceeding 400 m (Fig. 2d-f). Shark# 9 (which migrated to southeastern Greenland from Bredefjord) 183 

exhibited the highest daily depth difference of all sharks, which on 13 June 2017 was 897 m (Fig. 2d). On 184 

this particular day, Shark #9 covered 9,273 vertical meters (i.e. 4,547 ascending meters, 4,726 descending 185 

meters). The same animal also spent the last 5 weeks of the miniPATs tagging period at depths mainly 186 

shallower than 200 m (most shallow record was 13 m) which was markedly shallower than for all other 187 

tagged sharks (Fig. 2d). 188 

The temperature tracks recorded by five miniPATs and five mrPATs  (Shark #1, #3, #4, and #7-13) showed 189 

that all sharks where released into relative cold waters (below 2.5° C, Fig. 2a-f, Supplementary Fig. 1a, c, d, 190 

f-i). In Grædefjord, Shark #7 presumably occupied Grædefjord for 150 days in liberty and experienced 191 

temperatures mainly between 2.0-2.5° C (range 0.5-3.5° C) throughout the period of the first tag (90 days). 192 

Only the last four days prior the second tag’s release, at the entrance of Grædefjord, the shark occupied 193 

temperatures up to 4.5° C (Supplementary Fig. 1f).  Shark #1, #3 and #4 (also tagged in Grædefjord) only 194 

experienced temperatures below 3.0° C for 3-6 days, after which they moved into waters where 195 

temperatures constantly were above 3.5° C and generally warmer than 4.5° C until the tags released in 196 

offshore water after 3 and 4.5 months (Fig. 2a, c, Supplementary Fig. 1a, c-d2). In Bredefjord and 197 

Julianehåbsfjord, similar temperature tracks were evident from all sharks (Shark #9-13) which also occupied 198 

water masses below 3.0° C for 3-4 days after release, after which they went into warmer waters (above 3.5° 199 

C and generally warmer than 4.0° C) until tag release (Fig. 2d-e, Supplementary Fig. 1h-i). For Sharks #9, 200 

#12, and #13, which migrated to southeastern Greenland, temperatures reached 6.0-8.0° C in the last 4-5 201 

weeks of the 91 days tagging period and remained (mostly) above 4.0° C for the entire tagging period (Fig. 202 

2d, Supplementary Fig. 1h-i). In Uummannaqfjord, Shark #8 mainly experienced temperatures between -203 

0.5-2.5° C  for 2 months (range -1.0-3.0° C, Supplementary Fig. 1g) following waters of 4.0-4.5° C  for last 3.5 204 

weeks prior tag release in offshore waters at Frederikshåbs Isblink in southwestern Greenland. 205 

                                                           
2
 Note that miniPATs and mrPATs for Shark #1 and #3 were overlapping in time period where data was recorded. 

Temperature tracks were similar.  
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Discussion 206 

In this study, the aim was to investigate the spatial distribution and depth and temperature preferences of 207 

adult Greenland shark females in Greenland using PSATs. We observed that offshore shelf waters in this 208 

region, together with southeastern Greenland, are of particular importance for adult females, and also find 209 

that the shelf water off Frederikshåb Isblink appears to be a “hot spot” for adult females in southwestern 210 

Greenland. Furthermore we revealed that some sharks conducted very similar migration in time and space, 211 

and we observe a single shark, which after crossing half the Atlantic Ocean, returned to southwestern 212 

Greenland waters. Taken together, our investigations provide novel insights into biology of the Greenland 213 

shark, and clearly demonstrate the uniqueness of shelf waters in southern Greenland for this poorly 214 

studied life stage.  215 

In general, we found adult Greenland shark females to occupy depths much shallower than adult females 216 

tracked in southeast Canada, which have been found mainly to occupy waters deeper than 900 m and 217 

perform long range pelagic migrations hundreds of kilometers off the continental shelf break (Campana et 218 

al. 2015). In our study, only Shark #4 exhibited long distance migration over abyssal water, while the 219 

majority of tags released from the remaining sharks were in continental shelf waters. More specifically, 220 

nine out of twelve sharks remained in, returned or migrated to southwestern Greenland, which 221 

demonstrates that this region is essential for adult females across seasons. Southeast Greenland was also 222 

inhabited by three adult females tagged on Southwest Greenland for as much as 3 months, supporting a 223 

west-to-east migration occurring in Greenland waters, as also demonstrated by Hansen (1963). Southwest 224 

and -east Greenland together with Iceland which have been found to contain a higher proportion of adult 225 

females compared to other Arctic regions (Nielsen et al. in prep1). Our tracking results support this distinct 226 

size-based distributional pattern of Greenland shark life stages as the adult females remained in these 227 

areas over long time periods (spring, summer, late-autumn). 228 

Although geolocations are lacking (due to no available sunlight at swimming depth of the sharks), it is 229 

possible to deduce information on spatial movements between fjords and offshore water in the tracking 230 

period. This was done from data on depths and temperatures combined with the overall thermal structures 231 

of the water masses in southern Greenland. Offshore shelf waters are characterized by warmer waters than 232 

many fjords (Sutherland et al. 2013, Ribergaard 2014). This was well demonstrated for all sharks caught in 233 

Grædefjorden, which were released into relatively cold water masses (below 3.5° C) and carried PSATs that 234 

released in offshore and warmer waters (4.0-6.0° C). Only one shark had PSATs that released in inshore 235 

waters (Shark #7 in Grædefjorden) and this animal had occupied cold waters throughout the tagging period 236 
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(except for the last four days, where 4.5° C was occupied). For the remaining sharks from Grædefjorden, all 237 

PSATs released in offshore waters and the temperature data from these tags showed that the animals had 238 

experienced higher temperatures 3-5 days after tagging. In addition to the increase in water temperatures, 239 

the corresponding depth records ranged from 550-600 m, which is deeper than any part of Grædefjord. 240 

Similar patterns from temperature and depth records were evident for sharks tagged in Julianehåbsfjord 241 

and Bredefjord.  Taken together, it seems plausible that most sharks exited the fjords shortly after being 242 

released, spending the majority of time in warmer offshore water masses. Such behavior of adult females 243 

coincides well with their absence in cold fjords of southeastern Greenland, which was reported during the 244 

commercial shark fishery more than 50 years ago, where Berland (1961) mentioned that from observations 245 

of 1,505 Greenland sharks, they only encountered large specimens (>3.7 m) in offshore waters. Trawl and 246 

longline captures from contemporary times in southeast Greenland support such distinct distributional 247 

segregation between in- and offshore waters (Nielsen et al. in prep1). Adult females in southwest 248 

Greenland are indeed occasionally occupying inshore waters (note that all sharks in this study were caught 249 

in inshore waters), but pop-up positions and temperature tracks suggest that offshore waters are 250 

predominantly occupied by adult Greenland shark females throughout southern Greenland.   251 

Some offshore waters did however seem more frequently occupied than others, as most tags released near 252 

the continental shelf break. More distinctly, we found the shelf water off Frederikshåb Isblink to be 253 

particularly important as 4 out of 12 sharks visited this location (Fig. 1). Such a congregation, where sharks 254 

from three different tagging locations and from different years, visit the same distinct area has not 255 

previously been documented, but data from scientific trawl surveys show that adult females have 256 

commonly been encountered here (Nielsen et al. 2014). Another example of novel behavior observed in 257 

this study, was Shark #4 which migrated to Reykjanes Ridge during the first 3 months, returning to 258 

southwest Greenland 10 months later (Fig. 1), covering a total distance of 2,754 km. Besides demonstrating 259 

that Greenland sharks can be highly migratory within a short time span, it is peculiar that this specimen 260 

reported from the only area (Reykjanes Ridge), where free-swimming neonate Greenland sharks (~42 cm, 261 

46 cm, and 55 cm) have been reported from (Kukuev & Trunov 2002, Nielsen et al. in prep1). Whether this 262 

Greenland shark was pregnant upon capture and its migration was related to parturition, is not known, but 263 

it seems a plausible scenario. More research is warranted to establish whether Greenland shark pupping 264 

grounds could be in abyssal waters, e.g. along the Reykjanes Ridge or other parts of the mid-Atlantic ridge. 265 

A final example of novel behavior was sharks #12 and #13 which released tags close to each other after a 266 

700 km northeastward migration over 3 months. Another 3 months later, these sharks were however much 267 

more dispersed in southeast Greenland (second tag) (Fig. 1). Temperature tracks for the entire tagging 268 

period show that these sharks occupied very similar water masses suggesting that they had a similar 269 
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migration behavior in time and space. There are multiple examples from GINR’s trawl survey database, of 270 

adult Greenland shark females caught in pairs or more. In more detail, 47.3% of all adult females (N=53, TL 271 

range 405-510 cm) and 12.5 % of all smaller sharks (N=40, TL range 99-400 cm) and have been caught in 272 

hauls together with one or more sharks (range 2-7 sharks per haul) (GINR unpublished data). Furthermore, 273 

release positions from sub-adult Greenland sharks tagged with PSATs off Disko Island, western Greenland, 274 

released after three months at liberty only few kilometers from each other but more than 1,000 km from 275 

original tagging position (Bushnell et al. unpublished data). All of this combined with our results, strongly 276 

suggests that Greenland sharks, and especially adult females, occasionally exhibit group behavior.  277 

It is currently unknown why adult Greenland shark females occupy waters in southern Greenland more 278 

frequently compared to other more arctic and northern regions. The absence of neonate Greenland sharks 279 

in trawl surveys and commercial fisheries in southern Greenland shelf waters strongly suggests that 280 

pupping grounds are not found in these waters (or in any other investigated continental shelf waters). 281 

Mating is however very likely to take place in southwestern Greenland, as adult females, some with ripe 282 

ovaries and bite marks from conspecifics, and adult males with calcified clasper, extruded clasper spur and 283 

freely flowing sperm, have been observed to overlap in time and space in this region (Nielsen et al. in 284 

prep2). However, due to the production of great amounts of ripe ova (up to at least 80 kg, Nielsen et al. in 285 

prep2), great nutritional inputs are needed for adult females. We therefore believe, that the observed 286 

behavior of adult female sharks occupying shelf waters is related to foraging. Swimming behavior of the 287 

sharks on this study was not characterized by diel depth difference (as observed by Skomal & Benz 2004 288 

and Stokesburry et al. 2005, but not by Fisk et al. 2012 and Campana et al. 2015), but rather appeared as 289 

more random oscillatory migrations of varying magnitude. On a daily basis, vertical excursions of sharks 290 

from Grædefjord typically ranged 150-250 m, whereas sharks from Bredefjord and Julianehåbsfjord 291 

typically ranged from 350-500 m in depth. One shark exhibited as much as 896 m in daily depth difference 292 

while covering a total of 9,273 vertical meters (Shark #9, 13 June 2017, Fig 2d) suggesting that Greenland 293 

sharks might be slow swimmers (Watanabe et al. 2012), but can be very active when searching for prey. For 294 

Greenland sharks in this study, which presumably spent the entire tracking period in either inshore fjords or 295 

offshore continental shelf waters (except shark #4), it is difficult to evaluate if vertical excursions are due to 296 

benthic swimming sharks that follow bottom contours, or if excursions were made into pelagic water 297 

masses. As the dominant prey for adult Greenland shark females is composed of benthic and epibenthic 298 

fishes (MS1), it suggests that most feeding probably occurs along the ocean floor. Pelagic/shallow 299 

swimming was however clearly observed for at least one shark (Shark #9 reaching only 13 m of depth) – a 300 

behavior which has been linked to hunting of seals (Skomal & Benz 2004, Fisk et al. 2012, Leclerc et al. 301 

2012), another important dietary component of adult Greenland sharks (MS1). We expect that the 302 
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observed vertical excursions of adult females in this study are a combination of both pelagic and benthic 303 

swimming behavior.  304 

In conclusion, the study demonstrated that adult female Greenland sharks in Greenland waters mainly 305 

occupy continental shelf waters at temperatures above 4.0° C and perform great oscilations at depths 306 

between 200-550 m. It is noteworthy that we observed similar migration behavior at the same time to 307 

almost the same geographical position for two sharks suggesting that this species might be more social 308 

than previously described. One shark also migrated to the only area where neonate Greenland sharks have 309 

been observed, only to return to Greenland waters 10 months later, suggesting that Greenland sharks have 310 

separated mating, feeding, and pupping areas. Further studies should focus on these two observations as 311 

the behavior and reproductive biology of Greenland sharks are the keys to understand the biology and 312 

conserve this elusive species.  313 
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Figures and tables 424 

 425 

 426 
Fig. 1. (a) Map of the three locations in Greenland (Ummannaq Fjord, Grædefjord and Julianehåbsfjord) 427 
and long distance migrations of Sharks #4 and #8. (b) Pop-up positions in southern Greenland shelf waters 428 
and shortest distance marked for all sharks. 429 
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 430 

 431 

Fig. 2. Depth and temperature profiles from sharks tagged with miniPATs (a-f). For shark #6  temperature 432 
data from mrPAT (151202) is plotted (green line). Note that tagging periods vary between 3 and 5 months. 433 
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434 

 435 

Fig. 3. Depth (a) and temperature (b) records (mean + 1 SE) for adult Greenland shark females tagged with 436 
miniPATs. Graphs are not correlated. 437 

 438 

 439 



Table 1. Tag and release data for Greenland sharks tagged in Greenland shelf waters. DAL=days at liberty. SDT= shortest distance travelled in straight 

line not crossing land. Capture locations: GRÆ=Grædefjorden, UUM=Uummannaqfjorden, BRE=Bredefjord, JUL=Julianehåbfjorden. Locations are 

categorized in classes according to accuracy: class 3 (<250 m), class 2 (250-500 m), class 1 (500-1500 m), class 0 (>1,500 m), Class A and B (no accuracy 

estimate  poor quality position). 

          

Shark TL, Sex Location PSAT / Argos PTT  Date of  Argos position DAL SDT 

    Deployment Programmed pop-off Reporting lat;lon (class) days Km and km d
-1

 

Shark #1 (GS168) 420 cm,  F GRÆ mrPAT/151199 19.06.15 19.09.15 19.09.15 62.294;-50.702 (3) 91 134/1.5 
   miniPAT/149843 19.06.15 01.11.15 01.11.15 62.442;-50.677 (3) 135 138/0.9 
   miniPAT/151186 19.06.15 01.08.16 29.08.16 Delayed* - - 

Shark #2 (GS170) 428 cm, F GRÆ mrPAT/151201 25.06.15 19.09.15 26.12.15 Delayed* - - 
   miniPAT/149847 25.06.15 01.11.15 - No contact - - 
   mrPAT/151189 25.06.15 01.08.16 01.08.16 63.252;-51.313 (3) 403 27/0.07 

Shark #3 (GS171) 410 cm, F GRÆ mrPAT/151200 25.06.15 19.09.15 19.09.15 63.721;-53.130 (3) 86 129/1.5 
   miniPAT/149844 25.06.15 01.11.15 01.11.15 63.506;-52.895 (3) 129 155/1.2 
   mrPAT/151187 25.06.15 01.08.16 - No contact - - 

Shark #4 (GS172) 411 cm, F GRÆ mrPAT/151198 26.06.15 19.09.15 20.09.15 59.214;-27.983 (3) 87 1,523/17.5 
   miniPAT/149846 26.06.15 01.11.15 - No contact - - 
   mrPAT/151204 26.06.15 01.06.16 60.944 60.944;-49.176 (3) 402 2,754/6.9 

Shark #5 (GS231) 443 cm, F GRÆ miniPAT/149848 28.06.16 26.09.16 03.07.15 Premature 5 - 
   mrPAT/151196 28.06.16 25.11.15      25.11.16      63.322; -51.147 (A)** 150 - 

Shark #6 (GS234) 425 cm, F GRÆ miniPAT/158793 29.06.16 27.09.16 28.09.16 62.414;-50.696 (3) 91 121/1.3 
   mrPAT/151202 29.06.16 26.11.16 26.11.16 62.395;-50.561 (3) 150 129/0.9 

Shark #7 (GS236) 455 cm, F GRÆ mrPAT/151192 29.06.16 27.09.16 27.09.16 63.351;-51.045 (3) 90 8/0.1 
   mrPAT/151197 29.06.16 26.11.16 26.11.16 63.290;-51.138 (3) 150 17/0.1 

Shark #8 (GS250) 425 cm, F UUM mrPAT/162825 18.07.16 16.10.16 16.10.16 62.347;-50.533 (3) 90 1,066/11.7 
   mrPAT/162826 18.07.16 15.12.16 - No contact - - 

Shark #9 (GS280) 410 cm, F BRE miniPAT/169369 29.04.17 28.07.17 04.08.17 62.759;-41.147 (3) 92 629/6.9 
   mrPAT/162837 29.04.17 26.10.17 26.10.17 63.496;-39.652 (3) 180 742/4.1 
   mrPAT/162838 29.04.17 23.06.18 Still out Still out Still out Still out 

Shark #10 (GS292) 440 cm, F JUL miniPAT/169370 03.05.17 01.08.17 04.08.17 59.763; -45.803 (3) 91 116/1.3 
   mrPAT/162833 03.05.17 30.10.17 30.10.17 59.510; -45.186 (3) 180 144/0.8 
   mrPAT/162834 03.05.17 27.06.18 Still out Still out Still out Still out 

Shark #11 (GS293) 433 cm, F JUL miniPAT/169368 03.05.17 01.08.17 04.08.17 61.247;-51.509 (3) 91 308/3.4 
   mrPAT/162821 03.05.17 30.10.17 01.11.17 62.271;-50.731 (3) 180 430/2.4 
   mrPAT/162822 03.05.17 27.06.18 Still out Still out Still out Still out 

Shark #12 (GS294) 430 cm, F JUL mrPAT/162835 04.05.17 02.08.17 02.08.17 63.683;-39.614 (3) 90 700/7.8 
   mrPAT/162830 04.05.17 31.10.17 31.10.17 61.507;-41.664 (3) 180 963/5.4 

Shark #13 (GS298) 410 cm, F JUL mrPAT/162839 04.05.17 02.08.17 02.08.17 63.776;-39.251 (3) 90 722/8.0 
   mrPAT/162840 04.05.17 31.10.17 31.10.17 63.373;-40.184 (3) 180 787/4.4 

* Tags reporting Argos positions 28/97 days after pop-off  all data excluded for further analysis 
** First PSAT (miniPAT) reporting shortly after release due to constant depth bad quality position, A, tag probably in the surf (i.e. shark dead)  little temp data transferred  excluded from  analysis 



Table 2. Temperature and depth (mean±SD, maximum and minimum) from six miniPATs and temperature (maximum and minimum) from 16 mrPATs 

from 12 Greenland sharks. 

          

Shark  Depth, m  Temp., 
o
C % data 

  Mean±SD Min. Max.  Mean±SD Min. Max. transmitted 

#1 miniPAT 149843 399.2±80.0 61.5 639.0  4.6±0.8 0 7.2 57 

#1 mrPAT 151199      -0.5 5.0 41 

#2 mrPAT 151189      -1.0 1.5 78 

#3 miniPAT 149844 455.7±85.9 157.5 711.5  4.9±0.4 1.0 5.5 41 

#3 mrPAT 151200      0 5.5 48 

#4 mrPAT 151198      0 7.5 50 

#4 mrPAT 151204      -2.0 6.0 68 

#6 miniPAT 158793 375.3±79.9 142.5 640.5  NA NA NA 63 

#6 mrPAT 151202      3.5 5.5 59 

#7 mrPAT 151192      0.5 3.5 53 

#7 mrPAT 151197      2.0 4.5 72 

#8 mrPAT 162825      -1.0 6.5 20 

#9 miniPAT 169369 341.6±214.7 13.5 1061  5.1±1.1 0.6 8.0 53 

#9 mrPAT 162837      -0.5 8.5 55 

#10 miniPAT 169370 445.4±126.1 76.5 1083  4.6±0.6 2.1 5.7 39 

#10 mrPAT 162833      -0.5 6.0 44 

#11 miniPAT 169368 441.8±125.0 63 912  4.7±0.7 -0.2 6.7 49 

#11 mrPAT 162821      3.5 6.0 19 

#12 mrPAT 162835      -0.5 7.5 45 

#12 mrPAT 162830      4.0 9.0 64 

#13 mrPAT 162839      -0.5 7.5 25 

#13 mrPAT 162840      3.0 8.5 28 
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Supplementary Fig. 1. (a-l) Temperature tracks (daily maximum and minimum) from mrPATs on Sharks #1-4 
and #6-13. Note that some tags have overlapping tagging period.  
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dissociation of this excited state, producing rad-
icals, or by the formation of a diol radical after
reaction of an excited-state fatty acid with an
adjacent molecule.
Because fatty acid–covered surfaces are ubiq-

uitous, the photochemical production of gas-phase
unsaturated and functionalized compounds will
affect the local oxidative capacity of the atmo-
sphere and will lead to secondary aerosol for-
mation. This interfacial photochemistry may exert
a very large impact, especially if in general the
mere presence of a surface layer of a carboxylic
acid can trigger this interfacial photochemistry
at ocean surfaces, cloud droplets, and the sur-
face of evanescent aerosol particles.
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LIFE HISTORY

Eye lens radiocarbon reveals centuries
of longevity in the Greenland shark
(Somniosus microcephalus)
Julius Nielsen,1,2,3,4* Rasmus B. Hedeholm,2 Jan Heinemeier,5 Peter G. Bushnell,6

Jørgen S. Christiansen,4 Jesper Olsen,5 Christopher Bronk Ramsey,7 Richard W. Brill,8,9

Malene Simon,10 Kirstine F. Steffensen,1 John F. Steffensen1

The Greenland shark (Somniosus microcephalus), an iconic species of the Arctic Seas,
grows slowly and reaches >500 centimeters (cm) in total length, suggesting a life
span well beyond those of other vertebrates. Radiocarbon dating of eye lens nuclei
from 28 female Greenland sharks (81 to 502 cm in total length) revealed a life
span of at least 272 years. Only the smallest sharks (220 cm or less) showed
signs of the radiocarbon bomb pulse, a time marker of the early 1960s. The age
ranges of prebomb sharks (reported as midpoint and extent of the 95.4%
probability range) revealed the age at sexual maturity to be at least 156 ± 22 years, and the
largest animal (502 cm) to be 392 ± 120 years old. Our results show that the Greenland
shark is the longest-lived vertebrate known, and they raise concerns about
species conservation.

T
he Greenland shark (Squaliformes, Som-
niosus microcephalus) is widely distributed
in the North Atlantic, with a vertical dis-
tribution ranging from the surface to at
least 1816-m depth (1, 2). Females outgrow

males, and adults typically measure 400 to 500 cm,
making this shark species the largest fish na-
tive to arctic waters. Because reported annual
growth is ≤1 cm (3), their longevity is likely to
be exceptional. In general, the biology of the
Greenland shark is poorly understood, and lon-
gevity and age at first reproduction are com-
pletely unknown. The species is categorized as
“Data Deficient” in the Norwegian Red List (4).
Conventional growth zone chronologies can-

not be used to age Greenland sharks because of
their lack of calcified tissues (5). To circumvent
this problem, we estimated the age from a chro-
nology obtained from eye lens nuclei by apply-
ing radiocarbon dating techniques. In vertebrates,

the eye lens nucleus is composed of metabol-
ically inert crystalline proteins, which in the cen-
ter (i.e., the embryonic nucleus) is formed during
prenatal development (6, 7). This tissue retains
proteins synthetized at approximately age 0: a
unique feature of the eye lens that has been
exploited for other difficult-to-age vertebrates
(6, 8, 9).
Our shark chronology was constructed from

measurements of isotopes in the eye lens nu-
clei from 28 female specimens (81 to 502 cm
total length, table S1) collected during scien-
tific surveys in Greenland during 2010–2013
(fig. S1) (see supplementary materials). We used
radiocarbon (14C) levels [reported as percent of
modern carbon (pMC)] to estimate ages and
stable isotopes, 13C and 15N (table S1), to eval-
uate the carbon source (supplementary materials).
Depleted d13C and enriched d15N levels estab-
lished that the embryonic nucleus radiocarbon
source was of dietary origin and represents a
high trophic level. In other words, isotope sig-
natures are dictated by the diet of the shark’s
mother, not the sampled animals. We set the
terminal date for our analyses to 2012, because
samples were collected over a 3-year period.
The chronology presumes that size and age are
positively correlated.
Since the mid-1950s, bomb–produced radio-

carbon from atmospheric tests of thermonuclear
weapons has been assimilated in the marine
environment, creating a distinct “bomb pulse”
in carbon-based chronologies (10). The period of
rapid radiocarbon increase is a well-established
time stamp for age validation of marine animals
(11–14). Radiocarbon chronologies of dietary ori-
gin (reflecting the food web) and chronologies
reflecting dissolved inorganic radiocarbon of
surface mixed and deeper waters, have shown
that the timing of the bomb pulse onset (i.e., when
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bomb-produced radiocarbon becomes detectable
in a chronology) is synchronous within a few years
and no later than early 1960s across the northern
North Atlantic (Fig. 1).
Sexually mature females >400 cm have been

caught across the Greenland continental shelf
at depths between 132 and ~1200 m [(15, 16)
and table S1]. Their diet (15–17) and stable iso-
tope signatures (18) (table S1) are comparable
to those of other marine top predators such
as the porbeagle (Lamna nasus), white shark

(Carcharodon carcharias), spiny dogfish (Squalus
acanthias), and beluga whale (Delphinapterus
leucas) (11, 14, 19–24), for which the bomb pulse
onset has been established (Fig. 1). We therefore
consider the early 1960s as appropriate for the
timing of the bomb pulse onset for the Greenland
shark chronology as well.
The two smallest animals (nos. 1 and 2) had

the highest radiocarbon levels (>99 pMC), im-
plying that they were indeed affected by the
bomb pulse (Fig. 2). However, given the variabi-

lity of bomb pulse curves (Fig. 1), no exact age
can be assigned to these animals other than
that they were born later than the early 1960s.
The third animal in the chronology (no. 3,
95.06 pMC), on the other hand, had a radio-
carbon level slightly above those of the remain-
ing sharks (nos. 4 to 28, pMC <95), placing its
birth year close to the same time as the bomb
pulse onset (i.e., early 1960s, Fig. 2). We there-
fore assign shark no. 3 (total length 220 cm)
an age of ~50 years in 2012 and consider the
remaining 25 larger animals to be of prebomb
origin.
We estimated the age of prebomb sharks

based on the Marine13 radiocarbon calibration
curve (25), which evaluates carbon-based matter
predating the bomb pulse that originates from
surface mixed waters. The observed synchronicity
of the bomb pulse onset (Fig. 1) supports the
presumption that natural temporal changes of
prebomb radiocarbon are imprinted in the ma-
rine food webs with negligible delay. We contend
that the Marine13 curve can contribute to the
assessment of the age of prebomb sharks de-
spite the difficulties associated with (i) the low
variation in the radiocarbon curve over the past
400 years (25); and (ii) that the degree of radio-
carbon depletion in contemporaneous surface
mixed waters (local reservoir age deviations, DR)
differs between regions (26), meaning that the
carbon source of the eye lens nucleus reflects
food webs of potentially different DR levels. Con-
sequently, radiocarbon levels of prebomb animals
must be calibrated as a time series under a set
of biological and environmental constraints.
We used OxCal (version 4.2) to do this cali-

bration (27). The program uses Bayesian statis-
tics to combine prior knowledge with calibrated
age probability distributions to provide poste-
rior age information (28, 29). We constrained
age ranges with presumptions about von Berta-
lanffy growth, size at birth, the age of animal
no. 3 deduced from the bomb pulse onset (bio-
logical constraints), and plausible DR levels from
the recent past (environmental constraint). This
makes up a Bayesian model that is detailed in
the supplementary materials.
Calibrations of single pMCmeasurements with-

out biological constraints are shown as proba-
bility distributions of age with very wide ranges
(light blue distributions, Fig. 3). When imposing
the model, constrained and narrower age esti-
mates are produced for each prebomb individ-
ual, shown as posterior probability distributions
of age (dark blue distributions) in Fig. 3 and
posterior calibrated age ranges at 95.4% (2s)
probability in table S2. OxCal also calculated
agreement indices for each individual shark
(A index) and for the calibration model (Amodel).
This allowed us to evaluate the consistency be-
tween modeled age ranges and Marine13, as well
as the internal agreement between data points
of the model (table S2) (30). To test the effect
of the fixed age parameter (shark no. 3), a sensiti-
vity analysis was made (supplementary materials
and fig. S2), showing that the overall finding
of extreme Greenland shark longevity is robust

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 12 AUGUST 2016 • VOL 353 ISSUE 6300 703

Fig. 1. Radiocarbon chronologies of the North Atlantic Ocean. Radiocarbon levels (pMC) of different
origin (inorganic and dietary) over the past 150 years are shown. Open symbols (connected) reflect
radiocarbon in marine carbonates (inorganic carbon source) of surface mixed and deeper waters
(26, 36–38). Solid symbols reflect radiocarbon in biogenic archives of dietary origin (11, 14, 22, 24).
The dashed vertical line indicates the bomb pulse onset in the marine food web in the early 1960s.

Fig. 2. Radiocarbon in eye lens nuclei of Greenland sharks. Radiocarbon levels (pMC ± SD, table S1)
from 28 females plotted against total length (TL) are shown. Individual animals are identified by the
numbers next to the symbols. Nos. 1 and 2 are of postbomb origin, and nos. 4 to 28 are of prebomb
origin. We consider shark no. 3 to be from the early 1960s, which is the latest timing of the bomb pulse
onset (dashed vertical line).
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regardless of the exact timing of the bomb pulse
onset (1958–1980).
The model estimated asymptotical total length

to be 546 ± 42 cm (mean ± SD), a size matching
the largest records for Greenland sharks (2), and
the age estimates (reported as midpoint and
extent of the 95.4% probability range) of the
two largest Greenland sharks to be 335 ± 75 years
(no. 27, 493 cm) and 392 ± 120 years (no. 28,
502 cm). Moreover, because females are reported
to reach sexual maturity at lengths >400 cm
(15), the corresponding age would be at least
156 ± 22 years (no. 19, 392 cm) (table S2). Amodel

was 109.6%, demonstrating that samples are in
good internal agreement, implying that the age
estimates are reliable.
The validity of our Greenland shark age esti-

mates is supported by other lines of evidence.
For instance, we found sharks <300 cm to be
younger than 100 years (table S2). Such age
estimates are indirectly corroborated by their
depleted d13C levels (table S1), possibly reflect-
ing the Suess effect, another chemical time
mark triggered by emissions of fossil fuels, im-
printed in marine food webs since the early
20th century (31, 32). In addition, high levels of
accumulated anthropogenic contaminants may
suggest that ~300-cm females are older than
50 years (33). Taken together, these findings
seem to corroborate an estimated life span of
at least 272 years for Greenland sharks attain-
ing more than 500 cm in length.
Our results demonstrate that the Greenland

shark is among the longest-lived vertebrate spe-

cies, surpassing even the bowhead whale (Balaena
mysticetus, estimated longevity of 211 years) (9).
The life expectancy of the Greenland shark is
exceeded only by that of the ocean quahog
(Arctica islandica, 507 years) (34). Our estimates
strongly suggest a precautionary approach to
the conservation of the Greenland shark, be-
cause they are common bycatch in arctic and
subarctic groundfish fisheries and have been
subjected to several recent commercial exploi-
tation initiatives (35).
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Fig. 3. Bayesian age ranges of prebomb sharks.The estimated year of birth against total length (TL)
for prebomb sharks (nos. 4 to 28) is shown. Light blue shows the individual age probability
distributions for each shark, and modeled posterior age probability distributions are shown in dark
blue. Fixed age distributions (model input) of one newborn shark (42 cm, 2012 ± 1) and of shark no. 3
(220 cm, born in 1963 ± 5) are shown in orange.The red line is the model fit connecting the geometric
mean for each posterior age probability distribution. (Inset) The model output; i.e., Amodel, Lmax, and
range of birth year for shark no. 28. Also see the supplementary materials.
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Materials and Methods 

Sampling of sharks and eye lens nuclei 

Analyzed sharks were caught from 2010-2013 as unintended bycatch during the 

Annual Fish Survey of Greenland Institute of Natural Resources, by the commercial 

fishing fleet and from scientific long lines. All sampling was carried out in accordance 

with laws and regulations and with authorization from the Government of Greenland 

(Ministry of Fisheries, Hunting & Agriculture, document number 565466 and 935119). 

Samples were taken from specimens with lethal injuries caused by conspecifics or fishing 

equipment. Sharks were euthanized immediately after capture by direct spinal cord 

transection. Total body length was measured and eye globes were removed and stored at  

-20o C. The left eye lens was subsequently prepared at the Aarhus AMS Centre 

(Department of Physics and Astronomy, Aarhus University, Denmark) by isolating the 

embryonic eye lens nucleus under light microscopy from concentrically arranged layers 

of secondary fiber cells. A 4-5 mg subsample of the innermost part of the embryonic 

nucleus was used for isotopic analyses with Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) and 

Continuous-Flow Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry (CF-EA-IRMS).  

 

Sample preparation and isotope measurements 

Embryonic nucleus samples were converted to CO2 by combustion at 950o C in 

sealed evacuated quartz ampoules with CuO. A subsample of the resulting CO2 gas was 

used for δ13C Dual-Inlet analysis on an IsoPrime stable isotope ratio mass spectrometer to 

a precision of 0.02‰, while the rest was converted to graphite for AMS 14C 

measurements (AMS Laboratory, Accium Biosciences, Seattle, WA, USA (41). The 
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results are reported according to international conventions (42) and 14C content is  given 

as percentage modern carbon (pMC) based on the measured 14C/12C ratio corrected for 

the natural isotopic fractionation by normalizing the δ13C value to -25‰ VPDB (Vienna 

Pee Dee Belemnite; δ13C calibration standard). The pMC unit is calculated as 100 * F14C 

(43) and reported as mean pMC ± SD. 14C measurements are also presented as non-age 

corrected ∆14C values where ∆14C = (pMC/100 – 1) x 1000 ‰ (44). Stable isotopes, δ13C 

and δ15N, were measured on eye lens nucleus samples weighed into tin cups at the 

Aarhus AMS Centre by continuous-flow isotope ratio mass spectrometry (Vario Cube 

elemental analyzer coupled to an IsoPrime stable isotope ratio mass spectrometer). All 

isotopic measurements are reported as mean ± SD. The instrument precision is 

determined by the standard deviation of ~16 measurements on the in house standard 

yielding ~0.2‰ for δ13C and 0.2 – 0.5‰ for δ15N for each analysis batch. The in house 

standard is a commercial gelatin which is calibrated against international IAEA 

standards. The statistical correlation between TL and δ13C, δ15N and pre-bomb 14C levels, 

were evaluated by Spearman’s Rank Correlation Test.  

 

Supplementary Text 

Bayesian model design  

The biological and environmental constraints of the Bayesian model are: 1) the 

largest shark with a bomb-induced 14C signature is 49 ± 5 years old (which in the model 

input is fixed as mean ± SD), 2) length and age are positively correlated, where length 

increments decline asymptotically with age as expressed by a Von Bertalanffy growth 
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curve, 3) size at birth (i.e., age 0) is given by L0 = 42 cm and 4) ΔR can vary according to 

a normal distribution of 75 ± 75 14C years (mean ± SD, N(75,75)). 

 

By setting the largest shark with bomb-induced radiocarbon (no. 3 of 220 cm) to be 49 ± 

5 years old (i.e. birth year 1963 ± 5, N(1963,5)) we introduce a time range that 

encompasses the earliest and latest detection of the bomb pulse rise in comparable marine 

food webs chronologies (Fig. 1) and also the first detection in metabolically active tissues 

of pelagic deep sea fauna (45, 46). This timing defines a sharp boundary for the 

successive time sequence of birth dates for the larger sharks which were also presumed to 

follow an exponential age-length expression:  

 

L=Lmax · [1-exp(-t/τ )]    

 

equivalent to a traditional Von Bertalanffy growth curve (47). Such growth patterns or 

derivate thereof have been demonstrated for multiple shark species (48).  The sequence 

starts at the birth dates of the largest (presumed oldest) sharks and ends with a fictive 

newborn 0 years old shark of 42 cm fixed (i.e. year of birth 2012 ± 1). This size was 

chosen based on documented near term fetuses of 37 cm (49) and the smallest recorded 

free-swimming Greenland sharks of 41.8 cm TL (~42 cm) (50). The Bayesian statistics of 

the model assume a strict sequence of birth dates according to shark length. To 

incorporate the ΔR uncertainty, the model includes a ΔR value which is allowed to vary 

for individual sharks in the model according to a Gaussian distribution of around 75 14C 

years with a 1 sigma of 75 14C years. This ΔR range is representative for the resent past in 
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northern North Atlantic surface mixed waters (27). Results of the model output are 

illustrated in Fig. 3 as full posterior probability distributions for each shark. We present 

the age range estimates for each pre-bomb shark as 95.4 % (2 sigma) probability (table 

S2).  

 

Bayesian model function 

The Bayesian model was implemented in OxCal (version 4.2) (28-30, 32). In the 

Bayesian analysis we define a uniform prior for the age of the longest shark tl and for the 

time constant τ.  Given the imposed constraints (see above), tl and τ are the only 

independent parameters in the model. Given these two parameters, the length Ll of the 

longest shark, and the length at birth L0, we can deduce the age t of any animal from its 

length L using the equation: 

 

 

We sample over all possible values of the two independent parameters (tl and τ) 

conditioned on the likelihood from the radiocarbon calibration applied to the radiocarbon 

measurements on the individual specimens. This gives us a marginal posterior 

distribution for τ and for the ages of each pre-bomb shark. We have used OxCal to 

implement this Bayesian model because it is already set up to calculate the likelihood 

distributions from radiocarbon calibration under such an exponential growth model 

(equation A44 in 29).  The code for implementing this model in OxCal is given below. 
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The agreement between model and data (Amodel) are measured using the agreement 

indices which are a measure of the overlap between the un-modeled and modeled 

probability distributions provided by Oxcal (51). Generally Amodel below 60% are 

considered as poor agreement. 

 
Model priors and likelihoods 

 

The prior for the birth date of the oldest shark is uniform: 

 

From this parameter the date of birth of all the other sharks can be estimated: 

  

We define a uniform prior for τ : 

 

The local marine reservoir for each shark is independent and given a normal prior: 

 

Given this and the marine calibration curve the likelihood from radiocarbon calibration is: 
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where Θ is the set of variable parameters. This applied to all the sharks (1 < i ≤ N ) 

except for the youngest shark which has been given a likelihood: 

 

The collection date is given a prior of: 

 

The informative independent variables in the model are τ and tN. The only other 

independent variables are the marine reservoir offsets for the sharks di. MCMC is used to 

sample over the parameter space defined by {τ, tN , di} using the priors and likelihoods 

defined above. 

 

Model sensitivity test 

Because we cannot verify the exact timing of the bomb pulse onset in the 

Greenland shark chronology, four additional model runs (scenarios) were conducted to 

test the model sensitivity of the birth year assigned to the shark with fixed age (no. 3, 220 

cm, 49 ± 5 years). The four alternative scenarios are:  

 Scenario 1: Shark no. 3 (length of 220 cm) is assumed a birth year of 1975, 

N(1975AD,5), corresponding to an age of 37 ± 5 years. 

 Scenario 2: Shark no. 4 (length of 258 cm) is assumed a birth year of 1963, 

N(1963AD,5), corresponding to an age of 49 ± 5 years. In this scenario shark no. 

3 is excluded from the model. 
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 Scenario 3: Shark no. 4 (length of 258 cm) is assumed a birth year of 1975, 

N(1975AD,5), corresponding to an age of 37 ± 5 years. In this scenario shark no. 

3 is excluded from the model. 

 Scenario 4: Shark no. 3 (length of 220 cm) is assumed a uniform prior birth year 

distribution between 1963 and 2012, U(1963AD,2012AD). 

 

For the model to run these tests adequately the smallest seven sharks (shark nos. 3-10) are 

assumed to have an uniform prior age distribution, U(1700AD,1980AD). Studies from 

the Pacific Ocean show that all tissue samples from abyssopelagic and abyssobenthic 

fishes contained bomb-induced radiocarbon of dietary origin in the 1970s (45, 46, 52). 

Therefore, we contend that these alternative scenarios represent the most conservative 

estimates for the timing of the bomb pulse onset in the context of calibrating the 

Greenland shark chronology. 

 

Model outputs are shown in Fig. S2. It is evident from all scenarios that the estimated age 

of shark no. 28 and asymptotic length (Lmax) are robust to changes in fixed age of the 

youngest sharks. In all four scenarios the Amodel-values were below 60% (indicating poor 

agreement between data and model assumptions), and well below that of the model 

presented in Fig. 3 (Amodel = 109.6%). Interestingly, scenario 4, where the birth age of 

shark no. 3 was assigned a weak prior age probability distribution, U(1963AD,2012AD), 

produced a model output with the highest Amodel (56 %) and is also most similar to the 

model presented in Fig. 3. This supports our contention, that the age of shark no. 3 being 
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~50 years is a valid estimate and hence that the fixed input of birth years between 1958-

1968 for this shark in the model presented in Fig. 3 is appropriate.    

 

Oxcal model code 
  
 Plot() 
 { 
  Curve("Marine13", "marine13.14c"); 
  U_Sequence("Age_vs_Length") 
  { 
   Tau_Boundary("Tau") 
   { 
    color="green"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS65DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("10 (GS65, 502 cm)",617,30) 
   { 
    z=502; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS67DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("16 (GS67 B, 493 cm)",736,21) 
   { 
    z=493; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS42DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("10, GS42 (460 cm)",608,25) 
   { 
    z=460; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS64DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("19 (GS64 B, 451 cm)",612,27) 
   { 
    z=451; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS2DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("15, GS2 (447 cm)",611,25) 
   { 
    z=447; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
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   Delta_R("GS53DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("06 (GS53, 445 cm)",645,27) 
   { 
    z=445;  
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS5DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("09, GS5 (442 cm)",682,25) 
   { 
    z=442; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS80DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("12 (GS80, 440 cm)",516,25) 
   { 
    z=440; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS4DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("08, GS4 (420 cm)",627,35) 
   { 
    z=420; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS59DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("09 (GS59, 392 cm)",537,25) 
   { 
    z=392; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS58DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("04 (GS58, 390 cm)",510,25) 
   { 
    z=390; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS14DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("07, GS14 (386 cm)",578,25) 
   { 
    z=386; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Date("Typical",U(1600,2000,5)) 
   { 
    z=375; 
    color="green"; 
   }; 
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   Delta_R("GS6DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("13, GS6 (370 cm)",725,35) 
   { 
    z=370; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS10DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("06, GS10 (355 cm)",594,22) 
   { 
    z=355; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS41DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("14 (GS41, 354 cm)",586,25) 
   { 
    z=354.5; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS55DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("15 (GS55, 354 cm)",496,27) 
   { 
    z=354; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS16DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("05, GS16 (336 cm)",651,25) 
   { 
    z=336; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("JFS2DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("JFS2 (330 cm)",573,22) 
   { 
    z=330; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS56",75, 75); 
   R_Date("08 (GS56, 327 cm)",454,26) 
   { 
    z=327; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS81",75, 75); 
   R_Date("17 (GS81, 318 cm)",492,28) 
   { 
    z=318; 
    color="blue"; 
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   }; 
   Delta_R("GS7",75, 75); 
   R_Date("07 (GS7, 312 cm)",463,26) 
   { 
    z=312; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS12DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("04, GS12 (306 cm)",483,25) 
   { 
    z=306; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS19DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("11, GS19 (276 cm)",509,25) 
   { 
    z=276; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS13DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("03, GS13 (264 cm)",489,25) 
   { 
    z=264; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Delta_R("GS3DR",75, 75); 
   R_Date("02, GS3 (258 cm)",485,25) 
   { 
    z=258; 
    color="blue"; 
   }; 
   Date("Shortest",N(AD(1963),5)) 
   { 
    z=220; 
    color="green"; 
   }; 
   Boundary("Newborn",N(AD(2012),1)) 
   { 
    z=42; 
    color="green"; 
   }; 
  }; 
  T=Newborn-Tau; 
  TT=Newborn-Typical; 
 }; 
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Fig. S1. 
Capture positions of Greenland sharks around Greenland. Numbers next to the 
points identify the individual animals cf. Table S1.   
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Fig. S2 
Sensitivity analysis and Bayesian age ranges. Estimated year of birth against total 
length (TL, cm) from four different model scenarios.  Scenario 1-3 are made with 
different fixed age of shark no. 3 (220 cm) or no. 4 (258 cm) with birth year either 1963 ± 
5 years or 1975 ± 5 years, respectively. In scenario 4 the age of shark no. 3 is uniform in 
years 1963-2012. Light grey shows individual age probability distributions for each 
shark, whereas modelled posterior age probability distributions are shown in blue. Fixed 
distribution (model input) of one newborn shark (2012 ± 1) and the shark with the same 
age as the bomb pulse onset (37 ± 5 years or 49 ± 5 years) are shown in green. The black 
line is the model fit connecting the geometric mean for each posterior age probability 
distribution. The red line in each figure represents the similar line for the model presented 
in Fig. 3. Inserted, the model output i.e. Amodel, Lmax, and range of birth year for shark no. 
28.    
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Table S1. 
Overview of individual sharks and associated isotope levels. Total body length (TL) 
and capture depth for each shark with corresponding stable isotopes (reported as δ13C and 
δ15N) and 14C levels in pMC (∆14C are reported for conventional reasons). Sharks no. 1-3 
had pMC levels >95 while the remaining individuals had pMC levels between 91.25-94.5 
with a significant negative correlation between size and pMC (t=-4.18, df=23, P<0.001, 
cor=-0.66). δ13C values ranged between -16.7 ‰ and -13.8 ‰ (mean ± SD= -14.9 ‰ ± 
0.3, N=27) and δ15N ranged between 12.0 ‰ and 17.6 ‰ (mean ± SD= 14.8 ± 0.2, 
N=27). δ13C was positively correlated with TL (t=3.52, df=25, P<0.05, cor = 0.57) but 
not when only evaluated for sharks >300 cm (t=1.67, df=19, P=0.11, cor=0.36). There 
was no significant correlation between δ15N and TL (t=0.49; df=25, P=0.63, cor =0.10). 
AAR-number refers to laboratory identification number at Aarhus AMS Centre, Aarhus 
University. 
 

No AAR-ID TL (cm) Depth (m) δ13C ± SD δ15N ± SD ∆14C pMC ± SD 
1 19177 81 540 -15.9 ± 0.3 16.0 ± 0.3 34.4 103.44 ± 0.37 
2 18075 158 1100 -15.5 ± 0.1 12.0 ± 0.1 -7.2 99.28 ± 0.32 
3 19179 220 325 -16.2 ± 0.3 15.2 ± 0.2 -49.4 95.06 ± 0.30 
4 18076,3 258 175 -15.3 ± 0.2 14.1 ± 0.2 -58.6 94.14 ± 0.29 
5 18077 264 380 -15.1 ± 0.2 13.8 ± 0.2 -59.1 94.09  ± 0.29 
6 18085 276 205 -15.2 ± 0.2 14.6 ± 0.2 -61.4 93.86 ± 0.29 
7 18078 306 394 -15.0 ± 0.2 16.0 ± 0.2 -58.4 94.16 ± 0.29 
8 19183 312 350 -14.0 ± 0.5 13.9 ± 0.4 -56.0 94.40 ± 0.30 
9 19193 318 990 -16.7 ± 0.5 17.6 ± 0.4 -59.4 94.06 ± 0.32 
10 19184 327 296 -15.4 ± 0.3 13.2 ± 0.4 -55.0 94.50 ± 0.30 
11 14646 330 500 - - -68.8 93.12 ± 0.27 
12 18079 336 596 -14.5 ± 0.2 13.5 ± 0.2 -77.8 92.22 ± 0.29 
13 19190 354 492 -15.3 ± 0.3 13.5 ± 0.3 -70.4 92.96 ± 0.29 
14 19191 354 407 -14.9 ± 0.3 14.0 ± 0.4 -59.9 94.01 ± 0.31 
15 18080,3 355 454 -14.3 ± 0.2 15.5 ± 0.2 -71.3 92.87 ± 0.26 
16 18087 370 555 -14.4 ± 0.2 14.8 ± 0.2 -86.3 91.37 ± 0.40 
17 18081 386 567 -14.8 ± 0.2 15.2 ± 0.2 -69.4 93.06 ± 0.29 
18 19180 390 507 -15.0 ± 0.3 17.6 ± 0.4 -61.5 93.85 ± 0.29 
19 19185 391 500 -15.2 ± 0.5 14.7 ± 0.4 -64.7 93.53 ± 0.29 
20 18082 420 178 -14.5 ± 0.2 16.9 ± 0.2 -75.0 92.50 ± 0.40 
21 19188 440 602 -14.7 ± 0.3 13.2 ± 0.3 -62.2 93.78 ± 0.29 
22 18083 442 132 -14.7 ± 0.2 14.3 ± 0.2 -81.4 91.86 ± 0.29 
23 19182 445 210 -14.4 ± 0.3 15.7 ± 0.3 -77.1 92.29 ± 0.31 
24 18089 447 308 -14.6 ± 0.2 15.3 ± 0.2 -73.2 92.68 ± 0.29 
25 19195 451 900 -15.7 ± 0.3 14.2 ± 0.3 -73.4 92.66 ± 0.31 
26 18084,3 460 133 -14.6 ± 0.2 12.7 ± 0.2 -72.9 92.71 ± 0.29 
27 19192 493 900 -13.8 ± 0.3 16.0 ± 0.4 -87.5 91.25 ± 0.24 
28 19186 502 900 -14.5 ± 0.3 14.7 ± 0.3 -74.0 92.60 ± 0.35 
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Table S2. 
Modelled age estimates for pre-bomb sharks. For each shark length (TL), the 
associated posterior calibrated biological age ranges at 95.4% (2 sigma) probability 
(reported as mid-point value ± 1/2 range) are presented together with the associated A 
index as produced by the Bayesian model. A index values > 60% reflect a good level of 
consistency between modelled age ranges and Marine13. Three sharks had an A index 
value < 60%. Although it is not possible to isolate a single reason for this, it is likely to 
be a combination of variation in local reservoir age combined with deviations from the 
strict age and length assumption in the model. 
 

No TL (cm) Age range (95.4 %) A index (%) 
4 258 71 ± 12 128.6 
5 264 73 ± 14 130.2 
6 276 80 ± 13 129.6 
7 306 96 ± 15 139.4 
8 312 99 ± 15 143.0 
9 318 102 ± 15 136.4 

10 327 108 ± 16 139.4 
11 330 110 ± 18 99.6 
12 336 113 ± 17 50.0 
13 354 126 ± 19 123.5 
14 354 126 ± 19 100.0 
15 355 126 ± 19 96.0 
16 370 137 ± 20 20.1 
17 386 150 ± 22 111.8 
18 390 155 ± 23 113.2 
19 392 156 ± 22 116.9 
20 420 185 ± 26 108.2 
21 440 212 ± 31 71.9 
22 442 215 ± 33 106.7 
23 445 220 ± 33 125.7 
24 447 223 ± 33 122.1 
25 451 229 ± 33 122.7 
26 460 245 ± 38 121.5 
27 493 335 ± 75 120.0 
28 502 392 ± 120 35.9 
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